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Abstract

The increasing complexity and functionality is a continuous process of recent softwareintensive systems especially in the embedded domain. In addition, changing manufacturing processes of semiconductor devices cause higher vulnerability to external upsets.
Therefore, all these conditions inuence the dependability of safety-critical applications.
The cost pressure often causes the manufacturers to use less expensive commercial components instead of high reliable specialized hardware. This lack of reliability in standard
hardware can be compensated by several techniques that have been developed since there
are computer systems. Here, the trend of a pure software solution is particularly remarkable. Error detecting codes which are known from transmission systems are one important
aspect of software-based hardware fault tolerance. The coded processing approach also
makes use of such codes for error detection in arithmetic operations. Related works on
coded processing often veries the eectivity of these codes by experimental methods.
However, mathematical error models, which are required for analytical evaluations, are
not available. In general, analytical approaches have the advantage of less complexity and
shorter evaluation duration compared to experimental or simulation approaches. Thus,
this thesis deals with the challenge to create error models to describe the error susceptibility of arithmetic operations in a computer system. Furthermore, these error models
can provide the reliability or the residual error probability in case of coded processing as
an important metric for the eectivity of a given error detecting code. And nally, the
composition of several error models will lead to a reliability model of a given data ow in
future.

Keywords : coding theory, channel model, error detecting and correcting codes, Safely

Embedded Software (SES), coded data processing, data ow, error compensation, residual
error probability, continuous Markov process, discrete Markov chain
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Abstrakt

Nar·stající sloºitost a komplexnost funkce je stále probíhající proces ve vývoji soudobých SW systém·, zejména pak v oblasti vestav¥ných po£íta£ových systém·. Navíc
neustálé zm¥ny ve výrobním procesu polovodi£ových za°ízení zp·sobují jejich nar·stající citlivost na vn¥j²í podn¥ty. Uvedené skute£nosti ovliv¬ují návrh bezpe£nostn¥ kritických aplikací. Naproti tomu cenový tlak nutí výrobce uºívat komer£ní sou£ástky
namísto vysoce spolehlivého specializovaného HW. Nedostatek spolehlivosti standardního HW m·ºe být kompenzován r·znými zp·soby, které byly vyvinuty v celém pr·b¥hu
vývoje po£íta£ových systém·. V tomto vývoji lze vysledovat tendenci £ist¥ softwarového
°e²ení. Detek£ní kódy pro odhalení a opravu chyb, které jsou známé ze systém· pro
p°enos informace, jsou také jedním z d·leºitých prvk· softwarov¥ realizované odolnosti
proti vlivu hardwarových chyb. P°ístup kódovaného zpracování pak dává moºnost vyuºít
tyto kódy pro detekci chyb aritmetických operací. Publikované výzkumy kódovaného
zpracování £asto ov¥°ují efektivitu p°íslu²ných kód· experimentálními metodami. Naproti
tomu matematické modely chyb, které jsou vyºadovány analytickými metodami, nejsou
dosud dostupné. Obecn¥, analytické postupy mají výhodu men²í sloºitosti a krat²ího
£asu vyhodnocení ve srovnání s experimentálními nebo simula£ními p°ístupy. P°edloºená
diserta£ní práce reaguje na výzvu vytvo°it chybové modely schopné popsat výskyt chyb v
aritmetických operacích v po£íta£ových systémech. Tyto chybové modely mohou umoºnit
výpo£et spolehlivosti aritmetických výpo£t·, nebo výpo£et pravd¥podobnosti zbytkové
chyby kódovaného zpracování jako d·leºitého ukazatele efektivnosti vyuºití p°íslu²ného
detek£ního kódu. A nakonec, kompozice n¥kolika chybových model· m·ºe v budoucnosti
vést k vytvo°ení spolehlivostního modelu toku dat v uvaºovaném systému.

Klí£ová slova : teorie kódování, model komunika£ního kanálu, kódy pro detekci a

korekci chyb, bezpe£n¥ vestav¥ný SW (SES), zpracování kódovaných dat, reakce na chybu,
zbytková pravd¥podobnost chyby, Markovské procesy ve spojitém a diskrétním £ase.
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Zusammenfassung

Die steigende Komplexität und Funktionalität ist ein kontinuierlicher Process in modernen Softwaresystemen insbesondere im embedded Bereich. Zusätzlich führen Veränderungen im Herstellungsprozess von Halbleiterbauelementen zu erhöhter Anfälligkeit
gegenüber externen Störungen. All diese Bedingungen beinussen somit die Verlässlichkeit
sicherheitskritischer Anwendungen. Wohingegen die Hersteller aus Kostengründen anstelle
von hochzuverlässiger Spezialhardware oft günstigere Standardkomponenten verwenden.
Dieser Mangel an Zuverlässigkeit von Standardhardware kann durch verschiedene Techniken kompensiert werden, an denen schon gearbeitet wurde seit es Computer gibt. Dabei
ist der Trend reiner Softwarelösungen besonders bemerkenswert. Ein wichtiger Aspekt von
softwarebasierter Hardwarefehlertoleranz sind die fehlererkennenden Codes, die man aus
Übertragungssystemen kennt. Der Ansatz der codierten Verarbeitung verwendet ebenfalls solche Codes zur Fehlererkennung in aritmetischen Operationen. Arbeiten auf diesem
Gebiet überprüfen die Eektivität dieser Codes häug durch experimentelle Methoden.
Jedoch sind mathematische Modelle, die für eine analytische Evaluation notwendig sind,
kaum bekannt. Ein analytischer Ansatz hat aber den Vorteil gegenüber experimentellen
oder simulationsbasierten Verfahren, dass sie weniger komplex und in der Regel kürzere
Berechungszeiten haben. Deshalb behandelt diese Arbeit die herausfordernde Aufgabe,
Fehlermodelle zu erstellen mit denen es möglich sein wird, die Fehleranfälligkeit arithmetischer Operationen in einem Computersystem zu beschreiben. Auÿerdem können diese
Fehlermodelle Zuverlässigkeiten oder in Falle von codierter Verarbeitung eine Restfehlerwahrscheinlichkeit liefern, die eine wichtige Kenngröÿe ist, die Eektivität der eingesetzten
Fehlercodes zu bewerten. Und schlieÿlich wird die Anordung mehrerer Fehlermodelle dazu
führen, dass in Zukunft die Zuverlässigkeit ganzer Datenüsse modelliert werden kann.

Keywords : Codierungstheorie, Kanalmodell, fehlererkennende- und korrigierende

Codes, Safely Embedded Software (SES), Codierte Datenverarbeitung, Datenuss, Fehlerkompensation, Restfehlerwahrscheinlichkeit, diskrete Markov-Kette, kontinuierliche Markov-Prozesse
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software intensive embedded systems are widely used in our engineered society. Almost
each technical product in our daily life comprises a microprocessor, where software is
running on. Everyone has a personal computer or a mobile phone at home which are
only the obviously ones. There are embedded microcontrollers also in television, kitchen
equipments, toys, and particularly in automotive, industry and health care products.
The latter ones inuence our safety and healthy with high dimension and we expect high
dependability of these systems. Thanks to these electronic helpers in cars and medicine
products, the number of people killed by trac accidents have been decreased the last
years [Bun12].

1.1

Motivation

The dependability of systems becomes more important in recent years. Either for economic reasons or because of safety aspects, dependable systems are required to reduce
costs or safe life. Nowadays, there is the trend of increasing complexity and functionality
of electronic control units in several sectors of industry and in particular in the automotive
domain (Figure 1.1). One eect is the higher risk for mistakes in the specication or in
the implementation during the development process. So, it follows the rising chance for
malfunctions during the operation phase of a system. These mistakes manifest themselves
in abnormal behavior other than intended and they are systematic in general. The strict
keep of rules during the development process, e.g. review, the number of those mistakes
can be minimized [ELL+ 92]. But, it is not possible to avoid all mistakes in limited development time. Studies showed that some errors remain in the software that potentially
causes failures in the future [FP98, MD00]. For this reason, current standards and norms
dene functional safety to minimize the risk for a persons life or the damage to health
1
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and environment and they provide development techniques which depend on the required
safety integration level (SIL) [IEC10a, ISO11].

Figure 1.1: Evolution of complexity (= number of functions) in an embedded system
[For11].
In contrast to the mentioned development-based faults, the main focus of this work is
the reliability of the underlying hardware, where the software is executed on. The more
complex a system is, the more hardware is required and the more relevant this aspect
becomes. Modern manufacturing processes of present microcontrollers follow the trend
of a decreasing feature size in the silicon. This leads to less reliability and arbitrary
system failures are more likely during the normal operation phase [DM03]. Component
defects or external disturbance are the reasons for this type of malfunction (so-called soft
errors Figure 1.2). However in spite of this progress, industry demands a decrease in
costs for electronics, while at the same time to remain competitive. The result is the
use of inexpensive commodity hardware instead of highly reliable specialized hardware.
The vulnerability to these arbitrary faults must be partly compensated by additional
fault-tolerant techniques wherein a pure software solution is of particular interest. The
coded processing

is used to detect faults in processor systems by means of diversity and

information redundancy. It is also the initial approach for this thesis which presents
new error models for the reliability evaluation of data processing on unreliable hardware
compared to commonly used experimental techniques. See the state-of-the-art investigation in Chapter 2 and the PhD report for further background information about fault
2
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mechanisms, fundamentals of dependability and fault classication [13].

Figure 1.2: Soft error rates of individual circuits and their trend [SKK+ 02].

1.2

Structure of the Thesis

This PhD thesis is written in a cumulated form. It is organized by the following structure.
First, the motivation for fault-tolerant data processing is introduced in Chapter 1. Further
in Chapter 2, a summary of the state-of-the-art investigation is given which provides the
necessary background information for this work. The goals are dened in Chapter 3 and
later discussed in Chapter 5 with respect to their achievement. Finally, Chapter 4 resumes
all relevant publications to discuss the contribution of this thesis. It introduces a basic
concept for error models in data processing units and identies further problems in this
topic to be discussed. The thesis closes with a conclusion and a perspective for further
works in Chapter 5.

3

Chapter 2
State of the Art
The introduction in the previous chapter highlights the motivation for software-based
fault detection in dependable processor systems. It narrows the topic further down to
randomly occurred hardware faults during data processing in software systems. Now, this
chapter summarizes the state-of-the-art techniques and methods which are commonly
used for detecting hardware faults in dependable computer systems. The text is derived
from the PhD report in [13].

2.1

Software-Implemented Hardware Fault Tolerance

Because of the fact that fault-tolerant computer systems became more important in recent
years, there is the trend to implement concurrent error detection capabilities in hardware
[SAC+ 99, AYI+ 03, VPC02, RSS+ 08]. But on the other hand, the costs of current developments become a higher relevance, especially in the embedded domain where a big
quantity of components is produced. Therefore, the use of redundant hardware or special customer designed hardware is not attractive for the manufacturers. To fulll the
requirements of restricted budget anyway, the manufacturers usually apply commercial
standard hardware, so-called

commercial-o-the-shelf

(= COTS). As already mentioned

in the introduction, these standard components are less reliable and it is assumed that by
reasons of progressive changes in the manufacturing processes of semiconductor devices
the reliability will further decrease. As a consequence of these strict restrictions for costs
and the required reliability for safety-critical applications, a lot of pure software implemented techniques are developed. The literature mentions

redundancy

as an important

aspect for dependability (e.g. [ALR03]). Only redundancy allows the detection of faults.
Pradhan [Pra96] and others [Kir05, IEC10b] talk about dierent forms of redundancy.
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These are

• hardware redundancy,
• time redundancy,
• data redundancy,
• information redundancy and
• software redundancy.
Redundancy means additional functionality being implemented in parallel to the specied
function of a system. Therefore, any kind of redundancy also increases the demand for
additional resources like computation time, hardware or memory. However, each kind of
redundancy has an inuence to certain system constraints. For example, time redundancy
increases the execution time and maybe violates timing restrictions. Therefore, the use
of fault-tolerant techniques must always be veried to be applicable.
In the further course of this chapter, several state-of-the-art techniques for pure softwareimplemented hardware fault tolerance

(= SIHFT) is summarized. The interested reader

is also referred to [GRRV06] who gives a complex and more detailed overview of modern
SIHFT techniques.
2.1.1

Duplication

We know about two dierent eects of faults during the execution of a software program.
One of them is data corruption (data

error )

which results in an erroneous outcome of

a program. The corruption of data is caused either by unexpected modication in the
memory (bit-ip), or by transient faults that occur in integrated circuits like arithmetic
logical unit. Because of the fact that a

single event upset

(= SEU) can only occur at a

certain place or time, the memory cell in another memory location is not aected, and it
is unlikely that the same fault occurs in the same cell or integrated circuit twice. This
leads to the idea of duplication, which can be realized in dierent forms [NV03, BCPT00]:

• Data duplication (data, space redundancy),
• Instruction duplication (time, space redundancy),
• Hardware duplication (space redundancy), triple-modular-redundancy (= TMR)
• Software duplication (software redundancy), N-Version Programming
5
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For example, Nicolescu et.al. [NV03] presented an approach which replicates all variables in a program. Both copies of this variable contain the same information and the
same operation is executed twice, one with the original variable and once with its replica.
The dependencies of the data processing remain constant for both variables. At the end,
the variables contain the nal results and they are checked for consistency. Both variables
must be equal. Otherwise, there was a fault either in one of the variables stored in the
memory or during the calculation process in the arithmetic unit of the microcontroller.
The experimental result of this approach showed that there is a factor of at least two for
additional data memory and runtime compared to the original one. The code size grows
even by a factor of 3.6. With a detection rate of 80 percent, the eciency of this approach
is quite good. The error rate was reduced by a factor higher than 20.
Benso et.al. [BCPT00] go a step further. They dened a
variable in the program which is a function of the variables
cies

reliability-weight

life time

and the

for each

dependen-

to other variables. The life period of a variable is the time between the rst write

(initialization) of a variable till it is read the last time before it is written again. The life
time is then the sum of all periods and the longer this time is, the higher the probability
of being corrupted. Variables with a high reliability-weight are usually more critical for
the reliability of the application. The dependency to other variables is another criterion
for reliable variables. For example in the calculation of c = a + b, the reliability of variable

c depends on the correctness of the variables a and b. In a complex program, the dependencies of a certain variable can have a lot of descendants which are able to propagate
possible faults. Thus, it is highly critical for the reliability of the nal variable. The more
variables are necessary for a computation the higher the risk that one of them is corrupted
by an SEU. There is another important eect related to these dependencies between variables. If there are multiple faults in dierent but dependent variables, it is possible that
the faults are compensated and the nal result is not wrong anymore. Another idea of
Benso was to analyze the code automatically by a compiler1 which re-orders the code to
minimize the reliability weight. In addition, the compiler modies the code and inserts
shadow variables. Consistency checks compare the value of both during the execution
of the program. But Benso describes the same disadvantages of memory overhead and
performance degradation.

NOTE:
The idea of using compiler-based insertions for duplicated data and instructions is widely
used in current researches. There are further publications for compiler-based techniques
available in [BCPT00, RRVT01, WKWY07, FSS09, SSS+ 11].
1 RECCO
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The technique of

Error Detection by Duplicated Instructions

(EDDI), introduced by

Oh [Oh00], uses time redundancy for checking arithmetic, memory and also control ow
errors. He duplicated the instructions at assembler level and splits the register bank and
memory space into an original and a shadowed section. The original and the replicated
instructions use their own registers and memory. Every time a new value is stored or a
branch instruction is executed, the results of the duplicated instructions are compared
with the original. In case of inequality, a fault is detected. Branching errors are directly
detected by the corrupted data which the branching depends on. Other branching and
control ow errors are indirectly detected, when the next comparison takes place.

NOTE:
Some of the introduced publications do not only use duplication to improve fault detection. They also describe some methods of control ow checking. One eect of faults is the
change in the program ow. The pure duplication of data and execution is not enough to
detect all control ow errors [ANKA99, GRSRV03, BDCDNP03].
In 2005, Reis et.al. [RCV+ 05] presented a similar also compiler-based software implemented

fault tolerance approach (= SWIFT). The SWIFT approach improves the perfor-

mance of prior works2 and implements control ow techniques in addition. Some memory
devices provide

error correcting codes

(= ECC) which is often implemented in hardware.

Thus, the stored data are already protected against faults and need not be duplicated
any more. The memory consumption is less than in previous works. Further, they consider a special handling of function calls. In contrast to variables stored in the RAM
and protected by ECC, parameters of functions are usually stored in working registers
of the processor. The function is called only once, but the parameters are duplicated
at the beginning of the function. At the end, the return value is veried and returned
only if there are no errors detected. But, a blind spot of protection remains. Faults that
occur before the parameters are duplicated by the callee are replicated and they are not
detected. In general, there is a gap of protection between every validation and the next
usage of validated values.
There are further publications available, which all use some kind of duplication for
increasing fault tolerance. In this report, there is only a selection. The interested reader
is referred to [AAN00, NVR01, NPVS03] for further study. All recent software approaches
have in common that they all use some kind of duplication to realize data, space3 or time
2 Basically,

it is a combination of EDDI, ECC and some control ow monitoring approaches.
a variable is duplicated, the copy is stored in another memory location. This can be regarded
as a dierent peace of hardware and we can talk about space redundancy.
3 When
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redundancy. In general, we can identify following advantages (+) and disadvantages (-)
of duplication:
+ No additional or specialized hardware is necessary, COTS can be used.
+ Pure software solutions are independent from HW architecture.
- Permanent faults are not detected. This means that the same bit is corrupted in both
variants by a common-cause.
- Faults in the comparison are not detectable.
- There is also a gap of supervising before a variable is duplicated.
2.1.2

Diversity

One disadvantage of pure data duplication is that faults are detectable, only if the outcomes of the redundant data processing are dierent in both variants. This is only the case
with single transient faults. Permanent faults in a circuit of the central

processing unit

(=

CPU) would produce the erroneous result in both data paths (e.g. stuck-at faults). The
workaround for this would be again the usage of redundant hardware. Alternatively, we
can use diverse data representation in the duplicated data channel. So, the probability
increases that dierent outputs are produced with the same input. In [AK88] for example,
Ammann explains this concept as data diversity. Figure 2.1 shows a simple realization
of data diversity. The inputs x and y are processed twice by the algorithm A. Once in
its original representation and the other in the diverse representation. A possible diverse
representation of a number is the negation (2s complement). The same algorithm, e.g.

A(x, y) = x + y , is applied once for the original input x and y and a second time for the
diverse representation x0 = −x and y 0 = −y . At the end, both results are compared by
inverting the result of the diverse channel. Basically, this approach describes the concept
of data duplication and time redundancy. But if there is a permanent fault during the
algorithm A, both results will probably dier [Eng96, OMM02].

Figure 2.1: Data Diversity - The input variables x and y are processed twice (time redundancy) by the algorithm A. One channel uses the original values and the other channel
re-expresses them before processing (data redundancy).
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Figure 2.1 shows diverse data processing using the same algorithm A. This implies
that the algorithm (e.g. addition) employs the same hardware (e.g. adder unit of CPU).
A permanent fault in this hardware is propagated to both outputs and there is still a
small probability that both are equal. Instead of using the same algorithm, the data
re-expression can be implemented in such a way that dierent algorithms use dierent
hardware (here: dierent operations). For example, we want to replace the addition of
two inputs by another operation. Instead of the negation, the inputs are re-expressed by
the logarithm x0 = log(x) and y 0 = log(y) which leads to a dierent algorithm that must
be applied:

x0 + y 0 = log(x) + log(y) = log(x · y)

(2.1)

The two algorithms employ dierent hardware of the CPU. This is a kind of space redundancy and it is less probable that both components fail and if they do, the outputs will
probably dier and the fault is detected.
In [PF82], they published an approach using the described concept of data diversity for
error detection in both the arithmetic and logic operations. The Recomputing
Operands (= RESO)

with Shifted

approach is based on a time redundant execution of data processing

with a diverse data path which is re-expressed by a shift operation. Remember, a left shift
equals to a multiplication by 2. Later, Mitra tried to quantify the diversity of two data
paths. In [MSM99], he dened a diversity metric to compare diverse implementations of
the same function. For a given fault model, the

D describes the
probability that the two diverse functions produce dierent error patterns in response to
any combination of the input and with respect to dierent faults in both implementations.
He considered following cases of the output: (1) Both channels produce correct outputs.
This case can be neglected. (2) One channel has a correct output whereas the other
produces an incorrect result. Both outputs dier and the fault is detected. (3) Both data
channels produce the same faulty output. The fault is not detectable and they say that
the integrity of the system is lost. Faults that produce the same faulty output are often
called common-cause faults. Further, Mitra made an interesting conclusion. He said that
the reliability of duplex (= duplicated) systems is not higher for dierent implementations
of a function compared to redundant systems with identical implementations.
The

design diversity metric

Error Detection by Diverse Data and Duplicated Instructions

(ED4 I) approach

presented by Oh et.al. [OMM02] is based on [Oh00] but extended by diversity. A program is executed twice (instruction duplication) and the data of the copied program is
diversely represented. The diverse data are realized by a multiplication of the original
data with the so-called

diversity factor

k . Furthermore, the previously introduced di9
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versity metric is used to evaluate several k s with respect to the data integrity and fault
detection probability of dierent hardware functions (e.g. adder or bus line signals). The
diversity factor k determines how diverse the copied program is compared to the original
data and it exists an optimum value of k for dierent hardware functions (e.g. k = −2
for an adder).

NOTE:
As we will see later, the diverse data representation which is reached by a multiplication
is also important for coded processing. The multiplication with a constant value is the
basic principle of the so-called AN-codes (see Chapter 2.1.3).
2.1.3

Error Detecting and Correcting Codes

A further disadvantage of data duplication as described in Chapter 2.1.1 is the demand
of additional memory at least by a factor of two for the replicated data. The eld of
error detection and correction codes also uses redundant bits for the representation of
each number. But in contrast to pure data duplication, the total size of the resulting code
word is usually less than the double. These codes implement information redundancy
that represents the original data in a dierent way. Thus, error detecting codes are also
a kind of diversity and they are widely used in transmission and storage systems.
A code unambiguously assigns every element in the origin set of data X with cardinality k = |X| to an element in the coded set C with cardinality n = |C|. The basic

principle of error codes is the existence of more elements in the code space than in the
original space. With k < n, there are unused code words in C (Figure 2.2). Only those
code words which are assigned to their origin information word by the encoding function

fc are valid. All other words are invalid and indicate an error.

Figure 2.2: Basic principle of error detecting codes.
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A formal denition of a code is given below.

Denition 1.

(Code)

A code is an injective function (= encoding) which assigns an information word
a code word

and

∈C

|C| > |X|.

by

fc :

∈X

to

X→C

The set of all code words

C

is called the code space and

information space. The inverse function (= decoding) of

fc

X

is the

reverse the mapping from C

to X.

fc−1 : C → X
The advantage of error codes is the capability of fault detection without duplication.
Because of the diverse data representation by the encoding function, it is very probable
that the code word becomes invalid with the presence of the fault. However, adding
redundancy in form of extra invalid code words leads to more required memory. This
additional redundancy can be expressed by the so-called

code rate.

This metric only

describes the blow-up of data, but it does not tell anything about the error detection
capability (see residual error probability in Chapter 2.3.1).

Denition 2.

(Code Rate) [Bos98]

Every block code with bit length

c

is generated by

R=

x

bits of information. The ratio

x
log2 |X|
=
c
log2 |C|

is the code rate which is a metric for the redundancy (c

− x)

of the code.

Algebraic Structures [Beu94, Rao74]
Algebraic structures are the background for most error detecting and correcting codes
Knowing the underlying algebra of codes helps us to understand the dierent characteristics of codes and the selection of the optimal code for a given use case. An algebraic
structure consists of a set of objects (e.g. numbers) and at least one operation regarding
to this set. For example the set of integer numbers Z is a

group

under the operation

4

of an ordinary addition (Z, +), but not under multiplication. There are the necessary
axioms of

closure, associative law, commutative law, identity

with respect to one operation. The extension of a

group

and

inverse

to form a group

by a second operation leads to a

further algebraic structure, for which additional rules must be fullled with respect to the
4 Operations of algebraic structures need not be an ordinary addition or multiplication. There are also
special operations in other structures.
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second operation. For example, the set of integer numbers forms a ring under addition
and multiplication (Z, +, ·) because the multiplication meets the axioms of
and

distributive law.

associative

If there is also an inverse element for the multiplication, then the

algebraic structure is a eld. For instance, the set of real numbers forms a eld under
addition and multiplication (R, +, ·) with the reciprocal number is the inverse element

under the multiplication. Standard sets of numbers have innite elements e.g. N, Q or

C. But in digital data processing systems, the set of numbers is limited by the register
width of the processor. With m is the width of a register in bits, M = 2m is the amount
of dierent numbers and the nite set is then denoted by ZM . Finite sets are the base
for residue classes of an integer number. The consequence of limited register width is
the possible overow in case that the result of an operation is bigger than the maximal
allowed number. In a formal way, this means that the operations in computer systems
are based on residue classes with the following two operations:

a +M b := (a + b)

Addition:

a ·M b := (a · b)

Multiplication:

mod M
mod M

(2.2)
(2.3)

If M is a prime number, all axioms for a eld are met and there is also an inverse element
for the multiplication. But in digital computer systems M is surely no prime as a power
of two. With this background, we know that all operations in an arithmetic unit have a
ring structure over a nite set of integers (ZM , +M , ·M ).

Arithmetic Codes [Bro60, Rao74]
With the knowledge of error codes and the ring of integer numbers, we can dene the
class of so-called

arithmetic codes

whose encoding function is the multiplication of the

original integer number with another constant integer number (see Equation 2.4).

CAN := {A · X | A, X ∈ Z}

(2.4)

Introduced by Brown, arithmetic codes are better known as AN codes. This notation
indicates that the code word is the product of the generator (or diversity factor) A and
the information word N . The elements of this set of code words is a subset CAN ⊆ C of

all multiples of A which is called an ideal and denoted as nZM . The set of generated code
words forms a ring over the two operations addition and multiplication (nZM , +M , ·M ),
where the required bit width is increased by the factor ≈ log2 A. The sum or the product

of two code words is divisible by the generator A and therefore it is a valid code word
12
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(see axiom of closure). But unlike the addition, the product of two code words does not
correspond to the coded product of the two original information words X1 , X2 .

fc (X1 ) · fc (X2 ) 6= fc (X1 · X2 )

(2.5)

The multiplication does not preserve the mapping between the elements of the original
and the coded set which is required for coded data processing. Using arithmetic codes
for error detection in arithmetic processors, the multiplication must be replaced by an
enhanced operation to follow the encoding function (see coded operations in Chapter
2.2.1).

Linear Codes [Ham50, PB61]
In contrast to the ring of integers, there is the ring of polynomials as another more
complex structure. In a digital data processing system, the numbers are represented in a
binary form X = (x0 , x1 , ... xm−1 ) with the elements xi ∈ {0, 1}. These elements can be
considered as the m scalars of an m-dimensional vector out of the vector space Vm with

the base vectors e0 , e1 , ... em−1 . Another formal but equivalent representation of vectors
are so-called

polynomials.

Instead of the base vectors ei , the scalars (or coecients) are

multiplied by the power of the undetermined variable z which corresponds to a certain
digit in the binary number. The set of all possible combinations of binary coecients
forms the ring of polynomials under the polynomial multiplication and the polynomial
addition (Equation 2.6).

Z2 [z] := {p(z) =

m−1
X
i=0

xi · z i | xi ∈ {0, 1}}.

(2.6)

In contrast to arithmetic codes, linear codes are based on the ring of polynomials but
the code generating function is also the multiplication

CCRC := {g(z)

x(z) | g(z), x(z) ∈ Z2 [z]}.

Linear codes a well-known in transmission and storage systems as

(2.7)
cyclic redundancy code

(= CRC). Linear codes are cyclic, if the generator polynomial g(z) is a divider of the
polynomial z n − 1. This type of code is a special case of linear codes with the property

that the cyclically rotation of the bits in a code word results in another valid code word.
Cyclic codes were rst introduced by Prange [Pra57] and discussed by Peterson [PB61].
Further enhancements were done by [RS60, BRC60].
13
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2.2

Coded Processing

Coded Processing

refers to a method that protects the results of operations in an arithmetic

unit by means of error detection codes. The input data are encoded before being processed
in an arithmetic unit and the output data are decoded again for verication (Figure 2.3).
In this view, coded processing is related to channel coding as a part of the coding theory.

Figure 2.3: The arithmetic unit in a processor represents a channel with respect to arbitrary faults during the execution of an operation.

Channel coding describes error detection and correction codes like the Hamming code,
which was originally developed for protecting data corrupted by a noisy channel like a
memory or communication link. The data processing in an arithmetic unit of a microcontroller also represents a kind of channel. During the software processing, arbitrary
hardware faults (permanent or transient) occur and change the value of a result. But in
contrast to transmission systems, which do not process the transmitting data, an arithmetic operation has usually more than one input and the result is a function of these
inputs. To decode a result, the used error code must preserve the result of the operation
as a valid code word. In the past, a lot of codes were described that can be used for
arithmetic processors [Bro60, Rao70, Man72, Rao74, Don84, For89].
The most important code which is commonly used for coded processing is the so-called
arithmetic code

(AN-code, see Chapter 2.1.3). In 1989, Forin made the rst use of AN-

codes for coded processing in a real application [For89]. He dened coded operations for
most arithmetic operations and extended signatures to this kind of code to detect operation, operator and operand errors.

NOTE:
The term

coded processing

also found a place in current norms and standards. For exam-

ple, the norm IEC 61508 describes it as follows [IEC10c]:
14
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Processing units can be designed with special failure-recognizing or failurecorrecting circuit techniques. So far, these techniques have been applied only to
relatively simple circuits and are not widespread; however, future developments
should not be excluded.

2.2.1

Coded Operations

Using code words for data processing, the operations must preserve the code for the
result. This means that the coded result, processed from the coded operands, must
correspond to the original result. In case of an addition, the original operation can
be used. But, the multiplication of two arithmetic code words shows the necessity for
corrective measures to preserve the encoding function fc of the AN-code. Before we
dene coded operations as corrective measures, further background of algebraic structures
is necessary. The theory of algebraic structures describes the term homomorphism as a
structure preserving transformation between two algebraic structures. Or in general, a
homomorphism is a mapping between two algebraic structures of the same type.

Denition 3.

(Homomorphism) [Beu94]

(G, ◦) and (H, ∗) be two algebraic structures of the same type,
the function ϕ : (G, ◦) → (H, ∗) and for all x, y ∈ G, it is

Let
is

then a homomorphism

ϕ(x ◦ y) = ϕ(x) ∗ ϕ(y).
This means in case of an AN-code that the ring of integer (Z, +, ·) and all multiples

(nZ, +c , ·c ) are homomorphous, if it is

fc (x + y) = fc (x) +c fc (y)

and

fc (x · y) = fc (x) ·c fc (y).

with ϕ = fc . For the structure of coded data, the operations +c and ·c (=
ations )

(2.8)
coded oper-

must be dened in a way that all necessary corrective actions are done to fulll

the homomorphism.
In case of the addition, there are no further corrective actions necessary:

⇒ +c : (C1 , C2 ) → C1 + C2

for all C ∈ CAN

(2.9)
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But in case of the multiplication, there must be a correction:

⇒ ·c : (C1 , C2 ) →

Denition 4.

C1 · C2
A

for all C ∈ CAN

(2.10)

(Coded Operation)

C and ◦ an operation that forms
an algebraic structure with respect to the original set X .
Then, the operation ◦c is called coded operation of ◦ for the set of code words, if it
Let

fc : X → C

be the encoding function of the code

exists the homomorphism

fc (x ◦ y) = fc (x) ◦c fc (y).

2.2.2

Examples for Coded Processing

In the following, there is a summary of examples for coded data processing found in recent
publications.

2.2.2.1
The

Vital Coded Processor

vital coded processor

(VCP) was probable the rst application of coded processing.

In 1989, Forin [For89] published an article that describes the basic concept of coded
data processing for a safety-critical railway application. He made use of information
redundancy in form of arithmetic codes with a signature technique to detect following
types of error:

• An arithmetic
tectable.

code

encodes the input variables and computational errors are de-

xc = A · x

(2.11)

• A static (data) signature is assigned to each variable to detect addressing errors
(e.g. operand error, operator error, variable confusion).
xc = A · x + Bx
16
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• The dynamic (timing) signature is updated with every processing cycle. In case of
updating errors (e.g. missing or unwanted storage, incorrect number of loops), the
dynamic signature of the output does not match the intended one.
xc = A · x + Bx + D

(2.13)

• To detect branching or sequence errors (e.g. if-then-else), a global sequence signature
is added to each coded value. This signature must be pre-calculated for a dedicated
program and is updated during the execution.
xc = A · x + Bx + D + G
In general, the VCP follows the standard sequence of a data processing unit:
input data, data processing and output control

(2.14)
capturing

(Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Architecture overview of the Vital Coded Processor
In Figure 2.4, the vital input data are encoded by an additional fail-safe hardware. At
encoding time, the encoder hardware uses the pre-dened (e.g. during development process) constant signatures that are stored in a separated signature memory during system
build. The executed software in the processor must be able to deal with the coded data
by means of coded operations. These operations also process the signatures of the coded
variables and calculate the value of the output. The signature of the output is veried
by the dynamic check controller, which also implements the signature memory. The decoder hardware controls the output depending on the veried output variable. In case of
an error, the output is set to a safe state. There are several disadvantages of the VCP
approach: (1) The data ow of the program has to be analyzed before to pre-compute
the valid signatures of the output. (2) The sum of all signatures (static, dynamic and
global) must be smaller than A. (3) Additional fail-safe hardware is necessary to encode
17
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the input, store the signature, verify and decode the output. (4) The publication does
not tell anything about performance or loop structures.

2.2.2.2

Software Encoded Processor

The system engineering group at the University Dresden presented another approach of
coded processing [WF] but without the disadvantages of Forins vital coded processor.
The

software encoded processor

(SEP) can execute arbitrary programs on standard hard-

ware. The basic idea is an interpreter which executes the coded variant of a program
without any knowledge about the data ow and pre-computed signatures are not necessary (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: Architecture overview of the Software Encoded Processor
Instead of assigning pre-computed and stored signatures in separated memories, SEP
makes use of so-called dynamic signatures that are calculated during runtime. This dynamic signature consists of a unique address for each value (variable or instruction) and
a version which counts the updates. Because it is impossible to predict the data ow of
unknown programs, the signature is dynamically updated during the runtime. The interpreter itself is an encoded program following the VCP approach. The SEP interpreter
reads the coded instructions out of the program memory and decodes and executes it
at assembler level. The output of the program is coded, as well. Similar to VCP, the
coded output and the current address with version counter are sent to an external checker
hardware for verication. They also reported the possibility of integrating the checker
into the interpreter so that no additional hardware is required. But in case of a hardware
error in this checker, it is probable that an erroneous output is not detected anymore.
Compared to the VCP, this approach has the advantage that every program can be executed without the knowledge of the program ow. However, there is the big disadvantage
of performance. The encoded operations, the interpretation and dynamical calculation of
the signatures lead to worse performance by a factor of more than 900.
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2.2.2.3

Safely Embedded Software

The Laboratory for Safe and Secure Systems at the University of Applied Sciences Regensburg (LaS3 ) developed, in collaboration with the TU Munich, the

Safely Embedded

(= SES) technique for the programming language C to safeguard the execution of
 MSVZ07, Mot08, SMM+ 09, Ste09, Mot09, SMM10, Lau12].
code on microprocessors [V07,

Software

Figure 2.6: Architecture overview of the Safely Embedded Software approach by a combination of diverse data processing and duplicated instructions [V07].
The SES approach uses two of the basic principles of fault detection: diversity and duplication. The original program is executed as a rst channel and is transformed during
development time. At source code level, the original data of the program are coded by
the rules of Forin (AN-codes with static and dynamic signatures). A second channel of
the program processes this diverse data path by duplicated operations. These operations
must be transformed to coded operations in order to deal with the coded data. Both
channels are executed in parallel by code weaving which mixes the operations of the uncoded channel with that of the coded channel (Figure 2.6). After every operation, but at
least at the end, the results of both channels are compared by a comparator unit. The
comparator decodes the data of the coded channel during runtime before both results can
be compared. A sample implementation of SES shows a runtime increase by a factor 10
and about 8 times more of memory is needed. There is no automatism of weaving the
second program channel into the existing uncoded program. Additional research eort is
necessary for the development of a safety compiler that would do this automatically.
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2.2.2.4

Siemens Fail Safe Automation System

Siemens published a patent in 2010 that describes an error control especially for automation systems [KSS10]. The claims comprise a method to improve the error control of
a processor system with fail-safe peripheral components and a communication link between them. The main part is the check of safety-critical data and their processing in the
processor system by the combination of uncoded and coded data processing (see Figure
2.7).

Figure 2.7: Architecture overview of Siemens diverse data processing
Siemens basically follows the approach of Forins vital coded processor, but with two
diverse channels, one uses the original data and the other one is coded. They combine
the advantages of both, duplication and diverse data representation. However, Siemens
concept has some changes compared to the vital coded processor. First, the diverse
processing of the same data does not verify their signatures with pre-computed signatures
which are stored in an external memory device. Second, without signatures, they use the
original AN-code (in contrast to SEP) and the coded operations are simpler in this case.
The coded channel is automatically generated and added in the software by a so-called
F-compiler (F=failsafe). The verication compares the result of both channels by coding
the original data path according the same rules.

2.2.2.5
The

CoRed - Combined Redundancy

Combined Redundancy (CoRed)

approach [UHK+ 12] combines dierent software-

based fault detection mechanisms. Pure replication like

TMR

[GRRV06] has the disad-

vantage of single points of unprotection for example input data and the voter. Although
these points of interest are very short in execution and they are unlikely corrupted, these
gaps must also be considered for highly safety-critical applications. Therefore, the

CoRed

approach employs a three-staged protection.
Figure 2.8 shows the concept of CoRed which combines mainly three software-based techniques for hardware fault detection. First, TMR is used for data acquisition and data
processing. Second, the limitation of TMR, which is the transfer of sensor data to the
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Figure 2.8: Overview of the Combined Redundancy (CoRed) approach [UHK+ 12].

processing unit and the subsequent voter after the multiple computations, is compensated
by data ow encoding by means of arithmetic codes. And nally, the data integrity is
insucient in case there are deviations in the control ow of the voter. So, additional
control ow encoding is implemented in the voter. Thereby, they achieve almost total
detection of soft-errors in TMR execution and in the voter. Other parts like operating
system remain unprotected. Furthermore, there is the interesting fact that TMR detects
almost all injected faults, whereas the encoded data ow has a remarkable contribution
to the error detection for the voter. Therefore, it could arise the assumption that TMR
can be replaced equivalently by coded data processing and vice versa. But here, the voter
cannot be realized by TMR because the outputs of the replicated voters must be voted
again. So for the voter, coded data processing is the only way to guarantee dependability.

NOTE:
There is one remarkable issue in this publication. The implementation of

CoRed

uses

C++ template classes like it was reported in [1]. The big advantage of doing so is the
abstraction of the coded operations in additional software libraries. From a programmers
point of view, the implementation is then transparent to the data types and operations.
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2.3

Evaluation of Coded Processing Approaches

For each example of coded processing, they did some evaluations about the eciency of
error detection. The detection of errors during the data processing is the crucial basis for
making the system more tolerant and even more safety. Therefore, the dangerous case
is the non-detection of an error and the possible propagation to a system failure. But,
it must be clear that every approach only increases the dependability by detection and
there is still a residual risk for undetection. Of course beside the increased error detection capability, each approach requires more resources in form of memory and runtime.
However, these performance issues are not part of the research in this thesis.

2.3.1

Residual Error Probability

One eect of faults is the deviation in the data path of software processing. As previously
described, coded processing is a possible technique using error codes to protect the data
processing against arbitrary faults in the hardware. The problem with every error detecting code is the fact that certain faults cannot be detected. The probability of undetected
faults is an important metric in the theory of error detecting codes. Thus, there are a
lot of publications that deal with the performance and eectivity of arithmetic codes for
coded processing [Avi71, SSSF10a, MS09]. In this context, a data error is the deviation
of a result caused by faults during the computation. This means that there is an error
word5 E added to the code word C . The sum of both is the corrupted result C 0 .

C0 = C + E

(2.15)

With coded processing, there are now two possibilities of verication [Oze92]:
1. Check after every operation:

The coded variable is veried after each operation. An error E would transform the valid
code word C into the invalid word C 0 . In case of AN-codes, the error is detected, if and
only if it is
5 In
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0 = C0

mod A

0 = (C + E)
0=C
|

0=E

mod A

mod
{z A} + E

mod A

=0

(2.16)

mod A.

If the error word E as a multiple of A, then the residue of (C mod A) is zero and the
error is not detected. The code words C are a multiple of A and therefore a subset of
all integers in the range [0; A · |X|] with |X| is the number of elements to encode. Thus,

there are A times more elements in the code space C than required for coding the original
space X . Provided that the error words are equally distributed then the probability of
being a multiple of A is [For89, Oze92, SSSF10b]

Pu =

|X|
1
|X|
=
= .
|C|
A · |X|
A

Schiel also reported in [Sch11] a probability of undetection as a function of

(2.17)

≈ 21k
with k is the number of redundant bits determined by the generator A. She conrmed
the probability by experimental evaluation by injecting random and equally distributed
errors into random encoded numbers. However, this assumption is questionable whether
error words follow an equally distributed probability. A ip of one bit is still more probable than two or more bit-ips. Therefore, she evaluated all combinations of n-bit faults in
the error word E and checked, if it is a multiple of A. This brute force analysis leads to
a probability of undetection as a function of the number of bit-ips. It seems that there
is an improvement the larger the generator A is. She also showed that some non-prime
As have a better performance than prime As, provided for equally distributed bit-ips.
Finally, she referred to further evaluation in the future, especially for non-prime As.
2. Check of coded variable after

m

1
A

operations:

As we have seen in the presented approaches before, the coded data are usually not
veried after each operation. Therefore, Ozello distinguished in [Oze92] a second case for
the evaluation of undetected errors. The code word is not veried after each operation
but only at the end of a set of operations. A possible fault E1 during the rst operation
propagates the deviation to the following operation and the result remains faulty after
the second operation (= E2 ). The operation itself or other faulty variables can introduce
new faults and inuences the nal error word. Ozello described this series of code words
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by a polynomial Eg = {E1 , E2 , ..., Em }, with m is the number of instructions until the

verication of the result is done. He demonstrated that the probability of undetected
faulty code words is also

1
A

in this case. Additionally to the eect of the transition from a

valid to an invalid code word, there is the eect that consecutive instructions compensate
each other. For example, the sum of two faulty coded variables with syndrome E1 and

E2 result in a valid code word, if the sum of both syndromes is a multiple of A again:
(E1 + E2 )
2.3.2

mod A = 0

(2.18)

Fault Injection

The validation of software-based approaches for hardware fault detection like coded data
processing is an important proof of eciency. Under normal operation, the occurrence
of previously mentioned soft-errors as a root cause for system failures is a very seldom
event. This makes it dicult to test a certain approach. Consequently, we have to reduce
this time by articial increase of the disturbance in the environment, which is equivalent
to a higher fault probability. But, these faults still remain random and a systematic
test of all types of faults is not possible. Therefore, the literature reports a lot of fault
injecting approaches [HTI97, ACK+ 03] which are summarized in principle in this sub
section. Figure 2.9 shows a typical fault injection environment which basically consists of
the target system to test, the fault injector, the fault injection monitor and the controller
which supervises the fault injection.

Figure 2.9: Typical fault injection environment [BP03].

In Figure 2.9, there is no mapping of the block to certain components. Depending on
the injection method, the fault injection system is executed on the target system (softwarebased injection )
injection ).
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1. Hardware-based fault injection:

This kind of fault injection uses external hardware which injects the faults into the target
system. Further, this type can be distinguished between contactless methods [KLD+ 94]
and techniques with contact to the target system. Contactless fault injection has no direct
contact but it inuences the target system by some physical phenomenon such as heavyion radiation or electromagnetic interference. So, it simulates the original fault mechanism
for soft-errors. In contrast to that, fault injection with contact uses pin-level probes to
produce voltage or current changes to the hardware of the target system [MRMS94]. This
is probably the most common method, which simulates other types of faults for example
disturbances on the power supply or stuck-at fault.
2. Software-based fault injection:

In contrast, software-implemented fault injection (SWIFI) is an alternative to avoid expensive hardware. The fault injector in Figure 2.9 is part of the software running on
the target system. This application software is extended by special code (e.g. interrupt routines) which manipulates certain parts of the processor like memory or registers
[VM97]. However, this technique allows only the corruption at application level. At the
machine code level, this software-based fault injection is insucient. Therefore, more
recent approaches deal with hardware instrumentation based on FPGA [FMB+ 12, FM12]
or they use binary instrumentation [WF06] to insert faults directly into the machine code.
Fault injection has a wide area in the research of fault-tolerant systems. Thereby,
the injection technique often depends on the underlying hardware. Here, this summary
only makes an overview of state-of-the-art fault injection which is used to validate coded
data processing. In contrast, analytical model-based methods for evaluating error codes
in data processing are not reported. So, such models are promising for future researches
as an alternative evaluation technique beside classical experimental-base method.
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Chapter 3
Goals of the Thesis
As reported by the introduction in Chapter 1, modern computer systems become more
vulnerable against arbitrary soft-errors. To be fault-tolerant, recent and future computer
systems require additional redundancy in form of hardware (e.g. memory, parallel components) or in form of execution time (e.g. repeated execution). In recent years, the
use of error detecting codes for arithmetic processors seems to be an important eld of
research, too (Chapter 2.2). Compared to classical methods of duplication, error codes
oer a better capability of error detection with the same amount of memory. However,
the slow-down of software execution caused by coded operations must not be underestimated. An important metric associated with error codes is the residual error probability.
This metric species the probability of an undetected error. For coded data transmission,
where the underlying channel model is known, the analytical evaluation of the residual
error probability is possible. But in contrast, there are no comparable channel models
available for coded data processing in an arithmetic unit because of its complexity. The
determination of the residual error probability is often done by experimental methods
which require the nal software executed in a special environment (Chapter 2.3.2). However, an analytical approach would lead to the residual error probability much earlier in
the development process. Therefore, this thesis addresses following objectives to give a
possible solution to model the error behavior of a data ow in software processing units
caused by arbitrary faults in the underlying hardware.

Objective 1.
Development of an error model for arithmetic operations:
1
In literature, a residual error probability of A is often reported for AN-codes. This prob-

ability is evaluated by experimental studies or by simplications of known error mechanisms. But, the analytical evaluation of the residual error probability requires a precise
probabilistic error model of the underlying hardware. Thus, the crucial goal of this work
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is an an error model to describe so-called operation errors of a certain arithmetic operation, e.g. the addition.

Objective 2.
The comparison of the residual error probability of dierent codes:
The residual error probability also depends on the used coding technique.

Arithmetic

codes are commonly used for coded operations, but there are a lot of further error detection codes available. Despite of the advantage of arithmetic codes to preserve the code
after arithmetic operations, the performance of linear codes is unknown with respect to
arithmetic operations. Therefore, linear codes shall be evaluated by the error model from
Objective 1 as an alternative for coded processing.

Objective 3.
Reliability evaluation of a tasks data ow:
The Markov process is a formal method which is often used for the evaluation of reliability. The data ow of a task consists of a set of instructions that are consecutively
executed. The reliability of the whole data ow depends on the error probability of each
single instruction. A further goal of this work is to model a data ow into an applicable
Markov model, whereas the residual error probability corresponds to a dedicated system
state. Furthermore, the data verication cannot be done after each instruction. Multiple faulty instructions are cumulated until the nal result is veried and it exists the
possibility of fault compensation. This means that two faulty and dependent instructions
produce the same output as the fault-free execution. This eect inuences the eective
reliability of the system and must be considered.

Objective 4.
Validation of correctness of derived models:
The correctness of the created error models is important for further work. Therefore,
a simulation approach shall be used to evaluate the reliability of a single and also of a
simple data ow.

Furthermore, following constraints are dened for this work to restrict the complexity:
First, only soft-errors are considered which are assumed to become a bigger impact to the
reliability of software systems Second, the processor system to be analyzed is limited to
data ow instructions without any jumps and branches to reduce the complexity at the
beginning.
The vision of this thesis shall be the preparation of a basic concept which oers the
possibility for a model-based reliability evaluation of software in an early stage of the
development process.
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Chapter 4
Error Models for Reliability Evaluation
of Data Processing Units
This Chapter is the cumulative part of the thesis and summarizes the contribution of
all referred publications in appendix A. The publications are logically connected and
commented with respect to the dened objectives in Chapter 3 and their relation to each
other. Figure 4.1 shows the pictorially overview of several aspects of this work. Each
aspect is discussed in a publication which (partly) fullls a dened objective of the thesis.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the cumulated publications (references in brackets) and their
logical relation to each other.
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This work and the embedded publications are the result of the research project
Oriented Programming of Software-Intensive Embedded Systems

Safe

3

(S OP). This project was

established and carried out at the Laboratory for Safe and Secure Systems (LaS3 ), which
is located at the University of Applied Sciences Regensburg, and in cooperation with the
University of West Bohemia in Pilsen. Further, the S3 OP project was supported by the
Bavarian State Ministry for Science, Research and Arts (Code: D2-F1116.RE/3/4).

4.1

Arithmetic Processors

The content of this section is derived from the publication in A.2.
P. Raab, S. Krämer and J. Mottok. Cyclic Codes and Error Detection during Data Processing in Embedded Software Systems. In
Engineering Congress,

Proceedings of the 4th Embedded Software

pages 577-590, December 2011.

This paper makes analysis for applicable error codes in a generic processor model. This
processor model consists of several error models for each component with dierent characteristics. The paper also contains the background of algebraic structures and error
detection codes, which was summarized in Chapter 2.1.3.

4.1.1

Summary

In an embedded system, the processor is the main part which executes the software including the data processing. A deeper view inside a processor system shows several hardware
units performing dierent tasks. The core of a processor contains the
unit

arithmetic logical

(ALU) which realizes the fundamental operations like the addition or multiplication.

The correctness of a result depends on the fault-free execution of all components in the
chain of data processing e.g. memory, data bus and ALU. Each component is vulnerable
against disturbances (see motivation in Chapter 1) and it potentially corrupts the data
processing. Figure 4.2 shows a simplied model of such a data processing system. For
example, the result is wrong if the memory, the internal data bus or the arithmetic operation is corrupted. Indeed, there are still further possibilities of injected faults. But all of
them lead either to operand errors, operation errors or to operator errors as a basic fault
model for further evaluations.
The important point of this work is that the hardware of a processor system is considered as a noisy channel as dened by the coding theory. But without following the
strict denition and the required parameters of a channel (e.g. entropy, capacity ...), the
interesting aspect is the erroneous behavior of a certain unit with respect to its output.
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Figure 4.2: Simplied data processor model. It contains of a memory device, data transmission and the data processing unit.

The output depends on the functional realization of the underlying hardware wherein a
fault in the hardware has a direct inuence on the data processing and therefore to the result. A memory device, for example, consists of many vulnerable memory cells which are
grouped to complete data words. For a pure storage purpose, there are no dependencies
between the cells (or bits) within a data word. But the concrete realization of the memory
device allows further inuences in form of unintended coupling. The internal data bus as
a data transmission system shows a similar behavior. In contrast to this, some arithmetic
operations (e.g. addition) have a functional memory eect to the next digit caused by the
iterative nature of the data processing. This means that a faulty computation of a single
bit has an impact on the next cycle even if this cycle has no fault. Thus, there are mainly
two dierent characteristics of error models to distinguish: models without a functional
memory and models with a memory eect between two bits.
The same classication with respect to the dependencies between nearby bits can be
done for error detecting codes, too. Whereas the operations on integer numbers have
a functional inuence on digits in a binary representation, there are no dependencies
between the coecients (bits) of a polynomial under the use of polynomial operations.
This leads to the idea of using the optimal code which matches the characteristics of
the underlying hardware. For the determination of the suitable code out of the presented
ones in Chapter 2.1.3, both codes must be compared based on a given underlying channel.
The residual error probability as a possible metric is a criterion for the decision of which
one is better. It describes the probability that the coded output of a channel is still an
element out of the set of code words in spite of a fault. The evaluation of this probability
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demands the knowledge of the erroneous behavior of the channel in form of a probabilistic
model. In case of a memory-less channel like it is for the memory in a processor system,
the known and quite simple

binary symmetric channel model

(BSC) can be used for a

rst evaluation.

Figure 4.3: Comparison of the probabilities of undetected errors between linear codes and
arithmetic codes with BSC-based channels.

Figure 4.3 shows the result of this evaluation. It compares the residual error probability

pu as a function of the basic fault probability p for several arithmetic codes with A ∈
{3, 5, 6, 7} and a linear code with generator g(z) = z 3 + z + 1. All codes have the same
code rate to be comparable. This means that the same information is encoded by the
same number of bits in a binary representation. The curve of the linear code is always
below all used arithmetic codes. This means that the residual error probability of this
linear code is always smaller and therefore better compared to the others. This result
conrms the assumption of an optimal code for a given channel as described before.
4.1.2

Discussion

The paper in A.2 provides the necessary background of error detection codes for coded
data processing. In addition, it denes the crucial principle of dierent channels which
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represent the erroneous behavior of each unit in a processor system. This is the main
contribution of this paper. With diverse codes and their dierent characteristics, there is
the assumption that one code is better than another based on a given channel. But then,
the consequence is the concurrent use of dierent codes in a coded processing approach and
the transformation from one code to the other (and vice versa). Indeed, this thesis covers
also the possibility of code transformations in Chapter 4.4. The so-called

AN-codes

(and

their derivatives) are state-of-the-art and commonly used in a lot of known approaches
for coded data processing in arithmetic processor systems. With the consideration of
multiple codes in a processor system, there is still potential for further improvements.
So far, there is only the thesis that linear codes are better than arithmetic codes
in combination with memory-less channels. For other arithmetic operations, there is
no such a conclusion possible because there is no applicable error model available, yet.
More evaluations concerning arithmetic operations with a functional memory are further
necessary steps to complete the thesis. In Chapter 4.2.1, a new probabilistic model is
presented to estimate the erroneous output of an addition as an example of an arithmetic
operation.
The argument of memory-less channels in a computer system is true as long no unintended coupling between single bits is considered. Such a coupling could be a problem in
real applications which is often caused by environmental inuences and deviations in the
manufacturing process. Error models must also consider this behavior for correct estimations of the outcomes. However, the contribution of this paper is based on a simplication
in a rst step. These are the assumption of BSC-based error models for data storage and
transmission in a processor system wherein no additional eects of coupling are regarded.
Of course, the models must be enhanced by these issues in future works.

4.2

Error Models

The crucial contribution of this thesis is the development of error models to describe the
faulty behavior of arithmetic operations (see Objective 1) and of a complete data ow
(Objective 3). Therefore, this chapter discusses a solution for a possible model to evaluate
the probability of erroneous outputs of an arithmetic operation (Chapter 4.2.1). Secondly,
multiple faulty operations, which are consecutively executed, potentially compensate the
faults and the nal result is maybe correct again (Chapter 4.2.2). This phenomenon is
important for the evaluation of the total reliability in a softwares data ow (Chapter
4.2.3).
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4.2.1

Arithmetic Operation

The content of this section is derived from the publication in A.5.
P. Raab, S. Krämer and J. Mottok. Error Model and the Reliability of Arithmetic
Operations In
Tool,

IEEE 2013 EUROCON - International Conference on Computer as a

pages 630-637, July 2013.

This paper achieves the goal to develop an applicable model to describe the error behavior
of an arithmetic operation by means of a discrete Markov model (Objective 1). The paper
also presents the verication of the model by a simulation approach which is thematically
summarized in Chapter 4.5.2.

4.2.1.1

Summary

Channel models are important means in the coding theory to describe the behavior of
real noisy transmission systems. Considering an arithmetic operation inside a processor
system as a fault injecting channel that alters a result, such an error model is required to
estimate the erroneous output of the computation. To the best of my knowledge, there is
no practical error model available for arithmetic operations compared to those which are
known from the coding theory.
In contrast to a quite simple error model like the so-called

binary symmetric channel

(= BSC), the addition in an arithmetic processor implies a functional memory eect to
successive digits caused by the iterative process of the carry-bits (e.g. in a
adder ).

ripple-carry-

The literature already reports models for memory-based channels like burst errors

in data transmission lines by means of a discrete Markov model. For example, the Gilbert
model

denes two randomly entered system states which describe the active disturbance

of a transmission. Inspired by this approach, the memory in form of a carry-bit can also
be modeled by a Markov chain. The

full-adder

as the basic 1-bit element in the addition

has two outputs, the sum-bit s and the carry-bit cout for the next adder element. Thus,
there are four dierent possible outputs. In order to be independent of the actual inputs,
the four possible error states are dened as the deviation to the correct output. This
means that either
(1) both output bits s and cout are correct (good state G),
(2) only the sum-bit s is wrong whereas the carry-bit cout is correct (bad state B 1),
(3) the sum-bit is correct but with a corrupted carry-bit(state B 2) or
(4) both outputs are wrong (state B 3).
The Figure 4.4 summarizes these error states in form of a discrete Markov chain.
Each transition in the model represents an iteration step of the addition. The fundamental
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Figure 4.4: Discrete Markov chain which describes the error states of a single 1-bit adder.

fault probability p denes the corruption of a single adder element. In case of a correct
carry from the previous adder (states G/B1), there is only a faulty transition to states Bx
depending on p. But with a corrupted carry-bit (states B2/B3), there is also an inuence
on the output s without further faults (probability 1 − p). Additionally, a new fault can

probably compensate the corrupted carry-bit and it causes a transition to state G.

The two states B1 / B3 represent a deviation in the sum-bit which is the only observable indication of a corruption. With a binary output, the deviation can only be a
negated bit (¬s) from 0 → 1 or 1 → 0. For a general notation, the

⊕ is
used to describe the negation of one operand only if the other operand is 1. Thus, this
logical operation masks the result for corrupted bits by the formula
C 0 = (a + b) ⊕ E
with E = (en−1 ... e1 e0 ) is the

error mask

exclusive-OR

(4.1)

dening the set of corrupted bits (ei = 1) of

the result and a,b are the summands of the addition.
When using coded data based on error codes, a deviation in the result is detected by
the verication of being a valid code word. But, there is a small probability that multiple
faults corrupt the addition in a way that the result is still an element of the code space and
the error is not detected. A given error code denes the set of all dangerous error masks
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which lead to other valid code words. The probability of these error masks is an important
metric of the code. In Figure 4.4, an n-bit addition is represented by any n consecutive
transitions starting in state G. For a certain error mask however, only a subset of these
transitions are allowed. Each '1' bit in the error mask represents a corrupted bit in the
result and there is a transition either to state B1 or B3. Otherwise, the bit in the result
is correct and the state in the model changes to G or B2. With two alternatives for each
bit in the error mask, there are 2n dierent possible sequences which can be summarized
in form of a

binary tree

as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Set of possible sequences in the Markov chain in form of a binary tree, which
all lead to a certain error mask.
Each path in the binary tree of Figure 4.5 from the root to any leaf is a possible
sequence which corresponds to a certain error mask. The product of all single transition
probabilities is the probability of this unique sequence. The sum over all 2n dierent paths
is the total probability of this error mask. Thus, the binary tree represents the probability
of a single error mask. The summation of the probabilities over all dangerous error masks
results in the total probability of an undetected error (=

residual error probability )

of the

code. See A.5 for more detailed information.

4.2.1.2

Discussion

The presented error model is the rst attempt to describe the erroneous behavior of an
addition by a probabilistic approach. It allows the estimation of a certain outcome which
is the base for further evaluations related to the residual error probability of a given
code and therefore, it is the crucial part of this thesis. But, there are two important
assumptions in this paper. First, the presented model is only applicable for ripple-carryadders. Second, it is assumed that the fault probability is equally distributed to any error
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state in the Markov chain (states B x). In real processors however, the knowledge of the
hardware is only available for the manufacturer. So, only he is able to specify the real
fault distribution based on his realization. Indeed, there could be the case that in spite
of a single fault, the output of the adder is still correct. This means a transition to state

G in the Markov model. The consequence of this modied distribution is the changed
transition probability matrix P of the discrete Markov chain with


(1 − p) + 41 p
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But, the evaluation of the residual error probability with a modied distribution showed
that there is only a small deviation (Figure 4.6). This means that the presented Markov
chain is re-usable by updating the fault distribution derived from the real hardware.

Figure 4.6: The residual error probability as a function of the generator A. The modied
fault distribution causes a deviation in the results which can be ignored in this case. The
x marks prime numbers for the generator A. T(p/3) means the original distribution of
Publication A.5, whereas T(p/4) corresponds to the modied probability matrix P of
Equation 4.2.
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Nevertheless, the discussed paper describes a basic concept for modeling the error
behavior of an arithmetic operation. It allows the analytical evaluation of the residual
error probabilities of codes based on a given operation, here the addition of two integer
numbers. For coded data processing, the so-called AN-codes are state-of-the-art. The
choice of an optimal generator A is an often discussed issue in literature. Now, it is
possible to search for an optimal A or even for alternative codes (Chapter 4.3) to compare
them in an analytical way.
Beside the residual error probability, the

arithmetic distance

is another important

metric which is often discussed along with arithmetic codes. The previously introduced
error mask denes the number of corrupted bits in the result and thus, it corresponds
to the

Hamming distance

between two arithmetic code words. However, the number of

corrupted bits is not equal to the number of injected faults. The transitions in the Markov
chain in Figure 4.4 dene whether there is a fault with p or there is no fault with 1 − p.

So, a given sequence of transitions tells us the actual number of faults to get this error

mask. With a lot of alternative sequences for a given error mask, there is one sequence
with a minimum number of faults. Thus, the presented error model also allows us the
determination of the minimum arithmetic distance by means of the Markov model.
Furthermore, the evaluation of a softwares data ow requires the error models for
more than only a single operation like the addition. A data ow consists of several
consecutively executed operations and each of them is vulnerable for arbitrary hardware
faults. At the end, the causes for a corrupted result are increasing with the number of
operations. In contrast to that, a contrary eect is observable. Two faulty operations can
compensate their error if their error masks are the same. This phenomenon is discussed
in detail in Chapter 4.2.2. Finally, the next goal is the evaluation of the reliability and, in
case of coded processing, the residual error probability of a complete data ow according
Objective 3.

NOTE:

For sake of correctness, the discussed publication contains a mistake. In page 634 right
column, it is argued that the result C 0 is a valid code word if E mod A = 0. This is not
correct using the bitwise addition in C 0 = C ⊕ E . As discussed later, the set of dangerous
error masks are determined by the given code and they are also weighted because not
every combination of C and E results in a valid code word.
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4.2.2

Fault Compensation

The content of this section is derived from the publications in A.6 and partly in A.7.
P. Raab, S. Racek, S. Krämer and J. Mottok.
Executed by Unreliable Hardware. In
on Digital System Design,

Data Flow Analysis of Software

Proceedings of the 16th Euromicro Conference

September 2013.

P. Raab, S. Krämer and J. Mottok. Reliability of Data Processing and Fault Compensation in Unreliable Arithmetic Processors.
Microsystems,

Submitted to

Microprocessors and

September 2013.

In these papers, it is evaluated how the data ow in given software can be analyzed
with respect to the reliability of the underlying hardware. The papers present the basic
principle of reliability analysis by means of simple examples.

4.2.2.1

Summary

The background of paper A.6 is the error model of a ripple-carry-adder introduced in
Chapter 4.2.1. However, the presented model only covers

operation errors

of the instruc-

tion itself. Faults in the operands are not considered while these faults are important for
the reliability of the nal result, too. Figure 4.7 shows the concatenated execution of several instructions adding two registers which are set by additional preceding instructions.

Figure 4.7: Generic machine instructions for the addition of two integer numbers.

The correctness of the nal result after the addition depends on the fault-free execution
of all three instructions. Or in other words, the reliability of the sum is the product

R = Rmov · Rmov · Radd of the single reliabilities. With increasing number of instructions
and R < 1, the product decreases and the total reliability becomes worse. Assuming
a Poisson process, the probability of one single or more faults can be estimated. But
with multiple faults, there is also the possible eect of fault compensation. This means
that two faults can contrary change the result of a single instruction and the nal result
is the same as without any faults. The longer a data ow is the higher the probability
for multiple faults which can compensate each other. The consequence is that the nal
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result of a given data ow is more reliable than expected by the reliabilities of each single
instruction. Thus, the eective reliability is increased and it can be expressed by the
Q
equation Ref f ective = rc · Ri with rc > 1.
The given data ow in Figure 4.7 contains three instructions which are considered as

independent related to their fault behavior. This means that either there is a fault in

any instruction or there are two faults or maybe three faults in all instructions. In the
theory of probabilities, the so-called

Venn diagram

(Figure 4.8) describes this situation

more clearly.

Figure 4.8: Venn diagram of three independent events. Areas a),b) and c) represent the
probability of two concurrent faults whereas the area d) stands for the occurrence of three
faults.

The intersections in Figure 4.8 between the areas represent the probability of two (or
three) faults which concurrently occur. Assuming only two faults that compensate each
other, only the intersections a), b) and c) must be considered. But further, the instructions
consist of several bits depending on the data width of the processor. This means that there
are dierent locations where the fault can occur and manipulates the result in another
way. So, not every combination of faults between two instructions leads to compensation.
Based on the discrete Markov chain of a ripple-carry-adder (in Publication A.5), the bitwise calculation of the sum is extended by the corrupted operands x and y (s = x+y ). An
incorrect bit in any operand inuences the sum bit but also the carry-bit and the fault is
probably propagated to the next bit stage. The Markov chain in Figure 4.4 with the error
states G (= no deviation), B1 (= only wrong sum bit), B2 (= only wrong carry-bit) and

B3 (= wrong sum and carry-bit) can be re-used. But the additional faults in the operands
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have an impact on the transition probabilities. Let π be the probability of any faults in
any instruction with π = 3p − 3p2 + p3 . Then the matrix 4.3 describes the Markov process

of the addition with corrupted operands. See the Publication A.6 for detailed derivation
of the transition probabilities.
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The extended Markov chain allows us to determine the reliability of the addition of two
integer numbers according Figure 4.7. The results of this reliability evaluation are shown
in Figure 4.9. The gure compares the reliability derived from the model (continuous
line) with that reliability derived from the serially connected reliability network1 (dotted
line). The deviation between both is mainly caused by the terms containing any power
of p. These terms disappear with decreasing basic fault probability p.

4.2.2.2

Discussion

The analyses in these papers showed that fault compensation in data processing systems
must not be ignored. The longer the software the higher is the chance for fault compensation. The eective reliability is higher than expected by the reliabilities of all single
instructions. The given publications in A.6 and A.7 cover the eect of fault compensation by analyzing simple examples of a data ow. Indeed, the reported deviation is very
small. But in real applications, there are usually more instructions forming a data ow
than in the presented example. The higher the risk is for multiple faults the higher is
the chance for another fault that compensates the former one. The presented publication
in A.6 discusses the addition as an example of a conjunctive data ow. In contrast to a
simpler linear data ow where one instruction only depends on the previous instruction,
the correctness of the addition depends on both operands which are usually the result of
other calculations. These previous calculations, which are now combined by the addition
as a conjunctive instruction, determine the reliability of the operands. In spite of the
very small chance for fault compensation in the presented example, the probability of a
corrupted operand is expected to be higher in real applications because of the huge set of
1 The total reliability of three instructions is the product of all single reliabilities, because the result
depends on the fault-free execution of all three instructions.
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Figure 4.9: Eective reliability of a given data ow with fault compensation.

vulnerable instructions executed before to get this operand. This means that the probability of a single fault in any operand is higher than the probability of the faulty addition
with pop  padd instead of the assumption of equal probabilities pop1 = pop2 = padd in A.6.

The consequence is a higher chance for compensation compared to presented evaluation
because in Equation 4.3, the terms with any power of p have a bigger inuence.
Of course, the error model of the addition of two integer numbers is not enough
for a complete reliability evaluation of given software related to arbitrary faults in the
underlying hardware. Therefore, the goal of future works should be the development of
further error models for a given set of instructions. But nevertheless, the reliability (and
the fault compensation) of a data ow can already be estimated with some assumptions. In
Publication A.7, we investigated a general linear data ow which consists of k instructions

based on a BSC model. Let p be the fault probability and n be the data width of the
arithmetic processor, then the eective reliability of the data ow is greater by the factor

rc = cosh(pk)n .

(4.4)

See Publication A.7 for detailed derivation of this factor and further discussion. But based
on interesting properties of the hyperbolic cosine, it is possible to make conclusions about
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the steady-state behavior. With increasing number k of instructions, there is a minimum
reliability with

1
.
(4.5)
2n
The fact of a minimum reliability also implies that fault compensation cannot be ignored.
Otherwise, if there wouldnt be fault compensation, the reliability of an innite long data
ow would be zero. This fault compensation can be regarded as an intrinsic repair inside
a processor system which must be considered in further reliability evaluations (e.g. in
Chapter 4.2.3).
Rmin =

4.2.3

Data Flow Analysis

The content of this section is derived from the publication in A.3.
P. Raab, S. Racek, S. Krämer and J. Mottok. Reliability of Task Execution during
Safe Software Processing. In
System Design,

Proceedings of the 15th Euromicro Conference on Digital

pages 84-89, September 2012.

This paper presents the reliability evaluation of task execution during safe software processing by means of an enhanced continuous-time Markov model in a more abstract way.

4.2.3.1

Summary

Markov models are an often used and very powerful tool for reliability analysis. In Chapter
4.2.1, a discrete Markov model was introduced to describe the erroneous behavior of a
ripple-carry-adder and to determine the probability of an erroneous result. The observed
system is very small and it only covers a single arithmetic operation. Usually, Markov
models describe the behavior of complete systems and the next step is the evaluation of
a task system with respect to its reliability.
A task in a software system is the realization of a data ow. It consists of a set of
operations, which each is vulnerable to randomly injected faults which potentially corrupt
the nal result. The more operations there are, the higher the risk for a wrong task output.
With a constant fault rate, which can be assumed for electronic components, the time
until one fault occurs is exponentially distributed. The task system changes the state
from a fault-free to a faulty state. This means a failure of the task system which can only
be prevented by standard techniques for fault detection. For example, the time redundant
execution of the same task produces the same output if no faults have occurred. Figure
4.10 shows a (time) redundant task system which totally fails when both tasks have failed.
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Figure 4.10: Parallel redundant system with two components.

In fail-safe or fail-operational systems however, it is required to detect such changes
to a faulty state to avoid dangerous system failures or to recover the system. Because
this detection mechanisms are usually done at dened points in time, e.g. at the end,
the recovery is more regular and therefore it is not exponential distributed (Figure 4.11).
The detection rate (or repair rate in case of recoverable systems) is not

markovian

and

therefore the common Markov model cannot be used.

Figure 4.11: The task is repaired at a dened point and the recovery is the repetition of
computation.

The

Gaussian

distribution matches the behavior of such repairs much better. Assum-

ing detection at the end of a given task, the nearly constant runtime has a deviation which
only depends on the actual execution of the program ow. The

Erlang

distribution as a

composition of several exponential distributions can be used to approximate the normal
distribution with an expected value for the runtime of the task. With one exponential
distribution representing one single transition in a Markov model, the composition of several exponential distributions is mapped to several vertical stages. This distribution is
known as the Erlang distribution from the queueing theory which connects two dierent
probability distributions by a queue. In case of faulty tasks, the incoming faults are exponentially distributed, whereas the faults are detected following the normal distribution
for example.
Figure 4.12 shows the enhanced Markov model which is based on Figure 4.10 and
extended by the runtime information of the task. Every vertical stage represents a certain time interval within the task processing. The more stages there are the higher the
resolution is in time. Basically, a continuous-time Markov model is described by a set of
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Figure 4.12: Extended Markov model of a parallel redundant task system. In case of a
detected fault, the task execution is repeated (transitions to initial state 1.0).

dierential equations with one equation for each state. The solution of these equations
leads to the state probability as a function of time. The probability of staying in a certain
state of a column is maximal just within the time interval the state stands for and it is
zero outside this time interval. The last states represent the termination of the task either
without any fault (state 1.n) or with an undetected fault (state 3.n). Because there are no
outgoing transitions, these states are absorbing states and the probability of entering one
of these states is unity in total. The computational eort for the state probabilities grows
with increasing number of stages. However, the time-based state probability of each state
isnt important in many cases and a simplication is possible. When assuming non-stop
execution of the task, two additional transitions from the absorbing states to the initial
state are added (dotted lines in Figure 4.12). The consequence is that the Markov model
becomes

ergodic

and important metrics like

standard techniques like frequency

technique

availability

or

MTBF

can be determined by

(see Publication A.3 for more detailed infor-

mation). This non-stop execution of a task corresponds to periodic tasks which are often
used in embedded systems.
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4.2.3.2

Discussion

The presented approach of Publication A.3 shows a high-level reliability model for task
execution by means of an extended continuous-time Markov model. A task is dened by
its runtime which is not handled by an ordinary Markov process. The presented extension
allows the prediction of task termination which also includes the time for further fault
recovery measures like repetition. Beside the task execution time (= row), this extended
Markov model in form of a matrix identies also the redundancy (= column) within the
task. However, the adding of redundancy usually leads to more runtime which is not
considered in detail. In case of a coded task, the coded operations require more runtime
and also the verication of the result at the end needs additional time which must be
included in the model. Depending on the redundancy, the task system is tolerant for a
certain number of faults where each fault is represented by a single column in the matrix.
So, it is possible to model a given task by the parameters execution
the

fault probability.

time, redundancy

and

The fault probability is dened by the underlying hardware and it

species the rates for new faults (= transition to the right column). But, the presented
model does not show any details of the task implementation. Each single vertical stage
corresponds to a certain time interval within the task. With a constant time which is
required for a single instruction, a single stage can be mapped to an instruction of the
task as it is shown in Figure 4.13 for example.

Figure 4.13: Mapping of a single instruction to a stage of the enhanced Markov model.
In the presented paper, a generic fault rate is assumed for the complete task. But this
model allows dierent fault rates at each stage. So it is also possible to match the varying
fault vulnerability of each instruction of the task.
Furthermore, we introduced the concept of fault compensation with several consecutively faulty operations in Chapter 4.2.2. In the context of the presented Markov model,
compensation means a transition back to the previous column in the model, which decreases the number of active faults in the task. As we have seen in the Publications A.6
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and A.7, this compensation depends on the number of previously executed instructions.
Therefore, the probability of fault compensation increases with ongoing task execution.
To meet the eect of compensation, there are additional transitions to specify with rate

ρ in Figure 4.13.
Finally, the presented Markov model forms the basic principle of a reliability model
which can be enhanced by more detailed models for single instructions (Chapter 4.2.1)
or other eects as fault compensation (4.2.2). With the aspect of execution time, this
Markov model can also be used as an initial point for further work e.g. scheduling analysis.

4.2.3.3

Further Work

The following text is not part of A.3 and describes a still unpublished aspect related
to the presented Markov model of previous chapter. Assuming a recovery strategy of
task repetition in case of a detected fault, the consequence is the increased runtime until
the nal correct result is available and the potential risk of violating the deadline of the
task. For the reliability of safety-critical embedded real-time systems, the fulllment of
all deadlines is as important as the correct results at the end. The absorbing states of the
previously introduced Markov model represent the successful or failed termination of a
task. Without a repetition, the task will terminate after one single execution cycle. But
in case of a detected fault, the repetition causes additional runtime and the termination
is delayed. This behavior manifests itself in the time-based probability of the absorbing
states 1.n and 3.n in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Delayed termination of a fault-tolerant task system. The steady-state
probability is approached step by step with each task repetition (ttask = 10ms and
λ = 0.1f /ms).
In Figure 4.14, the repetition causes steps in the probability of the absorbing states.
With each multiple of the task runtime, the probability of entering an absorbing state is
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increasing until the sum of both probabilities converges to unity. For better visualization,
the fault rate is dramatically increased to an unrealistic value. Otherwise, these steps
cannot be observed and the steady-state probabilities are reached much faster. Note that
the steady-state probabilities in Figure 4.14 have the same values as the probabilities of
the availability analysis derived by the non-stop execution approach in A.3
The density function describes the normalized probability of a random variable. In
this case, the interesting random variable is the total execution time of the task whose
time-based probability is the sum of both absorbing states. The density function is the
rst derivative with respect to the time with


d p1.n (t) + dp3.n (t)
.
f (t) =
dt

(4.6)

The graphic chart of Equation 4.6 can be seen in Figure 4.15. It shows several decreasing
peaks at multiples of the task execution time. This means that is becomes more and more
unlikely for the task to be repeated multiple times.

Figure 4.15: Density function of total task runtime including all repetitions (same assumed
parameters like fault rate as in Figure 4.14).

The expected value is an important metric in probability theory and it describes the
average value of the random variable with

E=

Z

+∞

−∞

t · f (t) dt.

(4.7)

For Figure 4.15, the expected value is the average time until the task terminates either
with success or with undetected fault including all repetitions. And of course, the expected
value with E ≈ 50ms is very high in this example which means an execution of ve task

cycles. But it illustrates the repetition of a task with each peak in Figure 4.15 by a
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detected fault. Otherwise with small p, the probability of a repetition is small and the
peaks except of the rst one would disappear. The repetition of a task in case of an
error increases the eective runtime of this task. A task set is scheduled by an operating
system in way that all deadlines are guaranteed. But now, we have a non-deterministic
inuence by arbitrary hardware faults and the repetition of a task could lead to a deadline
violation which is not acceptable in a hard real-timed safety-critical application. Then
the probability of a deadline violation is the probability that the task runtime is longer
than the deadline d with

Pdeadline =

Z

+∞

(4.8)

f (t) dt.

d

This probability is important for further works considering timing constraints of safe task
schedules in operating systems.

4.3

Alternative Codes for Coded Data Processing

The content of this section is derived from the submitted publication in A.7.
P. Raab, S. Krämer and J. Mottok. Reliability of Data Processing and Fault Compensation in Unreliable Arithmetic Processors.
Microsystems,

Submitted in

Microprocessors and

September 2013.

This paper extends the concept of fault compensation from 4.2.2 and it investigates the
usage of linear codes for coded data processing as an alternative.

4.3.1

Summary

Error detecting and correcting codes are widely used in data transmission and storage
systems to protect data against arbitrary faults. As mentioned in the introduction, there
is a similar inuence on data processing in arithmetic units, as well. The logical circuits
for arithmetic operations represent noisy channels and they randomly inject faults during
the data processing. The coded processing approach usually uses arithmetic error codes
(AN-codes) to protect data. However, the investigations in Publications A.2 and A.7
show that linear codes have a better error detection capability in combination with BSCbased channels. Thus, there is the question if linear codes are applicable for coded data
processing, too. But, there is a crucial drawback when using linear codes for coded data
processing especially for arithmetic operations like the addition. In contrast to arithmetic
codes which preserve the code in the result, linear codes are based on polynomials and
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the ring of polynomials has the property of closure under the polynomials operations
only. The polynomial addition ⊕ diers from the ordinary integer addition + by the

missing carry-bit propagation. To keep the correct result, the missing carry-bits must be
considered by an additional ⊕ operation with

(4.9)

y(z) = x1 (z) ⊕ x2 (z) ⊕ c(z).

Equation 4.9 describes the addition of two integer numbers x1 (z) and x2 (z) in a polynomial
representation and the polynomial addition ⊕. c(z) is the polynomial of the carry-bits
created by an ordinary addition. Without detailed consideration of these carry-bits, the
addition of two integer numbers can be replaced by two polynomial additions. The polynomial addition corresponds to the

XOR

operation in an arithmetic processor. Figure

4.16 shows the comparison wherein the residual error probability of a single addition (from
A.5) is compared to that of two consecutively executed

XOR

operations.

Figure 4.16: Residual error probability of the linear code (g(z) = z 3 + z + 1) compared
with the arithmetic code (A = 3). Although, there are more instructions for the linear
code necessary, the residual error probability of the arithmetic code is worse.

Both codes are similar related to their code rate. This means that they need the same
amount of memory for information and parity. Furthermore, Figure 4.16 shows the comparison of both alternatives. First, there is the residual error probability of a single
addition derived by the presented Markov chain of Chapter 4.2.1. Second, the replace49
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ment of the addition by Equation 4.9 leads to a simple linear data ow which can be
evaluated with respect to the reliability (see Publication A.7). The comparison shows a
better error performance of linear codes in spite of the higher runtime. There are twice as
much instructions using the

XOR

instructions. But keep in mind that this is only valid

without any consideration of the carry-bits in order to replace the ordinary addition by
Equation 4.9.

4.3.2

Discussion

The investigation of linear codes for coded data processing on arithmetic processors is
one goal of this work for evaluating alternative codes (see Objective 2). The idea to use
linear codes for coded data processing is also derived by the results of the Publication A.2.
Here, we compared the performance of linear codes and arithmetic codes. It was shown
that linear codes have a better residual error probability than arithmetic codes provided
of using a BSC-based error model. But for the ordinary addition, a further corrective
operation is required to replace the integer addition by the polynomial addition. This
additional operation is caused by the dierent underlying algebra between arithmetic
codes and linear codes. Instead of only one operation (ADD ), the execution of two
consecutive operations (XOR ) results in more unreliability. But using error codes, the
situation reverses and two coded XOR instructions have a better residual error probability
than one coded

ADD

(Figure 4.16). However, this evaluation does not consider the

generation of the corrective carry-bits, which introduce more unreliability into the system.
It is expected that the additional unreliability will reduce this advantage of linear codes
in future investigations.
But nevertheless, this analysis takes into account of a simple data ow consisting
of two instructions which is used to verify the eect of fault compensation introduced
in Publication A.6. In A.6, there is the possible eect of fault compensation described
within a set of consecutively executed instructions. The study of compensating faults in a
linear data ow provides the basics to analyze the reliability. And thus, this compensation
eectively increases the reliability and it also has an inuence on the calculation of the
residual error probability of linear codes in this example. But at the end, the usage of
linear codes is not promising to be applicable with arithmetic operations. On the other
side, linear codes have advantages for data storage and transmission (see A.2). In an
arithmetic processor system, there are memories and buses that can be safeguarded by
linear codes. In contrast, the class of arithmetic codes is the better choice for arithmetic
operations. With dierent codes used in a processor system, the requirement for code
transformations arises (see Chapter 4.4).
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4.4

Code Transformation

The content of this chapter is derived from the publication in A.4.
P. Raab, V. Vavricka, S. Krämer and J. Mottok. Isomorphism between Linear Codes
and Arithmetic Codes.

Accepted in

Computing and Informatics (CAI),

February

2013.
This paper summarizes a possible code transformation between linear and arithmetic
codes as a requirement which is derived from Chapters 4.1 and 4.3.
4.4.1

Summary

In Chapter 4.1, a processor system was separated into a set of channels which have
dierent characteristics with respect to their error behavior. Using error codes which
match the characteristic of the underlying channel, the error detection capability can be
optimized by choosing the optimal code. E.g. linear codes have a better residual error
probability with BSC-based channels than comparable arithmetic codes (see Chapter 4.1).
In contrast, arithmetic codes are preferred for arithmetic operations (see Chapter 4.3).
Thus, the requirement for code transformation becomes important to optimize the error
detection capability within a given data ow when using both codes. However, there is
an important constraint for this purpose. The code words of both codes must represent
the same data and there must be a transformation rule between both code words (Figure
4.17).

Figure 4.17: The information X can be represented by dierent code words CA /CB .
Without the long way via X , there is also the possibility of direct transformation between
CA ↔ CB .
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A detailed view to the generation of linear and arithmetic codes shows that both codes
are quite similar. The code words of both codes are the product of a constant and the data
to be encoded. Whereas linear codes are based on polynomials and use the polynomial
multiplication

c(z) = g(z)

x2 (z) = x1 (z)

(4.10)

z n−k ⊕ r(z),

arithmetic codes require the integer multiplication
(4.11)

C = A · X2 = X1 · 2n−k + R.

Furthermore, there is the possibility of systematic encoding for both codes. The property
of systematic codes is the separation of information and parity. This means that the
information part X1 /x1 (z) is shifted to the left in the binary representation by n − k bits

and the remaining bits are lled by the parity R or r(z). This makes the decoding very
simple because the original information remains part of the code word.
Let us now consider the systematic form of arithmetic codes. With X2 = X1 + 1, the
Equation 4.11 can be transformed to

(4.12)

R = A − X1 · (2n−k − A)

and with generator A = 2n−k − 1, the remainder R of Equation 4.12 can be further

simplied to

(4.13)

R = A − X1 .

This means that the remainder of the systematic arithmetic code is a decreasing number
beginning with A and with X1 is the original number to encode (see Table 4.1).
NOTE:

An integer of the form A = 2x − 1 is a so-called

Mersenne

number.

Mersenne

numbers

have the property that the binary representation only contains ones. This is an interesting
property in combination with arithmetic operations like the subtraction or addition.
The goal is now to replace the remainder R of the arithmetic code in Equation 4.12 by
the remainder r(z) of linear codes. But, the algebra of both codes are dierent and the
operations cannot be substitute without consideration of the carry-bits (or borrow-bits)
of the arithmetic operations +,− and ·. See Publication A.2 for detailed information
about the algebra of linear and arithmetic codes. Without mentioning the details of the
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derivation in A.4, the choice of a generator A = 2x − 1 leads to some simplications
concerning these carry/borrow-bits. The Equation 4.10 can be replaced by

g(z)

x2 (z) = x1 (z)

z n−k ⊕ a(z)

{1 ⊕ x10 } ⊕ r(z).
| {z }

(4.14)

=1,if x10 =0

The term {1 ⊕ x10 } in Equation 4.14 means an inversion of the residue r(z) by a(z)

only if the least signicant bit x10 of x1 (z) is zero. Remember, a(z) is the polynomial
representation of A = 2x − 1 with all coecients are one. The result is that every second

remainder of the linear code is bitwise inverted compared to the arithmetic code word.
Table 4.1 summarizes this relation between the remainders of a linear and an arithmetic
code.
1
2
3
4
5
6
...

X1
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
...

R
11110
11101
11100
11011
11010
11001
...

r(z)
11110
00010
11100
00100
11010
00110
...

Table 4.1: Isomorphism between an arithmetic and linear (15,10) code with A = 31 =
25 − 1 and g(z) = a(z) z = z 5 + z 4 + z 3 + z 2 + z . With both codes, the information
is extended by n − k = 5 bits. Every residue r(z) is inverted compared to R if the least
signicant bit of X1 is one.

4.4.2

Discussion

With the presented transformation rule, it is now possible to transform linear codes to
arithmetic codes and vice versa. But the generators of both codes must have a certain
form which leads to a quite bad error detection capability. For example, a polynomial of
n−k
P i
the form g(z) =
z generates a code with a minimum Hamming distance of two only.
i=1

This means a detection of only one fault. But with the same code rate, there are more

ecient codes available compared to that one. However, the arithmetic codes, which are
derived by the described generator A, have the advantage of a very simple verication
which avoids the runtime consuming modulo operation. The evaluation for error detection
can be simplied to an addition instead of a modulo operation. Please, see Publications
A.4 or [Rao74] for detailed information about this procedure.
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The drawback of bad error detection capability can be compensated by other additional
redundancy techniques. In Chapter 4.5.1, we will see the approach of concurrent task
execution by an operating system which means time redundancy. A pure time redundant
solution is able to detect a single transient fault in one copy by the deviation in the
outcomes of both task instances (see Chapter 2.1). But, it is not possible to distinguish
which copy is correct and the fault cannot be restored. Compared to that, the duplication
of a task corresponds to a 1-fault detection system. Together with the discussed 1-fault
detecting codes, each copy can be veried for correctness. The corrupted one has been
found and the error can be corrected.
In Publication A.2, we described a processor system which consists of several dierent
channels. There are parts which store data (memory) or transmit data (bus). And there
are other parts that process data. But these arithmetic instructions have other characteristics related to the error behavior compared to the previously mentioned one. We also
showed in A.2 that linear codes have a better error detection capability than comparable
arithmetic codes given that a BSC-based model is assumed. This means that for a lot
of parts in a processor system, the usage of linear codes are applicable for e.g. memories
or MOV / XOR operations. In contrast to that, linear codes are not practical for other
arithmetic operations (ADD operation) because of the missing carry-bit propagation as
we have seen in the previous Chapter 4.3. Thus, the presented code transformation is
required to take all these advantages for coded data processing. The total residual error probability of a given data ow is expected to be better using code transformations
wherein the transformation itself must be considered for reliability analysis, as well. The
combination of the advantages of dierent optimal codes, the transformation between
them and the described time redundant approach promise quite good error detection capability in future applications.

4.5

Validation

The crucial contribution of this work is the analytical reliability evaluation of a given task
system beside state-of-the-art experimental methods (e.g. injection techniques, Chapter
2.3.2). But, the correctness of the previously presented mathematical models is a critical
issue. Therefore, the validation of the models is a further goal of this thesis (see Objective
4). In the further course of this chapter, two dierent approaches for validation are
presented.
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4.5.1

Concurrent Task Processing by an Operating System

The content of this section is derived from the publication in A.1.
P. Raab, S. Krämer, J. Mottok, H. Meier and S. Racek.

Safe Software Processing

by Concurrent Execution in a Real-time Operating System. In
International Conference on Applied Electronics (AE),

Proceedings of 2011

pages 315-319, September 2011.

This paper shows a possible evaluation platform which is based on a real-time operating
system.

4.5.1.1

Summary

Redundancy is always required for fault-tolerant systems to increase the availability. Time
redundancy is a special type of duplication which does not copy the component, but it
executes the component several times. Thus, arbitrary transient faults are detectable, if
the fault duration is shorter than the repetition cycle of the task. In case of the data ow
in computer systems, the duplicated execution can be realized by existing means of a realtime operating system

(= RTOS). Therefore, the proprietary R3 TOS [8, 9] is enhanced

to schedule the two instances (leading and

trailing )

of a single safety task whereas the

same program code is executed but with dierent task contexts. This is realized by the
duplication of the task control block. Figure 4.18 shows the simplied architecture of this
enhanced operating system.
The so-called

Safety Supervisor

is the main component that especially controls the

synchronization of both task instances. It is comparable with the voter in a standard
dual modular redundant (DMR) system. At dened points in the code, the data and
also the program counter of both instances are compared. So, it is possible to detect
deviations in the data ow and in the program ow (program ow monitoring) which
are maybe corrupted by arbitrary hardware faults. When detected, the Safety Supervisor
starts a proper recovery action. For example, this can be

backward recovery

which resets

both instances back to the last safe state or even to the start. Or in the other case, the
wrong instance is updated by the correct one (=

forward recovery ).

However, this is only

possible if each instance is able to detect the fault by itself by means of further fault
detection techniques like the coded data processing approach. In contrast without coded
processing, a simple re-execution of the task only leads to deviations in the outcomes
which are only detected by the supervisor. But, it is not possible to determine the correct
instance.
For a better usability, the coded operations are encapsulated and implemented in a
separated library which is accessed by the OS via a standardized API. The encapsulation
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Figure 4.18: Simplied architecture of R3 TOS with the so-called safety-supervisor which
controls the concurrent execution of two task instances.

allows a simple change of the code without changing the whole system and a fast evaluation
and comparison of dierent codes are possible, as well.
There are also some drawbacks in this approach. Only the stack and the execution are
duplicated by the operating system. The program memory is the same in both instances
and it must be protected by other techniques like ECC. In general, a task has also global
variables which are not located in the stack. To avoid concurrent access and for further
reliability, these data must be replicated, too. But all these duplications lead to higher
runtime and memory consumption by a factor of at least two. So, each new instance
requires the same amount of memory (stack and global variables) and runtime as the
original task if the task is uncoded. In case of coded data processing, there is additional
runtime and memory to consider because of the coded data and the coded operations.
First experimental results showed that a slow-down factor of about 44 must be expected
compared to a single uncoded task. The extension of this evaluation platform to multicore processors would reduce the part of the slow-down factor caused by the duplication.
Each of the two task instances are executed on dierent cores. Instead of pure time
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redundancy, there is also space redundancy and the detection of permanent faults would
be possible, as well. For highly critical applications, it is then possible to remain operable
also in case of one failed core. See the publications [4, 5] for further researches in the LaS3
about scheduling in multi-core processors.

4.5.1.2

Discussion

The presented operating system in Publication A.1 can be considered as an evaluation
platform which especially matches the presented Markov model in Chapter 4.2.3. The time
redundant execution of the same task allows the safety-supervisor to detect a single fault
in any instance and the recovery measure is the restart of the task. This is represented
by the rst two columns in the Markov model of Figure 4.12 and by the transition back
to the initial state 1.0 from the state 2.(n-1). All intermediate states 2.x could stand
for additional synchronization points during the runtime. A further fault in the other
instance is detected only if both instances produce dierent outputs. This behavior is
shown in the third column by splitting the transition to the initial state and to the
termination state with undetected faults (3.n). Assuming further instances, there would
be additional columns in the model for each additional task instance controlled by the
enhanced operating system.
The recovery by repeated task execution requires more runtime of the task which is
described by a further cycle in the presented Markov model. But this extra runtime probably violates existing deadlines that must be met for safety-critical applications. One
solution could be more synchronization points to reduce the latency of fault detection.
But the risk for deadline violations is still present and the probability evaluation of such
an event as discussed in Chapter 4.2.3.3 is an important aspect for future works. However, the discussed approach is a stand-alone platform and cannot validate the model from
Publication A.3. The experimental determination of reliability parameters like MTTF requires the arbitrary injection of faults during runtime. Therefore, the enhanced operating
system in combination with a fault injection platform [FMB+ 12, FM12] is one of the future challenges. With respect to the coded processing approach, the presented operating
system is the only way to evaluate the increased runtime in case of coded tasks at the
moment. This extra runtime is still ignored in the data ow model of Publication A.3.
Furthermore, the eective reliability is a function of redundancy which can be congured by two parameters in this approach. Firstly, the number of instances increases
the fault tolerance by time redundancy and directly determines the number of tolerated
faults. Secondly, each instance can also realize a coded data ow which explicitly detects
faults by information redundancy. With respect to any risk assessment, e.g. for functional
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safety (IEC61508 [IEC10a] / ISO 26262 [ISO11]), the

safety integrity level

(SIL) requires

a certain reliability or residual error probability. A mapping function (Figure 4.19) would
be very helpful to congure the system depending on the required safety class.

Figure 4.19: Redundancy as a function of safety. The required safety is realized by a
certain conguration of redundancies.

A further problem is here whether dierent types of redundancy can be equally transformed to each other. Or in other words, how many tasks instances match the same
fault detection as a single coded task. The idea is to create a metric which allows the
comparison of dierent forms of redundancies.

4.5.2

Simulation Approach

The content of this section is partly derived from the publication in A.5. The already
introduced paper in Chapter 4.2.1 also describes the basic principle of a simulation based
verication of the presented error model.
P. Raab, S. Krämer and J. Mottok. Error Model and the Reliability of Arithmetic
Operations In
Tool,
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4.5.2.1

Summary

The presented simulation approach in this paper is used for verication purposes of the
discussed error model for a ripple-carry-adder (Chapter 4.2.1). The crucial part of such
a simulator is the emulation of a 1-bit adder as described in A.5. This adder uniquely
denes the outputs s and cout as a function of the operands x, y and the carry cin from
the previous adder following Equations 4.15 and 4.16.

si = xi ⊕ yi ⊕ ci−1
ci+1 = (xi ∧ yi ) ∨ (xi ∧ ci ) ∨ (yi ∧ ci )

(4.15)
(4.16)

The main task for the simulator is the random manipulation of the adders output according the dened distribution. This means that in case of a fault, the correct outputs
are changed to any other values (see Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.20: Manipulation of the outputs in a 1-bit adder by the simulator following a
dened probability distribution.
The 1-bit adder in Figure 4.20 is part of the iterative process to compute the sum of two
n-bit integer numbers. Thereby, each bit stage deploys the described fault mechanism
independent of each other adder stage. But corrupted carry-bits propagate the error to
the next stage of the adder and they probably alter the sum bit of the next stage.
In contrast to the assumed equal distribution of a fault within a single 1-bit adder, the
occurrence of this fault is actually dened by the underlying hardware. In general, the
exponential distribution describes the fault probability in electronic components based on
a constant fault rate. Thus, a further part of the fault simulation is the generation of
random numbers following the exponential distribution. This number represents the time
till the fault arises and changes the output of the current stage in processing the sum.
For this purpose, the existing GNU scientic library [FSF11], which oers the possibility
of generating random numbers, is used for the described simulator. But, each stage of
the adder requires its own random generator to fulll the independence between the bit
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stages and so, multiple faults within one addition are possible. The simulation of multiple
fault is required to verify the eect of fault compensation according Chapter 4.2.2.
The investigation of the relative frequency of certain error masks of a result or the
probability of undetected errors requires the execution of the simulated adder many times.
With increasing number of additions with equally distributed operands, the relative frequency of undetection approximates the residual error probability (Figure 4.21).

Figure 4.21: Simulation of the residual error probability by permanent additions and
arbitrary injections of single faults.

With e is the number of erroneous additions in which the modulo check wrongly passes
and q is the total number of additions, the residual error probability is approximated by

Pu,sim = lim

q→∞

e
q

(4.17)

when q is further increased.

4.5.2.2

Discussion

The crucial contribution of this thesis is the development of an error model for an arithmetic operation. This model can be considered as a starting point for further model-based
reliability analysis of faulty operations and nally of a complete data ow. However, the
correctness of the error model is critical for the results of the evaluation. Therefore, the
introduced error model is validated by the presented simulation approach in this case.
The described simulator emulates the iteration process of a ripple-carry-adder and deploys the same fault distribution as assumed in the error model. For a usable result of
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the simulator, a lot of simulation runs are required to approximate the probability by
the relative frequency of certain events. So, the simulation approach comes to the same
result as the analytical calculation based on the error model. Thereby, the correctness is
proofed.
The critical issue of the presented simulator is the underlying distribution. But also
for the presented error model, both approaches assume equally distributed corrupted outcomes of a single 1-bit adder. In reality, this distribution depends on the actual realization
of the adder which usually knows the manufacturer only. However, the principle concept
of the error model does not change with dierent distributions (see also discussion in
Chapter 4.2.1.2) and both, the model and the simulator can still be used.
Furthermore, the architectural concept of the developed simulator is based on a virtual
class for generic operations. The example of a ripple-carry-adder is a derived specialized
class. So, it is possible in a simple way to create simulation models for further operations
and small data ows can be validated, as well. The presented simulator was also used
to verify the results of the linear data ow in Chapter 4.3. Figure 4.22 shows the basic
architecture of the used simulator by means of a simplied class diagram.

Figure 4.22: Simplied class diagram of the presented simulator.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The system reliability becomes an important weight in modern applications, especially
for safety-critical systems. Random hardware faults aect the data processing and nally
the total system reliability, especially in the future with more software intensive systems
[Boe06]. The study of the eects of hardware faults with respect to the software behavior
is an interesting eld of research. The

coded processing

approach based on Forins Vital

Coded Monoprocessor [For89] is a state-of-the-art technique to increase the hardware fault
detection in data processing units more eectively than other redundancy techniques like
pure duplication of runtime or data (see Chapter 2.2). The eciency of error detection
codes in arithmetic processor is an often discussed topic which is usually evaluated by
experimental fault injection methods. Formal methods are rarely described and comparable error models known from transmission systems are not available. The reason for
this lies in the complexity of software with all dependencies between variables and the
variety of dierent combinations in a given set of instructions. This work contributes the
challenge to evaluate the reliability of a given data ow in an analytical way to estimate
the reliability in a very early stage in the development process as soon as the rst draft
of a software is available.

5.1

Discussion of the Goals

This PhD thesis pursues the main goal to provide basic concepts for software reliability
evaluation of hardware-based faults. Instead of a simulation, an analytical approach has
generally the advantage of less computational eort. But, a detailed knowledge about the
faulty behavior of arithmetic instructions is required in this case. Therefore, this thesis
describes faulty data processing by several error models. Starting with the smallest unit
of software - the instruction - the model is extended by dependencies between instructions
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and variables. Then, the reliability of a complete software data ow can be modeled with
respect to its error susceptibility. Referring to the dened objectives in Chapter 3, it
follows the discussion about the achievements of these goals:

Objective 1: Development of an error model for arithmetic operations
The estimation of the probability of undetected faults is an important aspect of error
detection codes. Therefore, the knowledge of the faulty behavior of instructions is essential
for evaluating coded data processing, as well. In the Publication A.2, we discussed a
processor system as a composition of several components which all inuence the outcome
of a given data ow. Beginning with the storage and transmission (=

MOV

instruction)

of data, the processing within the arithmetic unit is the main focus of this objective.
The Publication A.5 covers this objective by describing an error model of a single

ADD

instruction) instruction (ripple-carry adder) which is based on a discrete Markov process.
This model can be considered as the basic principle for more models of instructions in a
processor system. A further error model is described in A.7. The XOR operation is based
on the BSC model and does not have functional dependencies between the bits compared
to the

ADD

instruction.

Objective 2: The comparison of the residual error probability of dierent codes
The residual error probability depends on the used coding technique. Arithmetic codes are
commonly used for coded operations, but there are a lot of further error detection codes
available. In the Publication A.2, we compared the eciency of linear codes and arithmetic
codes related to their residual error probability based on data storage. In contrast, the
usage of linear codes for an arithmetic operation like the addition was presented in A.7.
The publications showed that there is an optimal code for a given underlying hardware.
And with dierent channels, multiple codes are required in a processor system. Therefore
in A.4, we presented a possible transformation between linear and arithmetic codes for a
concurrent usage in a processor system.

Objective 3: Reliability evaluation of a tasks data ow
The error model of a single instruction is not enough for the evaluation of a complete
data ow. With multiple faulty instructions, there is an additional possible eect of
fault compensation between consecutively executed instructions which was presented in
Publication A.6. A further abstraction regarding the erroneous behavior of a task was done
in Publication A.3. The erroneous data ow of a given task is reduced to the parameters
fault rate, runtime and redundancy.

The eective fault rate and also the compensation

rate can be derived from the previously mentioned error models. But only with the
presented model in A.3, it is possible to consider aspects as runtime and repetitions for
further analysis of scheduling issues.
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Objective 4: Validation of derived models
The correctness of the presented error models is important for their future usage. Therefore, the validation is another part of this thesis. When the error model of the ripple-carryadder has been introduced in Publication A.5, it was additionally veried by a simulation
approach. Furthermore, the publication A.1 presents the realization of concurrent tasks
which is covered by the runtime model in Publication A.3. In combination with fault
injection techniques, the enhanced operation system of A.1 can be used for the validation
of A.3.
The results of this thesis can be regarded as an initial point for software reliability
evaluation based on hardware faults. The crucial contribution of this works is the development of error models for arithmetic instructions in a processor system. The advantage
of such models is the possibility for evaluating the task reliability during the design phase
of the software development. First predictions of the reliability are available before the
software can be tested in a real environment and necessary changes can be done earlier to save costs during the software development process [Boe06]. Currently, the nal
software is necessary to determine the reliability of software processing by experimental
methods. For future purpose, the set of models must be extended related to a given set
of instructions. But with this set of error models as a plug-in of a compiler, the reliability evaluation is possible during the software build process and the compiler outputs the
reliability model and parameters of the given software.

5.2

Further Work

In spite of the achievement of the dened goals and the publication of the result, there
are still a lot of questions and open issues to be discussed in future works. This section
summarizes all ideas to extend, rene and improve the presented models:

• Program ow:
This thesis only presents and discusses the erroneous behavior of arithmetic operations that inuence the data ow of given software. In contrast, faults in branch
instructions directly aect the program ow. But also errors in the data ow have
an impact on the program ow when they occur in the condition of control statements. To close this gap, the set of error models must be extended also for branch
and jump instructions of a given instruction set in future works.
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• Further alternative codes:
The analyzed error codes in this work were restricted to linear and arithmetic codes
only. But maybe, there are further usable error codes for coded data processing. For
example, so-called DFT (= Discrete Fourier Transformation) codes [Bla85, Mar84]
are interesting codes which can be represented as digital lters and maybe deployed
in MAC units of digital signal processors (DSP). This probably means the increase
of fault tolerance by further hardware redundancy.
• Case study:
The presented error models are not enough for the evaluation of a complete software
task. The intention is to choose a task from a real application and to model the
data ow. This demands the detailed knowledge of the erroneous behavior of each
instruction. The reliability and residual error probability out of the evaluation can
be validated by traditional fault injection techniques, which is a further object of
research in our laboratory (LaS3 ). The entire reliability model can be derived from
the Markov model of Chapter 4.2.3 wherein a single node could represent a single
instruction in the code and the transition rates are outputs of the corresponding
error model. Thus, the code of a task can be directly mapped into the stages of a
Markov model.
• Comparison between linear and arithmetic codes:
In A.2, we assumed that linear codes are more ecient than arithmetic codes provided that both have the same code rate and the underlying channel is based on the
BSC model. But the proof for this statement is missing. The minimum Hamming
distance of a given arithmetic code is maximal the minimum Hamming distance of
an equivalent linear code with dH,AN ≤ dH,CRC .
• Eective reliability caused by fault compensation:
In Publication A.7, the eect of fault compensation leads to a minimum reliability
of the given data ow. From the view of reliability analysis, the compensation of
faults corresponds to some kind of repairs. With repairable systems, there is the
metric of availability as the steady-state value of the reliability. The idea is now to
verify the results of Publication A.7 by standard methods using a Markov model
which also contains repair rates. Further, the steady-state reliability of Publication
A.7 is based on a simple XOR instruction without any memory eect. But, how is
the steady-state reliability of a more complex instructions like the ADD ?
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Cyclic codes are well-known for error detection and correction for data transmission
and storage. Coded processing is a domain using error detection codes for arithmetic
operations. Instead of static data for example used in broadcast systems the data in
processing units change with execution of arithmetic operations and the codes must be
modified in an adequate manner. Only then the code corresponds to its data and error
detection is possible. Codes generated by arithmetic operations are optimal for
processing of coded data. The arithmetic unit of a processor can be used for both the
operation itself and the code. This paper describes cyclic linear codes as an alternative
for coded processing with its advantages and disadvantages compared to state of the art
AN codes. A footprint of effort and performance is given.
1. INTRODUCTION
The complexity and functionality of electronic control units have more and more increased in
several sectors of industry the last years. In addition the requirements of these systems
became harder according safety, reliability and availability. In opposite to this progress the
industry demands to decrease costs for electronics to remain competitive. The use of
inexpensive commodity hardware is the result. However the development of present
microcontrollers follows the trend of decreasing feature size. That leads to less reliability and
arbitrary hardware faults are more likely [1]. Increasing the fault tolerance of unreliable
hardware is often a requirement in safety critical applications. [2] summarizes the state of the
art techniques of Software-Implemented-Hardware-Fault-Tolerance (= SIHFT). One simple
possibility of hardening data against Single Event Upsets (= SEU) is duplication (= data
redundancy) and the multiple computation of data (= time redundancy). But only transient
faults can be detected by pure data redundancy. Permanent faults in the CPU (e.g. stuck-at
fault in the adder hardware) will generate the same erroneous result. The consequence is the
use of redundant hardware or of diverse data, so that different units of the CPU are used.
There are several approaches for diverse data. Oh et al. [3] achieve data diversity by
multiplication of every variable with a diversity factor. They showed that depending on this
factor the computation of both data variants uses different parts of the underlying hardware.
Different outputs are generated and a fault is detected. The multiplication of data with a
constant factor is called AN codes, which were introduced by Brown [4] the first time. Forin
[5] made use of this AN codes to protect the calculation of data in real applications. He
defined coded operations like addition and multiplication to detect errors in the operator,
operand and the operation itself of a single instruction in a program. A similar approach is
followed by the University Dresden [6] and the University of Applied Sciences Regensburg
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. The Laboratory for Safe and Secure Systems at the University of
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Applied Sciences Regensburg developed in collaboration with the TU Munich the Safely
Embedded Software (= SES) technique for the programming language C to safeguard the
execution of code on microprocessors. Whereas in [12] the idea of adding extra parity bits to
every variable is described. This hamming code is updated every time when the program
assigns a new value to the variable. But the computation itself is not protected. Before a
calculation starts, the variable is decoded and the result is coded again after computation.
This paper presents the approach of using cyclic linear codes for hardening data in unreliable
hardware to detect bit flips in data storage and transportation. Chapter 2 depicts the
mathematical basis for linear and arithmetic codes which are defined in chapter 3. In chapter 4
we define coded operations when using linear codes for safe software processing. Then
chapter 5 makes a comparison of our approach with the state of the art technique of AN codes
in respect to error detection. Finally a summary and outlook will be given in chapter 6.
2. ALGEBRA OF CODES
Algebraic structures are the background for most error detecting and correcting codes. We
discuss the different algebras for two important coding mechanisms. Understanding the
underlying algebra of codes helps us to describe the differences and to develop possible
transformations. Interested readers are referred to [13] and [14] for detailed study of algebraic
structures. An algebraic structure consists of a set of objects (e.g. numbers) and at least one
operation regarding to this set. For example the set of integer numbers Z is a group under the
operation of an ordinary addition (Z, +), but not under multiplication. There are the necessary
axioms of closure, associative law, commutative law, identity and inverse to form a group
with respect to one operation.

2.1 The Ring of Integer Numbers
A ring is a further algebraic structure beside a group. It is defined by a set of numbers under
two operations. For example the set of rational numbers forms a ring under addition and
multiplication (Q, +, ·). In addition to the above axioms, there are some more necessary rules.
A ring consists of an additive group and the axioms of associative and distributive law under
the multiplication. Note that there is also a neutral element for the multiplication when the
algebraic structure is a field. For instance the set of real numbers forms a field under addition
and multiplication (R, +, ·).
The set of integer numbers has infinite elements like many other sets (e.g. N, Z, Q or C). But
finite sets of numbers are more important for error detecting codes in computer systems. The
range of binary numbers depends on the width of the implemented registers. So the quantity
of numbers is limited and the set of numbers is finite. If m is the length of a register in bits,
then M = 2m is the amount of different numbers and the finite set is denoted ZM. It can be
shown that there are all axioms for a ring under addition and multiplication if m is no prime.
If m is a prime there is also an inverse element for the multiplication and all axioms for a field
are fulfilled [14].
With this background we know that all operations in an arithmetic unit have a ring structure
over a finite set of integers (ZM, +M, ·M). The quantity of the elements in the set is M = 2m
with m{8,16,32,64}. These elements correspond to standard register length in computer
systems and are no primes. The two operations +M and ·M are defined as their ordinary
equivalents but with final modulo M.
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Addition:

a  M b : (a  b) mod M

Multiplication:

a  M b : (a  b)

mod M

2.2 The Ring of Polynomials over GF(2)
Another more complex algebraic structure is the ring of polynomials. Let us first consider an
integer number in a different point of view. The m digits of a number, which are represented
in a positional notation system with radix r, span a vector space Vm with base vectors e0, e1,
… em-1. The m tuples of the vector X = (x0, x1, … xm-1) with the scalars xi  {0, 1, … r1}
identify a unique number in the range [0, rm  1]. We know from the linear algebra that every
element of the vector space can be represented as a linear combination of its base vectors.
This means that a vector (or a number) can also be written as
X = x0 · e0 + x1 · e1 + … xm1 · em1.
The m-dimensional vector space forms an algebraic structure of a ring under the two
operations:



(1)

 k


A  B :   ai  bk-i  mod r A, B  V m ,0  k  m

 i 0


(2)

A  B :

a

k

 bk 

mod r A, B  V m ,0  k  m

In computer systems the radix of the number system is r = 2 and the coefficients of the vector
are in {0, 1}. The finite set consisting of two elements is called Galois Field GF(2). With
above defined multiplication, the product of any two base vectors is for example
e1  e1 = (0,1,0,…)  (0,1,0,…)
= (0,0,1,0,…)
= e2
or in a general form

ei  ej = ei+j.

Let us now define
zk := ek and 1:= e0
so we get the numbers in the known polynomial representation
m 1


R[ z ]:   p( z )   xi  z i | xi  GF (2).
i 0



(3)

Where R[z] is the set of all polynomials p(z) which form a ring of polynomials over the ring
of integer R and the undetermined variable z. In binary number systems it is R = GF(2). The
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interested reader is referred to [13] and [14] for further detailed information in the algebra of
polynomials.

2.3 Transformation of Algebraic Structures
A homomorphism in general is a mapping between two algebraic structures. This means that
a set and its operation can be transformed into another set with another operation.
Definition 1. (Homomorphism) [14]
Let (G, +) and (H, ) be two algebraic structures. A homomorphism is the
function : G  H, and for all x, y  G it is (x + y) = (x)  (y).
For rings and fields it is required that there is a map function for each of both
operations.
An example for a homomorphism is the transformation from the ring of polynomials R[z] to
the ring of integer (R, +, ·). The polynomial p(z)  R[z] is mapped to the element X  R by

: R[z]  (R, +, ·).
Assigning 2 to the independent variable z the result of the polynomial is the value of the
number in R:
m 1

X    p ( z )   p(2)   xi  2 i

(4)

i 0

3. ERROR DETECTION AND CORRECTION CODES
In this chapter we discuss two important error detection codes which base on the prescribed
algebraic structures. The first are the well-known arithmetic codes introduced by Brown [4]
and later used by Forin [5] for coded software processing. The second are the linear codes
which are the general case of the Hamming codes [15]. Linear codes are the basis for all
important derived codes used in transmission systems [16], [17].

Definition 2. (Code)
A code is an injective function (= encoding) which assigns an information word 
X to a code word  C
fc : X  C
and |C|  |X|. The set of all code words C is called the code space and X is the
information space. The inverse function (= decoding) of f reverse the mapping
from C to X.
f c1 : C  X

The basic principle of error correcting codes is the existence of more elements in C than in X.
But only those code words which are assigned to their origin information word by the
encoding function are valid. All other words are invalid and indicate an error (see figure 1). A
code is the subset of its underlying vector space C  Vn.
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figure 1. A code unambiguously assigns every element in the origin set of cardinality K = |X| to an element
in the coded set of cardinality N = |C|. With K  N there are unused code words in C. An error during
transmission, storage or computation can change a valid code word into an invalid one. No information
word matches this code word and an error is detected.

In safety applications the information is only used in its coded representation. After
transmission or computation a decoding algorithm of the dedicated code checks the received
words against the original words. If there is no inverse function f c1 : C  X , then an error
has occurred. In the following two important error detecting codes are introduced.

3.1 Arithmetic Codes
The encoding function of an arithmetic code is the multiplication of the origin number and
another integer, called the generator. Arithmetic codes are detailed discussed by Rao [18].
C AN : A  X | A,X  Z 

(5)

The generated code forms a ring over the set of all multiples of A less than or equal A · (2k 1) over the two operations addition and multiplication (nZN, +N, ·N). The sum or the product
of two code words is divisible by the generator A and is therefore a valid code word (see
axiom of closure). But unlike the addition, the product of two code words does not correspond
to the coded product of the two original information words. Let X1, X2  ZK and the encoding
function be f, then the product of the coded information words is not the code of the product:
fc ( X1)  fc (X 2 )  f ( X1  X 2 )

(6)

When using arithmetic codes during software processing, a correction of the multiplication
must be done. In contrast to transmission systems where the code words are not changed by
the transmission itself (except errors have occurred), the output of an arithmetic unit usually
differs from the inputs. In case of using coded information in an arithmetic unit, the code must
be able to preserve the correspondence between the code word and its original information
word. Or in other words, there must be a homomorphism that maps the calculated output of an
arithmetic unit to the code words which correspond to the result of the calculation of the
uncoded information words
Definition 3. (Coded Operation)
A coded operation is a homomorphism which maps the operations of the used
algebraic structure to that corresponding to ordinary operations used by arithmetic
units. In case of a ring there are two coded operations:
 C :   ( f c ( X 1 ), f c ( X 2 ))
C :   ( f c ( X 1 ), f c ( X 2 ))

(7)
(8)
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In case of an addition no correction is necessary:
C1  C 2  f c ( X 1 )  f c ( X 2 )
 A  X1  A  X 2
 A  ( X1  X 2 )  fc ( X1  X 2 )
  C :   (C1 , C 2 ) : C1  C 2

for all C  C AN

In case of a multiplication it is:
C1  C 2  f c ( X 1 )  f c ( X 2 )
 A  X1  A  X 2
 A 2  ( X 1  X 2 ) A  f c ( X 1  X 2 )
 C :   (C1 , C 2 ) :

C1  C 2
A

for all C  C AN

In computer systems the numbers are stored in registers which are an ordered set of k tuples.
Each of them represents a binary digit of the number. Every digit can be an element from the
set {0, 1}. There must be log2K bits to describe a number in the range from 0 till k  1 in a
binary notation. Let be K = |X|, N = |C| and K  N, then there are more bits required for the
code word than for the origin information word. These additional bits are needed for the code
in form of the parity or check bits which represents the redundancy of the information. This
redundancy is called information redundancy and is a diverse presentation of the information.
A metric for this increase of bits is the code rate.
Definition 4. (Code Rate) [19]
Every block code with length n is generated by k bits of information. The ratio
R

k log 2 K

n log 2 N

(9)

is the code rate and is a metric for the redundancy of the code.
3.2 Linear Codes
Linear codes [20] use another algebraic structure than arithmetic codes. We showed in chapter
2.2 that every number can be represented as a k-dimensional vector. The vector space itself
forms a ring of polynomials over the finite set GF(2). Linear codes are generated by the
polynomial multiplication
CCRC :

 g(z)  x(z)| g(z),x(z)  Z 2 [z] 

(10)

Linear codes are cyclic, if the generator polynomial g(z) is a divider of the polynomial zn  1.
This type of code is a special case of linear codes with the property that the cyclically rotation
of the bits of a code word results in another valid code word. Cyclic codes were first
introduced by Prange [21] and further discussed by Peterson [20]. As described in the
previous section the set of polynomials forms a ring under the operations  and . Every sum
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or product of code polynomials are valid code polynomials (= axiom of closure). Next section
describes how linear codes can be used for coded software processing.

4. CODED OPERATIONS FOR SAFE SOFTWARE PROCESSING
The adder and multiplier in the arithmetic unit of a CPU implement the ordinary addition and
multiplication, which correspond to the ring (ZM, +M, ·M) described in chapter 2. Linear codes
with a different algebra as for ordinary operations need transformations (= homomorphism) to
be used for coded processing. In chapter 2 we showed a simple homomorphism from a
polynomial to an integer (formula 4). The assignment of 2 to the undetermined variable of the
polynomial results in the integer number. But the other transformation from an integer to a
polynomial is also possible. The coefficient of a polynomial can be calculated bitwise by

 1 : xi 

X
mod 2
2i

(11)

for all i  [0, k1]. But this is exactly the binary notation of the number X = (xk-1, … x1, x0) in
a digital computer system. No special transformation function is needed. But what is about the
operations? For a ring homomorphism there must be a function not only for the set of
numbers but also for both operations. The implementation of a digital adder shows us the
details, how the ordinary addition in the ring of integer works. The adder links the single bits
of two distinct numbers in binary representation and the carry bit from the previous stage with
an exclusive-or (XOR, ) operation.
si  xi  y i  ci 1

(12)

Except for the carry bit ci1 (delivered by the previous adder stage) the calculation of the sum
of two numbers equals the addition of two polynomials.
example:
X:
Y:
C:
S:



=

0
0
1
1

0
1
1
0

1
0
1
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1

Let us define the function + to transform the addition in the ring of integer to the addition in
the ring of polynomials over GF(2).

  : X  Y  x(z)  y(z)  c(z)

(13)

An addition in an arithmetic unit generates the carry bits represented by the polynomial c(z).
Since the register of the ALU contains the numbers X and Y in binary number representation,
they are practically equal to the polynomial x(z) and y(z) over the finite field GF(2). For the
correct result only the carry bits c(z) must be added to the XOR sum. The carry bits are
calculated by
ci 1  ( xi  y i )  ( xi  ci )  ( yi  ci )

(14)
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or they can be derived from the adder
c( z )   1 ( X  Y )  x(z)  y(z) .

(15)

With this knowledge we define the coded operations in the ring of polynomial over the field
GF(2).
4.1 Coded Addition
Using the algebra of polynomials over the finite field GF(2) in ordinary arithmetic units,
corrective actions are required.
Definition 5. (Coded Addition)
Let f c  x(z)  x(z)  g(z) be the coding function for linear codes. The arithmetic
sum of the coded integer numbers X and Y follows
 c : f c  x(z)  f c  y(z)  f c c(z) .

(16)

The coded sum of two integers X, Y is the XOR sum of the coded polynomials
x(z), y(z) and the carry polynomial c(z).
Derivation: With encoding function fc, transformation function of the addition + and the
transformation from an integer to a polynomial -1 follows:
f C   ( 1 ( X ),  1 (Y )) 
 f C   ( x( z ), y ( z ) ) 
 f C  x( z )  y ( z )  c( z ) 
  x( z )  y ( z )  c( z )   g ( z )
 x( z )  g ( z )  y ( z )  g ( z )  c( z )  g ( z )
 f c  x( z )   f c  y ( z )   f c c( z ) 
4.2 Coded Multiplication
Similar to the addition a transformation is needed. The sum in the multiplication of
polynomials (formula 2) from chapter 2 does not propagate a carry bit to the next digit. The
modulo is always smaller than the radix. These missing carry bits must be added (XOR!) to
the product of two polynomials so that the result is correct and matches the coded product of
two integer numbers.
Definition 6. (Coded Multiplication)
Let f c  x(z)  x(z)  g(z) be the coding function for linear codes. The arithmetic
product of the coded integer numbers X and Y is then

c :
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f c x(z)  f c  y(z)
 f c c(z)
g ( z)

(17)

Derivation: With encoding function fc, transformation function of the addition + and the
transformation
f C   ( 1 ( X ),  1 (Y )) 
 f C   ( x( z ), y ( z ) ) 
 f C  x( z )  y ( z )  c( z ) 
  x( z )  y ( z )  c( z )   g ( z )
 x( z )  y ( z )  g ( z )  c( z )  g ( z )
f x( z )   f c  y ( z ) 
 c
 f c c( z ) 
g ( z)
The coded multiplication of polynomials contains a polynomial multiplication. This operation
differs from that of ordinary multiplication in an arithmetic unit. Using coded multiplication
for codes, software processing requires a different hardware for this kind of multiplication or
additional software libraries. Such libraries will increase the execution time. The usage of
coded operations based on arithmetic codes is preferable. But in the next section we will see
other advantages of linear codes when they are used in safe software systems.

5. ERROR DETECTION PERFORMANCE

This section compares the probability for undetected errors of arithmetic codes with that of
cyclic linear codes. The minimum hamming distance dmin, the code rate R and the probability
for undetected errors Pu are important metrics which describe the performance of error
detection codes. Let us compare the (7,4) AN code and a (7,4) linear code. These codes with
length of n = 7 bits and n  k = 7 – 4 = 3 parity bits have 24 = 16 different valid code words.
The generator polynomial of degree 3 with g(z) = z3 + z + 1 is primitive and generates a code
with minimum hamming distance dmin = 3. An appropriate arithmetic code, which generates
as many parity bits as the linear (7,4) code, must have a generator A < 23 = 8. As Brown
already described in [4], an AN code like this with A  {3, 5, 6, 7} can only have a minimum
hamming distance of 2. We can now compare the two metrics hamming distance and code
rate of the given example. Both codes add the same number of parity bits to the information,
the code rate R = k / n = 4 / 7  0,57 is the same. With equal code rate the linear block code
has a larger minimum hamming distance than the arithmetic code. The capability of this code
according error detection is better. In the following we compare the third metric of the
probability for undetected errors.
5.1 Error Model

The error model according [2] regards faults affecting the hardware components in a
processor based system. It can be distinguished between two types of hardware faults. Single
stuck-at faults result from hardware components whose output is set to logical 1 or 0
permanently. Single bit-flips are caused by single event upsets (= SEU). The erroneous output
of the hardware (bit change from 1 to 0 or vice versa) is temporally and does not have effects
after reuse of the component a certain time later. Figure 2 shows the hardware components
that can produce arbitrary hardware faults.
In this section we only view on the left part of figure 2 containing the data storage and
transmission. As in broadcast systems the stored data is not changed until it is used by the
arithmetic unit. The channel model of classical communication systems can be considered.
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The term of a channel is known from the channel coding which is one part of the coding
theory. Generally, a channel is a medium where data is transmitted or stored and errors are
injected. A simple channel model is the binary symmetric channel (= BSC, see [22], [13]).
This model describes the probability that a transmitted (or stored) bit is changed. There is no
influence of bits to their neighbours. Figure 3 shows the transition probability of a bit in a
BSC model.

figure 2. Simplified fault model. For simple representation only faults in the data path are considered.
Data errors have one cause in corrupted RAM cells or bit-flips during access via memory bus or during
computation in the ALU. The processor model can be divided into one part for data storage and
transmission and a second part for data processing.

figure 3. Binary symmetric channel model describes the probability that a single bit changes its value or
leaves it unchanged.

The BSC model simulates the behavior of single bits in case of an arbitrary hardware fault in
the memory or the data bus in a processor system. The channel gets a single bit which is
either 0 or 1 and inverts it with a probability p, or leaves it with the probability p1. From a
logical view the inversion of a single bit is the same as an exclusive-or (XOR) operation.
Every bit of a code polynomial c(z) is combined with the bit of the error polynomial e(z).
for a single bit:

ci  ci  ei

for the vector:

c ( z )   c i  z i   ei  z i

n 1

n 1

i 0

i 0

The XOR operation of the single bits describes the property of a memoryless channel. No bit
has an influence to nearby bits. The XOR does not propagate a carry to the next bit as it does
an ordinary addition. The algebra of linear codes matches to the model of the BSC channel.
Next the probability for undetected errors of codes through a BSC channel model will be
evaluated.
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5.2 Residue Error Probability

The described channel model is a simple model to derive the probability for undetected errors
occurred during data storage or transmission. We follow the calculation of the probability by
[22] and [20]. One axiom of the algebraic structure of rings is the property of closure (see
chapter 2). This means that the addition of two elements out of the set of code words results in
another code word of this set. Thus an incorrect code word is not detected in case the error
vector is an element of the set of valid code words.
Let Wi be the number of valid code words with hamming weight i, then the set W = {W0,
W1,… Wn1} is the weight distribution of the code. The probability that an error word has a
certain hamming weight is the probability that i bits are set and n1 bits are not set (p is the
probability that a bit is inverted by the channel). For a given code there are Wi possibilities for
a code word to have a weight i. The probability increases Wi times that an i-bit error results in
a valid code word. Accumulation over all weights will give us the probability that the
outcome of the channel is a valid code word and the faulty output is not detected. There will
be no code words with weight less than the minimum hamming distance. Thus the sum of
formula 18 starts at i = dmin.
Pu ( p) 

n

W

i  d min

i

 p i  (1  p) n 1

(18)

The hamming weight for linear codes is simply the number of nonzero bits [20]. In opposite
to linear codes the XOR addition of two arithmetic codes words is not a valid code word. To
compute the hamming weight distribution of an arithmetic code, all XOR differences of two
distinct codes words specifies all possible error words of the channel that change one valid
word to another. The set of all pairs of distinct words determine the weight of all possible
error words that will result in an undetected error. Applying formula 18 to the cyclic linear
code with generator polynomial g(z) = z3 + z + 1 and to arithmetic codes with generator
integer A  {3, 5, 6, 7} the probability of undetected error is given by the probability of a
single bit error p and is depicted in figure 4.

figure 4. Comparison of the probabilities for undetected errors between the cyclic linear code (CRC) and
arithmetic codes (AN); both with same code rate of  0, 57.
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As mentioned before all codes generated by an A  {3, 5, 6, 7} have a minimum hamming
distance of two only. But the cyclic linear code with given polynomial has a minimum
hamming distance of 3. This is reflected by the fact that in the weight distribution W2 > 0 for
all arithmetic codes and W2 = 0 for the linear code. If W2 = 0, the sum in formula 18 neglects
the summand, which contains p2. Since the probability p is significant less than 1, the i-th
power of p with i > 2 can be ignored. Comparing both codes, one with dmin = 3 and the other
with dmin = 2, shows that the residue error probability Pu(p) is less for dmin = 3 than for dmin =
2 for all p with 0 < p < 0,5. Note that using a generator polynomial which is not primitive, the
generated cyclic code has a minimum hamming distance of 2 only. The appropriate plot for
this linear code is moved to the top in figure 4. The minimum hamming distance dmin directly
determines the residual error probability in a BSC channel.
6. CONCLUSION

The evaluation of the residual error probability of linear and arithmetic codes has shown that
most cyclic linear codes (CRC) have a better property for error detection than arithmetic
codes provided the BSC channel model is used and both have the same code rate. The
consequence is that linear codes are more suitable for data storage and transmission than
arithmetic codes. For this reason there are memory devices available which already
implements error correcting codes (= ECC) based on linear codes. A CPU can be modeled as
a composition of several channels. One channel was discussed in this paper and models the
data storage in the memory and the transmission via the memory bus to the ALU. For other
channels (like the arithmetic unit) other codes offer a better performance for error detection.
There are a lot of questions that must be answered in future works. The development of an
appropriate channel model of important operations in the arithmetic unit is the base for further
analytical evaluation of the probability for undetected errors during arithmetic operations. The
usage of divergent codes requires transformations between the codes which must be
developed. Some codes, especially cyclic linear codes, also offer the possibility of error
correction. A metric, which was omitted in this paper, is the probability of a decoding error.
This is the case, when the decoding (correcting) algorithm of the dedicated code corrects a
corrupted code word to another invalid code word. Finally, the implementation of the codes in
a real application will validate this approach.
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hour of dangerous failures in the system. The norm describes
the technique of coded processing and reciprocal comparison
for detection of faults within the processing unit with high
probability.
Today, there are a variety of publications about faulttolerant computer systems. In [2], the authors present
different state-of-the-art techniques of so-called SoftwareImplemented-Hardware-Fault-Tolerance (= SIHFT). They
describe a simple possibility of hardening data against Single
Event Upsets (= SEU) by duplication (= data redundancy)
and multiple computation of data (= time redundancy).
But only transient faults can be detected by pure data
and time redundancy. Permanent faults in the CPU (e.g. a
stuck-at fault in the adder hardware) will generate the same
erroneous result when an instruction is executed twice with
the same data. The consequence is the usage of redundant
hardware or of diverse data in the way that different units
in a CPU are employed [4].
This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II gives an
overview of the background and deﬁnitions for fault tolerance, coded software processing and reliability. The main
part of this paper is Sec. III. In that section the reliability
of a task in a software system is analyzed. Finally, Sec. IV
summarizes the results of the analysis for further work in
this research area.

Abstract—This paper presents the reliability evaluation of
task execution during safe software processing. The standard
method of duplication in a safety-critical application can also
be applied for tasks in a software system. But in addition
to this, there is also the possibility for coded task processing
to increase the reliability and availability of software. The
presented analysis covers the reliability analysis of a single,
a duplicated and a coded task by the technique of continuoustime Markov processes. Markov processes are often used for the
reliability evaluation of safety-critical systems. We introduce
a method to describe the execution time of tasks by means
of enhanced Markov models and their solution by numerical
methods.

Keywords: reliability analysis, continuous-time Markov
process, error probability, Erlang-distribution
I. I NTRODUCTION
Fault-tolerant systems have become more important in
recent years. Either for economic reasons or because of
safety aspects, fault-tolerant systems are required to reduce
costs or save life. Achieving this aim, the correct operation
of the system has to be assured and failures must be detected
and repaired.
The complexity and functionality of electronic control
units have increased more and more in several sectors of
industry. In addition, the requirements of these systems have
become more demanding in terms of safety, reliability and
availability. In contrast to this progress, industry demands
a decrease in costs for electronics, while at the same time
remaining competitive. The use of inexpensive commodity
hardware is the result. However, the development of current
micro-controllers follows the trend of decreasing feature
size. That leads to less reliability and arbitrary hardware
faults are more likely [1]. But despite unreliable hardware,
fault tolerance is a requirement of safety-critical applications. This can often be realized by software techniques in
many ways [2].
For this reason, current standards and norms for functional
safety summarize several state-of-the-art techniques to detect
possible errors in safety-critical systems. The European standard IEC61508 - ”Functional Safety of E/E/P Safety-Related
Systems” [3] demands for high safety-critical applications
(SIL 3 to SIL4) a maximum rate from 3 · 107 to 3 · 109 per
978-0-7695-4798-5/12 $26.00 © 2012 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DSD.2012.110

Stansislav Raček
Faculty of Applied Sciences
University of West Bohemia
Univerzitnı́ 22, 306 14 Plzen, Czech Republic
stracek@kiv.zcu.cz

II. BACKGROUND
This section gives an overview of the necessary background and state-of-the-art for the reliability analysis of
coded task processing.
A. Reliability and the Markov Model
Reliability is a metric to describe the ability that a
system has to perform the required function correctly for
a speciﬁed period of time [5]. Stochastic Markov processes
are a powerful technique that is often used for the reliability
analysis of a given system (see [6] for detailed description of
the technique). The basic concept of Markov processes is the
partition of the system into several failure states. Each state
identiﬁes a certain fault condition of the system. Thus, the
Markov process can be modeled as a kind of ﬁnite automata
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consisting of nodes and transitions between them. The transition between two states represents a random event of a fault
and its frequency is described by the transition rate. This
rate can be interpreted as the reciprocal mean time of one
transition. The underlying probability distribution of Markov
processes is the exponential distribution with the transition
rate as a parameter. Therefore, Markov processes are suitable
for events that happen with exponential distributed time,
like hardware faults. More regular events like repairs or the
runtime of certain software tasks follow another distribution
(e.g. normal distribution) and the Markov process can not
be used in its original form.
In order to evaluate tasks with ﬁxed execution time,
the Markov model must be enhanced to approximate other
distributions by means of the exponential distribution. The
Erlang-distribution [7], [8], [9] is derived by the consecutive
stages of exponential distributed transitions. The enhancement of a Markov process by adding further states realizes
the Erlang-distribution and we can approximate other distributions like the normal distribution [10]. The evaluation
in Section III makes use of this kind of Markov model to
simulate the execution time of a single task.

is also possible to compare the program counter of both
instances. Thus, program ﬂow monitoring is realized and
deviations in the program ﬂow are detectable.
III. R ELIABILITY E VALUATION OF TASK P ROCESSING
A linear program executes several operations consecutively and the data constantly changes. With a constant error
rate, the result of an operation is less conﬁdent the longer
the operation lasts. Usually, the operations of a task depend
on each other. The result of one operation is the input for
the next. The reliability of a complete task R(tT ask ) has a
serial structure and is the product of the reliabilities of the
single operations R1 and R2 .
R(tT ask ) = R1 · R2 = e−λ·top1 · e−λ·top2
R(tT ask ) = e−λ·(top1 +top2 ) = e−λ·tT ask

(1)

Equation 1 shows the analytical way to calculate the
reliability of a single task and can be derived directly by
a simple Markov model consisting of two states (good and
failed state) and constant failure rate λ. As mentioned before,
the events of hardware faults are exponential distributed in
time. For a duplicated task the analytical formula [14] is
extended to

B. Coded Software Processing
Coded Processing is the protection of calculations and
their results during operations in an arithmetic unit by means
of error detection codes. Channel coding, as a part of coding
theory, describes error detection and correction codes like
the Hamming code, which are originally developed for protecting stored or transmitted data. Another important group
of error detecting codes are so-called arithmetic codes (ANcode) that are based on ordinary algebra like addition and
multiplication. Forin made the ﬁrst use of coded processing
in a real application [11]. He deﬁned coded operations
for most arithmetic operations and extended signatures to
this kind of code to detect operation, operator and operand
errors. A detailed description of arithmetic codes for coded
processing can be found in [12].
Since fault-tolerant computer systems have become more
important in safety-critical applications, several institutes
research this topic using error detecting codes for arithmetic
operations. The Laboratory for Safe and Secure Systems at
the University of Applied Sciences Regensburg developed,
in collaboration with the TU Munich, the Safely Embedded
Software (= SES) technique for the programming language C
to safeguard the execution of code on microprocessors [13],
[14]. Based on SES, an enhanced approach of safe software
processing using concurrent task execution is presented in
[15]. The basic idea of this approach is that the operating
system generates two instances of the same task, which are
executed in parallel. This time redundancy in combination
with diverse coded data in each instance allows the detection
of data errors by comparing both instances at certain points
of time, so-called synchronization points. In addition, it

R(t) = 2 · e−λ·t − e−2·λ·t .

(2)

The problem with Equation 2 is the restrictions in the resolution of numbers in computer systems. In real applications,
the error rate λ is a very small number (≈ 10−9 h−1 ).
The execution time of a task is usually a small number,
too. The exponent in the terms of Equation 2 goes to zero
and the result of the exponentiation goes to 2 and 1. But
the resolution of numbers in computer systems is limited
also when using ﬂoating point numbers. With a decreasing
exponent in Equation 2, the difference between both terms
decreases till it is smaller than the resolution of the number
system. The subtraction of both terms always leads to 1. The
consequence is that an analytical method can not be applied
here. In Section III-B, we present a numerical method for the
evaluation of the reliability based on an n-staged continuoustime Markov model.
A. Constraints
The ﬁrst constraint of the following evaluation is the
assumption of only sporadic transient faults (=“soft errors”)
that cause data errors during the software processing. In
contrast to permanent faults, the recovery of transient faults
is possible during the runtime of a task. On the other hand,
faults that result in program ﬂow errors can only be detected
by a special ﬂag technique [16] or the time redundant
execution as described in [15]. Program ﬂow errors and their
detection are not the topic of this paper.
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The rate of soft errors in integrated circuits exceeds up
to 50.000 FIT in worst case (see [17]) and they are more
probable than permanent errors. This means that we can
assume a fault rate of
50.000 f ailures
= 0.00005 h−1
(3)
109 h
for our evaluation of task reliability. This rate is supposed
to be constant and the technique of Markov processes
can be used. The failure state of a task system is the
condition wherein the result of a computation in the task
leads to incorrect values and this is not detected by the task.
Otherwise, the system is in the operating state, if the result
is correct or the error can be detected.
In the course of this section, we do the comparison based
on the reliability of
• a single, uncoded task (Section III-B),
• a duplicated task (Section III-C) and
• a coded task for single error detection (Section III-D).
λ=

Figure 1. Enhanced Markov model that simulates the runtime of a single
1
is
task with several stages. The total execution time with tT ask = μ
divided into n segments. The transition rate of every stage is therefore
n · μ. The task terminates after tT ask either without any faults (state 1.n)
or with a fault (state 2.n). This kind of task does not offer the possibility
of fault detection and repair.

B. Uncoded Task
An uncoded task is a simple task without any additional
redundancy. It is executed only once and errors in the result
of the task can not be detected. This case will be the
reference for later comparison with different realizations of
task processing. The reliability model of a simple, uncoded
task consists of only one single component that is either
working (OK) or there is a fault and the task terminates
with incorrect data (NOK). Because of the previously mentioned limitations in the resolution of computer arithmetic,
Equations 1 and 2 can not be applied in all cases. The idea is
to model the short time of task execution with several stages
in the Markov model. The basic Markov model of a nonrepairable system consists of two states that are enhanced by
n stages. At the end of the stages, there are two absorbing
states which represent the termination of the task (Figure 1).
The model of Figure 1 is described by the set of 2 · (n + 1)
differential equations:

be easily solved numerically by means of software tools
like MATLAB. The absorbing states of a Markov model
represent the state of the system in inﬁnity. In this model
with two absorbing states, the task will terminate with
certainty either in one or the other state, and the functions
p1.n (t) and p2.n (t) describe the probability of being in one
of these states. At the beginning, when the system is in state
1.0, the probability of being in one of the ﬁnal states is zero.
With progressing time, the probability of being in state 1.n
or 2.n increases rapidly at the end of the execution (see
Figure 2).


= −λ · P1.0 − nμ · P1.0
P1.0

P2.0
= +λ · P1.0 − nμ · P2.0

...

P1.k
= −λ · P1.k − nμ · P1.k + nμ · P1.(k−1)


P2.k
= +λ · P1.k + nμ · P2.(k−1) − nμ · P2.k

...

P1.n
= +nμ · P1.(n−1)

Figure 2. State 2.n represents the failure state which the system enters
after termination of the task. The ﬁgure shows the probability of the failure
state with two different execution times t1 = 10ms and t2 = 20ms.
The steady-state probability of both curves equals the probability of the
failure probability calculated by Q(t) = 1 − e−λt . This means that the
numerical solution by the n-staged Markov model is equivalent to the
standard analytical solution.


P2.n
= +nμ · P2.(n−1)

The solution of the system of differential equations results
in the time-dependent probabilities of each state. With
increasing complexity of the model, the equations can only
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C. Symmetric Redundant Task
The duplication of components is a common method to
increase the reliability of systems. The same technique can
be applied to task execution, as well. The task is executed
twice either on different cores or sequentially on the same
core of a micro-controller. When only transient faults are
considered, the duplicated task is equivalent to a repeated
execution. The second run of the task (= time redundancy)
restarts with correct data like the task would do running on
duplicated hardware (= space redundancy). At the end of the
second task instance, the results of both are compared and a
possible single fault can be detected. There are three possible
outcomes for this comparison: (1) both tasks terminate
without any faults and the results are equal, (2) only one
task terminates with a fault and the two results differ, and
(3) the results of both tasks are not correct. In the second
case with different outcomes, the fault can be detected. As
a result, the task is repeated and there is a low probability
that after the repetition one of the tasks will terminate with
a fault again. The third case is similar. If there is a different
fault in each task, then the results are different, as well. But
there is a small probability that both tasks will have the same
faulty output and the fault is not detectable. This dangerous
condition can cause a system failure in the further run of
the software and deﬁnes the residue error probability of the
system.
What is the probability that the two faulty results are
equal? With a register width of b bits, there are b possibilities
for a fault in the task result. We assume that the faults in both
tasks are independent and the probability of a single fault is
equal for all bits. A single fault in one result has b outcomes
(one fault in one bit). With two tasks, there are b2 different
probabilities of faulty results. But only b combinations of the
two results are equal. Thus, only d = 1b -th part of the failure
probability results in a dangerous undetected condition.
In our case, we have two equivalent tasks and the system
is regarded as failed if both tasks have the same faulty
output. The reliability model consists of two parallel nodes
that can fail independently. The basic Markov model with
three states is enhanced by n stages in the same way as it
was done for the single uncoded task.

Figure 3. The basic Markov model is that of a two-component, nonrepairable system with three states. It is enhanced by n stages to model the
execution time of the task. The state 1.n represents the condition when the
task terminates without any faults. If a faulty output is detected, then the
task is repeated and the model has additional transitions to default state
1.0. There is a small probability that the erroneous output of both tasks
is not detectable. In this case, the task will also terminate. This condition
represents the dangerous failure state of the task system.

The absorbing states of the Markov model in Figure
3 represents the probability of the task´s outcome. The
solution of the set of differential equations leads to the timedependent probabilities of both ways the task can end:
(1) p1 (t) is the probability of being in state 1.n. This state
is entered when no faults have occurred during the
runtime of the task. The steady-state of p1 (t) represents
the probability of termination in this state:
R(tT ask ) = lim p1 (t)
t→∞

(2) p3 (t) is the probability of being in state 3.n, which
represents the termination of the task with undetected
faults. This is the dangerous condition, because the task
will terminate with a fault and it could propagate a
system failure.
Q(tT ask ) = lim p3 (t) = pf ailure
t→∞

Description of states:
•
•

•

(4)

State 1.x: No errors have occurred in either task. The
results of both tasks are equal.
State 2.x: One task has a faulty output/result. The
results of the two tasks differ and the fault is
detectable.
State 3.x: Both tasks have a faulty output. An error
detection is only possible if the two results are
different. In case both results have the same erroneous
output, the fault can not be detected.

(5)

In most software applications, a task is executed many
times. These periodic tasks are restarted again after their
termination. With this assumption of non-stop activity, the
absorbing states in Figure 3 are obsolete and the transitions
into the absorbing states move to the default state 1.0 instead.
The modiﬁed model allows us to compute the steadystate probabilities p1.0 , p1.1 , ...p3.n−1 of all states. Three
interesting parameters can be calculated with this modiﬁed
model:
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1.) Mean frequency of successful execution of the task:
f1 = p1.n−1 · n · μ

the error detection capability, both models are equivalent
provided that single error detecting codes are used. This
allows us a better comparison of both techniques.

(6)

2.) Mean frequency of detected unsuccessful execution:
f2 = p2.n−1 · n · μ + p3.n−1 · n · μ · (1 − d)


= p2.n−1 + (1 − d) · p3.n−1 · n · μ
(7)

3.) Mean frequency of undetected unsuccessful (dangerous) execution:
f3 = d · p3.n−1 · n · μ

(8)

The parameter f3 is perhaps the most interesting one. This
frequency represents the average occurrence of task termination with undetected faults. This is the dangerous case and
the reciprocal value of f3 represents the average duration
between two failures during non-stop task execution:
M T BF =

1
1
=
ˆ
f3 λDU

(9)
Figure 5. With the given code, all single faults are detectable. This is
equivalent to a two-component, non-repairable system which detects all
single faults. Because of the fact that there is only one instance of a task,
the probability of a single fault is half compared to the duplicated task,
whose runtime is twice as long.

D. Diverse Redundant Task
Instead of task duplication, coded task processing uses
arithmetic error codes for error detection. These diverse
representations of data contain additional redundancy that
can be used for checking the data validity. The pure time
redundancy of the duplicated task is replaced by the more
effective information redundancy. The model a) in Figure 4
shows the parallel structure of a duplicated task from the
previous section in form of a reliability model. One task
is executed twice as instance A and B, either on different
cores (space redundancy) or sequentially on the same core
(time redundancy). A subsequent comparator C veriﬁes the
results at the end of the two task instances. Because of the
parallelism of the instances A and B, the probability of a
single fault in one of the two tasks is doubled compared
with a single task.

Depending on the used error code, the capability of
detecting errors varies enormously. We refer to [12], [11],
[18], [19]. They describe a lot of codes used for detecting
errors in arithmetic operations. When using an error code,
there is also a residue error probability of undetection (see
state 3.n in Figure 5). It is not scope of this paper to discuss
this probability. Interested readers are referred to literature
cited before. In this analysis, we assume the same residue
error probability as for the duplicated task (for reasons of
comparability).
E. Comparison
In the previous sub-sections, we described three different
realizations of task execution. A single uncoded task as a
reference model is now compared with a duplicated and a
coded task. Using the described models in Figure 1,3 and
5, it is possible to calculate the numerical results for a)
the probability of undetected failure and b) the mean time
between failure (= MTBF). The comparison of these results
are summarized in Table I.
The comparison does not consider the increased runtime
of coded tasks with coded operations. With increasing
runtime, the probability of a fault will increase [14] and
of course the probability of undetected faults is higher.
However, the technique with coded task is preferable, particularly with the background that error codes can provide
better error detection (and correction) capabilities, instead
of multiplication of the parallel structure in Figure 4 a).

Figure 4. Change of the reliability model: The parallel structure of a
duplicated task a) is replaced by the single structure of a coded task b).

In contrast to the doubled execution, the coded task is
executed only once. The reliability model consists of a single
component A’ (see b) in Figure 4) whose probability of a
single fault is half compared to the duplicated case. This
means that with half execution time the fault rate of the
coded task is only half compared to the duplicated case (see
fault rate 2λ → λ in Figure 3 and 5). But with regard to
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Simple Task:
Symmetric Redundant Task:
Diverse Redundant Task:

pf ailure
1.388 · 10−10
271.3 · 10−21
135.6 · 10−21

Table I

[4] N. Oh, S. Mitra, and E.J McCluskey. ED4I: Error Detection
by Diverse Data and Duplicated Instructions. IEEE Transactions On Computers, Vol. 51, pages 180–199, 2002.

MTBF
7.200 · 109 ms
47.40 · 1018 ms
94.79 · 1018 ms

[5] IEEE standard glossary of software engineering terminology,
September 1990.

C OMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT REALIZATIONS 1OF TASK
1
PROCESSING . ( ttask = 10ms, n = 8, λ = 0.0005 h , d = 8 )

[6] R. Billinton and R.N. Allan. Reliability evaluation of engineering systems: concepts and techniques. Plenum Press,
1992.
[7] Magdi S. and Moustafa. Availability of k-out-of-n:g systems
with m failure modes. Microelectronics Reliability, 36(3):385
– 388, 1996.

IV. C ONCLUSION
The reliability analysis of software systems is becoming
more important for evaluation of safety-critical applications. In this paper, we presented a technique based on
an enhanced Markov model for investigating the probability of undetected failures during task processing. The
analytic solution for this problem is restricted by the limited
resolution of number representation in computer systems,
especially for tiny failure rates and short task execution
times. The presented idea is to model the runtime of a
task by an n-staged Markov model to compensate for the
restriction mentioned above. The solution of the system
of differential equations derived by this enhanced Markov
model results in the time-dependent state probability which
is the basis for further investigations such as, for example,
the steady-state probabilities of a possible outcome of tasks.
Further enhancement of the model with the assumption of
non-stop execution leads to the computation of the mean
time between failure (= MTBF). The comparison of three
possible realizations as presented in this paper, shows that
the reliability of task processing is increased by additional
redundancy, especially information redundancy in form of
arithmetic codes (see Table I). In contrast to the described
improvements, decreased performance must be considered as
an open item. The duplicated task execution requires more
resources, either additional hardware or runtime. The coded
task also needs more time because of the coded operations
and the decoder at the end. Further investigations have to be
done for the analysis, whether there is an inﬂuence where
and how many synchronization points are during the task
processing as described in [15].
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1 INTRODUCTION
The complexity and functionality of electronic controlled units have increased more
and more in several sectors of industry during recent years (e.g. automotive, aeronautics). In addition, the requirements of these systems have become more demanding in terms of safety, reliability and availability. In contrast to this progress,
industry demands a decrease in costs for electronics, while at the same time remaining competitive. The use of inexpensive commodity hardware is the result. However,
the development of present micro-controllers follows the trend of decreasing feature
size that leads to less reliability; arbitrary hardware faults are more likely [1]. Increasing the fault tolerance of unreliable hardware is often a requirement in safety
critical applications. The consequence is the use of redundant hardware or of diverse data [2, 3, 4]. The Laboratory for Safe and Secure Systems at the University of
Applied Sciences Regensburg developed, in collaboration with the TU Munich, the
Safely Embedded Software technique for the programming language C to safeguard
the execution of code on microprocessors [5, 6, 7, 8].
Modern broadcast and storage systems follow similar strict requirements for
reliability and safety. Disturbing influences can corrupt transmitted or stored data
in the same way they do during computation in a computer system. Techniques of
error detection and correction have been studied since Hamming researched codes
for increasing fault tolerance in storage systems the first time [12]. Based on this,
a lot of improvements for error detection and correction were made: Cyclic Linear
Block Codes [13], Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (= BCH) codes [14] and ReedSolomon codes [15], just to mention the most important ones. But, linear codes are
not the optimal solution for coded data processing because they do not preserve the
code after arithmetic operations [11]. For an optimal error detection capability, code
transformations can be a possible solution for further improvements also in coded
data processing systems with memories and bus which have similar characteristics a
storage and transmission systesm. For this reason, this article presents the required
background (Section 2) for a method to transform linear codes into arithmetic codes
(Section 3) and the performance in Section 4.
2 BACKGROUND
The ISO 26262 norm, ”Road vehicles - Functional Safety”, recommends several
diagnostic techniques to detect possible occurring errors which are state-of-the-art.
In Table ISO 26262-5, D.4 [16], there are only two techniques with high diagnostic
coverage (DC) enumerated. Due to this norm, the highest DC is achievable only with
coded processing (like the SES framework) and reciprocal comparison by software.
The former executes the code in a transformed domain. Permanent errors and
transient errors are detected by a check of the validity of the code words. Based on
the normative approach, a closer look at coding techniques is valuable to get deeper
insights.
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An important metric for comparison of different codes is the residual error probability. This is the probability that a received code word is corrupted but no errors
are detected by the decoding algorithm. This is the case when the erroneous bits
in the received code word itself form a valid code word [20]. Based on a binary
symmetric channel model (= BSC, see Figure 1), the analysis of linear block codes
and arithmetic codes (so-called AN code) shows that the probability for undetected
errors is greater for AN codes than for linear codes with same code rate [11].

Fig. 1. The binary symmetric channel model describes the probability p that a single bit
changes its value or remains unchanged (1 − p). There is no dependency between two
nearby bits. In contrast, there are other channels with memory described in [21].

The BSC model is valid for channels where the single bits have no influence on
others. Thus, linear codes are excellent for protecting single-bit errors in data storage
and transmission, whereas the underlying channel model for arithmetic operations
has a kind of memory. The carry bit propagation of an addition has a direct influence
on nearby bits of a code word. Figure 2 shows a simple model of a computing system.
It consists of a data storage unit and a transmission bus for which the BSC model
is valid. Otherwise the BSC model can not be used for the arithmetic logical unit
(= ALU). An applicable channel model for the ALU must be developed in future
work.

Fig. 2. Simplified CPU model that shows the hardware components propagating arbitrary
hardware faults. Using an adequate code for the different channel models, a transformation of the code is required.
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Remark:
IBM developed a code, which is also called Arithmetic Code, for lossless data compression [17]. But not to be confused, this arithmetic encoding is part of entropy
encoding whereas the described AN codes are an example of channel encoding and
error detecting codes.
2.1 Algebra of Codes
Algebraic structures are the background for most error detecting and correcting
codes. An algebraic structure consists of a set of objects (e.g. numbers) and at least
one operation applied to this set [22]. Two important codes are the linear codes and
arithmetic codes, which have different algebraic structures [11]. An arithmetic code
is a set of code words which are the product of two integer numbers X (= original
number) and A (= constant generator).
CAN := {A · X | A, X ∈ Z}

(1)

A finite set of numbers is more important for computer arithmetic because of the
limited register width of k bits in a micro-controller. The code words are out of
the set of all multiples of A, but smaller than the possible range of M = 2k . Such
a subset of integer numbers is called an ideal AZM in algebra. This finite subset
forms a ring under the two operations, addition and multiplication (AZM , +M , ·M ).
The sum and the product of two code words are divisible by the generator A and
the result is therefore a valid code word (see axiom of closure [22]). Linear codes use
another algebraic structure than arithmetic codes [19]. Instead of integer numbers,
the structure of linear codes consists of a more complex set of polynomials. A
polynomial is a different representation of a vector in a k-dimensional vector space
[22]. The coefficients of a polynomial are the digits of a number described by a
positional notation system. In a computer system, the number system is based on
the finite field of order two, the so-called Galois Field GF(2) or Z2 := {0, 1}. Thus
an integer number X is represented by the set of k binary digits in a computer
system
~x = (xk−1 , xk−2 , ...x1 , x0 )
with xi ∈ Z2 , or in the polynomial representation:
x(z) = xk−1 · z k−1 + xk−2 · z k−2 ... + x1 · z 1 + x0
x(z) =

k−1
X
i=0

xi · z i

The set of polynomials with coefficients out of the finite field Z2

(2)
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Z2 [z] := {p(z) =

k−1
X
i=0

xi · z i | xi ∈ GF (2)}

(3)

forms a ring of polynomials and under the two operations:
a(z) ⊕ b(z) := c(z)
with cj = (aj + bj ) mod 2
a(z)

(4)
and 0 ≤ j < k

b(z) := c(z)
with cj =

(5)
X
j
i=0

ai · bj−i



mod 2

and 0 ≤ j < k

Linear codes have a coding rule similar to that of arithmetic codes. Both codes are
generated by the multiplication based on their algebraic structure. This is the ordinary integer multiplication for arithmetic codes and the polynomial multiplication
for linear codes.
CCRC := {g(z)

x(z) | g(z), x(z) ∈ Z2 [z]}

(6)

2.2 Systematic Codes
Systematic codes are known from linear codes in communication systems. They
consist of k bits of information that is separated into the n − k bits of parity in their
binary representation [19]. Arithmetic codes can also be in a systematic form (see
Figure 3).

Fig. 3. The information of a systematic code word is separated into two segments. The
original number can be read directly from the code word. The parity bits are added
after. The code word itself remains a multiple of A.

But for systematic arithmetic codes, the code is not separable. The addition of
two systematic code words propagates possible carry bits into the information part.
The separated information of the result does not match the sum of both information words (see Section 2.3). Systematic encoding is the basic principle for the
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code transformation described in Section 3. Rao already showed parallels between
arithmetic codes and linear block codes (see Table 1) [18].
Linear Block Codes
c(z) = g(z)

Arithmetic Codes

x2 (z) = x1 (z)

z n−k ⊕ r(z)

C = A · X2 = X1 · 2n−k + R

with:
with:
c(z) : code polynomial
C : coded integer
g(z) : generator polynomial
A : generator integer
x1 (z) : information polynomial
X1 : information integer
R : remainder integer
r(z) : remainder polynomial
n : length of code word in bits
k : length of information word in bits
n − k : number of redundant bits
Table 1. Comparison between systematic linear and arithmetic codes.

When analyzing the coding rules (Table 1) for both codes, we can see that X1 6=
X2 and x1 (z) 6= x2 (z). It is clear that X2 must be greater than X1 to fulfill the
equation. When coding a number, the terms X1 and x1 (z) represent the original
values. Therefore, X2 and x2 (z) are not important and need not be considered.
2.3 Coded Operations
The transformation of one algebraic structure into another one is called homomorphism. In general, a homomorphism maps one algebraic structure into the other.
Let (G, +) and (H, ⊕) be two algebraic structures and ϕ the map function of the
sets G → H, then it must be ϕ(x + y) = ϕ(x) ⊕ ϕ(y). If there is a bijective homomorphism between (G, +) and (H, ⊕), then both structures are isomorphic [22].
The addition of polynomials differs from that of an ordinary addition. A polynomial addition must be enhanced in a way that the above rule for a homomorphism
is satisfied. The coefficients of the polynomial are elements out of the Galois Field
GF(2) and possible carry bits are ignored. This difference between the two operations results in different outcomes and makes a correction c(z) necessary. For the
addition of two integers, it is
ϕ+ :

X + Y → x(z) ⊕ y(z) ⊕ c(z).

(7)

In [11], it was shown that the coded operation which is used for coded software
processing [6, 4] is a homomorphism. It defines operations of code words in such
a way that the result of this operation matches the coded result of the original
information word.
Example: For the addition of two arithmetic coded numbers, it is
+c : ϕ+ (C1 , C2 ) := C1 + C2

(8)

Isomorphism between Linear Codes and Arithmetic Codes
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for all C ∈ CAN . This means that no correction is necessary in the case of the
addition of two code words (in contrast to coded multiplication [11]). For systematic
encoded numbers, the sum of two coded numbers is also a systematic code word.
C1 + C2 = X1 · 2n−k + R1 + X2 · 2n−k + R2
= (X1 + X2 ) · 2n−k + (R1 + R2 )

(9)

With an ordinary adder unit in an ALU, there is the problem of an overflow of
the sum of the remainders R1 and R2 . The carry bit will be propagated into the
information X of a systematic code. The result will be a valid code word, because
the result remains a multiple of A, but this carry bit propagation changes the value
of the information X. A special version of an adder must be used. Both parts, the
information and the remainder, must be handled separately (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Special adder unit for addition of systematic arithmetic codes.

When there is an overflow detected in the remainder unit, the carry bit must
not be propagated to the information part. But then the remainder does not correspond with the resulting information. The information number is not increased by
the propagated carry-bit.
Remark:
Rao and previously Garner have described another form of systematic codes. The
so-called gAN code does not require special adders. For detailed information see
[18].
3 CODE TRANSFORMATION
In Section 2, we saw a close similarity between linear and arithmetic codes. Obviously, there is a simple rule to transform them to each other. This section shows
what the generator integer A and the polynomial g(z) must look like for a transformation. Let us begin with one important theorem from Rao [18].
Theorem 1. A systematic AN code has the form C = X1 · 2n−k + R = A · X2 if
and only if R = (−X1 · 2n−k ) mod A with 2n−k−1 < A < 2n−k .
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Following Theorem 1, the remainder of a systematic AN code can be generally
expressed as
C = X1 · 2n−k + R = A · X2

⇒ R = A · X2 − X1 · 2n−k .

(10)

With X2 = X1 + 1, the remainder R of a systematic code is
R = A − X1 · (2n−k − A).

(11)

R = A − X1 .

(12)

The term 2n−k − A in Equation 11 is 1, if it is A = 2n−k − 1. The remainder can be
simplified to

The remainder is always positive (R = 0). Consequently, it is X1 5 A and the range
of X1 depends on A. If the generator A is of the form 2n−k − 1 (all bits are 1), the
remainder of the systematic code words are decreasing numbers beginning with A
(see example in Table 3).
Because of the homomorphism between the algebra of arithmetic codes and the
algebra of linear codes (see Section 2), the integer numbers and the operations of
Equation 11 are substituted as seen in Table 2:
R
X1
A
X1 − X2

→
→
→
→

r(z) :
x1 (z) :
a(z) :
x1 (z) ⊕ x2 (z) ⊕ c(z) :

X1 · X2

→

x1 (z)

x2 (z) ⊕ c(z) :

polynomial of remainder
polynomial of information word
polynomial of generator
subtraction of polynomials
with c(z) describes the borrow bits
multiplication of polynomials
with c(z) describes the carry bits

Table 2. Transformation rules from integer numbers to polynomials

The three terms of Equation 11 are substituted step by step now:
1. The subtraction (2n−k − A) causes a borrow bit in every consecutive digit. The
borrow bits c(z) are the same as a(z) but shifted by one to the left. The term
c(z) can be replaced by a(z) z.
2. The multiplication X1 ·(..) can be simplified. The subtraction within the brackets
always results in 1. A multiplication of a polynomial with 1 does not generate
any carry bits. The term c(z) for this multiplication can be ignored.
3. The last subtraction A − X1 · (..) is also a special case. If A = 2n−k − 1, then all
n − k coefficients of the polynomial a(z) are equal to 1. The subtraction of any
polynomials of the same or smaller order (that is, X 5 A, see definition above)
does not result in any borrow bits. Consequently, c(z) can be ignored, too.
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It follows
⇒ r(z) = a(z) ⊕ x1 (z)

{z n−k ⊕ a(z) ⊕ a(z)

z}.

(13)

Expanding the brackets and reordering Equation 13 leads to:
r(z) = a(z) ⊕ x1 (z)

r(z) = a(z) ⊕ x1 (z)

z n−k ⊕ x1 (z)

a(z) ⊕ x1 (z)

z n−k ⊕ a(z)

z

{x1 (z)

a(z)

z

z −1 ⊕ x1 (z)}

(14)

The term x1 (z) z −1 ⊕ x1 (z) of Equation (14) is the binary XOR operation of x1 (z)
with itself but shifted by one bit to the right. If x2 (z) = x1 (z) z −1 ⊕ x1 (z) and x10
is the least significant bit of x1 (z), then the term in brackets of Equation 14 can be
replaced by
x1 (z)

z −1 ⊕ x1 (z) = x2 (z) ⊕ x10

z −1 .

(15)

The right shift of x1 (z) removes the least significant bit out of the integer number.
But it must not be ignored and it follows
r(z) = a(z) ⊕ x1 (z) z n−k ⊕ a(z)
with
g(z) = a(z) z
⇒ r(z) = a(z){1 ⊕ x10 } ⊕ x1 (z)
⇒ c(z) = g(z) x2 (z)
= x1 (z)

z n−k ⊕ a(z)

z

x2 (z) ⊕ a(z)

z n−k ⊕ g(z)

x10

x2 (z)

{1 ⊕ x10 } ⊕ r(z)
| {z }

(16)

=1,if x10 =0

If the least significant bit x10 = 0, then a(z) is not reduced and it inverts the
remainder polynomial r(z) compared to R. Table 3 shows an example of this effect
of the isomorphism between linear block codes and arithmetic codes.
1
2
3
4
5
6
...

X1
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
...

R
11110
11101
11100
11011
11010
11001
...

r(z)
11110
00010
11100
00100
11010
00110
...

Table 3. Isomorphism between an arithmetic and linear (15,10) code with A = 31 = 25 − 1
and g(z) = a(z) z = z 5 + z 4 + z 3 + z 2 + z. Every second remainder R is inverted
compared to r(z). With both codes, the information is extended by n − k = 5 bits.
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4 PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION
In the following part of the paper, an estimation for resource consumption and error
performance of the given approach is presented.
4.1 Error Detection Capability
The error detection capability describes the performance of the code to detect bit
flips. The presented linear block code that is generated by the polynomial of the
n−k−1
P
form g(z) = a(z) z =
1 · z i+1 results in a code with a minimum hamming
i=0

distance of only two. This means that only single bit errors can be detected but not
corrected. The polynomial of the described form is indeed an irreducible polynomial,
but not primitive [19]. Only primitive polynomials generate codes with a minimum
hamming distance greater than two.
The range of the information X is limited to A. The required bits for the
remainder R are the same as for the information part of the code. The code rate,
which is a metric for the redundancy of a code [23], is
k
5
=
= 0.5
(17)
n
10
for the example in Table 3. This means that only half of every code word represents
any information and the rest is redundancy. A comparison with rates of other codes
shows that the efficiency of this code is not ideal. There are codes with a rate of 0.5
which have a minimum hamming distance of more than two, and an error correction
is possible in this case.
R=

4.2 Runtime Evaluation of Check
The verification of a code word is the evaluation of the remainder
R=C

mod A

which must be zero in the case of no errors. The division operation in a microcontroller consumes a lot of runtime. But Rao [18] described a class of useful codes
for error detection when selecting A = 2n−k − 1. In this case, the evaluation of
the remainder can be simplified and the modulo operation is substituted by a more
simple addition.
Let ~c = {cn−1 , cn−2 , ...c1 , c0 } be the binary representation of a code word. These bits
are partitioned into l segments of length n − k. If these segments are Bl−1 ...B1 , B0 ,
then the modulo A of the sum of all segments Bj equals the modulo of the code
word C with
C

mod A =

l−1
X
j=0

Bj

mod A.

(18)

Isomorphism between Linear Codes and Arithmetic Codes
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The length of one segment Bj is n − k bits. The sum is also restricted to n − k bits.
A possible overflow must be added to the sum.
EXAMPLE:
Let C = 219 be the corrupted systematic code word for X = 6 with A =
25 − 1 = 31. The binary representation for C is 0011011011b and it follows
that there are two segments with B0 = 6 = 00110b and B1 = 27 = 11011b . If b
is the overflow bit of the sum of both segments B0 + B1 of size n − k bits each,
then B0 + B1 + b = 2 = 219 mod 31. The remainder is not equal 0 and an
error is detected. Let C now be 217 without errors. Then B0 = 6 = 00110b and
B1 = 25 = 11001b . The sum is B0 + B1 = 6 + 25 = 31 and equals the generator
A. In this case, the modulo is always zero and no errors have occurred. The
l−1
P
evaluation for errors is reduced to the sum
Bj and a following comparison
j=0

with 0 or A.

5 CONCLUSION
We saw that the generator A is of the form 2c − 1, a simple transformation between
linear and arithmetic codes and vice versa is possible (see Section 3). Secondly,
the evaluation of error occurrence can be simplified to an addition instead of a
division. This makes the evaluation for an error more efficient compared to the
standard method with a modulo operation. But on the other hand, there are the
disadvantages of the error correction probability and the code rate. The approach
of a transformation between linear and arithmetic codes introduced here results in a
code rate of 0.5 and a minimum hamming distance of only two. However, this type
of code required for the isomorphism is not as efficient as other codes. An improved
error performance is only possible when the same software is concurrently executed
in two redundant coded channels. As described in [10], one single fault can also be
corrected.
Furthermore, the transformation of codes can be useful in coded data processing.
According [11], the simplified processor model consists of several channels with different characteristics. BSC based operations like MOV or XOR match linear codes
and have a better residual error probability than comparable arithmetic codes (see
also [11]). In contrast, linear codes are not practical for arithmetic operations like
the addition (ADD) because of the missing carry-bit propagation [24]. Thus, the
presented code transformation has advantages for coded data processing if different
underlying error models are considered.
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Abstract—Error detecting and correcting codes are widely
used in data transmission, storage systems and also for data
processing. In logical circuits like arithmetic operations, arbitrary
faults can cause errors in the result. However in safety critical
applications, it is important to avoid those errors which would
lead to system failures. Several approaches are known to protect
the result of operations during software processing. In the same
way like transmission systems, coded processing uses codes for
fault detection. But in contrast to transmission systems, there is
no adequate channel model available which makes it possible to
evaluate the residue error probability of an arithmetic operation
in an analytical way. This paper tries to close the gap of
arithmetic error models by the development of a model for an
ordinary addition in a computer system. Thus, the reliability of
an addition´s result can be analytically evaluated.
Keywords—addition, channel model, coded processing, fault
simulation, Markov model,residue error probability

I. I NTRODUCTION
The complexity and functionality of electronic control units
have increased more and more in several sectors of industry.
In addition, the requirements of these systems have become
more demanding in terms of safety, reliability and availability.
In contrast to this progress, industry demands a decrease
in costs for electronics, while at the same time remaining
competitive. The use of inexpensive commodity hardware
is the result. However, the development of current microcontrollers follows the trend of decreasing feature size. That
leads to less reliability and arbitrary hardware faults are more
likely [1]. But despite unreliable hardware, fault tolerance
is a requirement of safety-critical applications. Reference
[2] summarizes the state of the art techniques of SoftwareImplemented-Hardware-Fault-Tolerance (= SIHFT). One simple possibility of hardening the data against single event upset
(= SEU [3]) is the duplication (= data redundancy) and the
multiple computation of these data (= time redundancy). But
only transient faults can be detected by pure data redundancy.
Permanent faults in the central processing unit (= CPU), e.g.
stuck-at fault in the adder hardware, will generate the same
erroneous result. The consequence is the use of redundant
hardware or of diverse data, so that different units of the CPU

978-1-4673-2232-4/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE

are used. A lot of approaches for coded processing use coded
data, which is simply the multiplication with a constant factor.
This idea bases on so-called arithmetic codes (or AN-codes)
which are introduced by Brown the ﬁrst time [4]. Forin made
use of this AN-codes to protect the calculation of data in real
applications [5]. He deﬁned coded operation like addition and
multiplication to detect errors in the operator, operand and the
operation itself of a single instruction in a program. References
[6] and [7] follow similar approaches. The usage of codes
cannot guarantee that every fault can be detected. It is known
from transmission systems that there is a small chance for each
code not detecting an error. This residue error probability is
either derived from the hardware network [8] or is evaluated
by experiments [9]. Until now, all known approaches of coded
processing report residue error probabilities that are evaluated
by simulated fault injection techniques [10], [11], [2]. Because
of the missing error models of arithmetic operations, it was
not possible to determine a probability of undetection [12].
Thus, this paper presents the approach of determining an error
model for one arithmetic operation in Section III and their
veriﬁcation by simulation in Section V. The paper intends
to show a possible way for the analytical evaluation of the
residue error probability of a single arithmetic operation using
arithmetic codes (Section IV).
II. BACKGROUND
A channel model is an important mean in the information
theory to approximate the behavior of real noisy transmission
channels by a probabilistic approach. For example, a simple
channel model is the so-called binary symmetric channel (=
BSC) in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The binary symmetric channel model describes the probability p that
a single bit changes its value or remains unchanged (1 − p).
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This model allows us to calculate the residue error probability of error detecting codes used for a simple data transmission
[13], [14]. The residue error probability describes the chance
for a received code word to be corrupted in a way that it
is again a valid code word after reception. The error in a
transmitted code word is not detected in this case.
The data processing in the arithmetic unit of a microcontroller also represents a kind of channel. During the
software processing, arbitrary hardware faults (permanent or
transient) occur and change the value of a result. Similar to
transmission systems, a lot of error detecting and correcting
codes are presented for arithmetic operations [4], [15], [16].
But in contrast to BSC model, an arithmetic operation is
usually more complex with at least one input and the result
is a function of these inputs (Figure 2). The used error code
must preserve the result of the operation as a valid code word.

Fig. 2. An arithmetic operation usually processes
at least one

 input and
generates an output as a function of the inputs z = f (x, y, e) .

III. E RROR M ODEL OF AN A DDER
The literature does not report any channel models for
processors because of its complexity. Only the manufacturers
would be able to develop an appropriate model for their
processors [12]. But with a certain level of abstraction, it is
possible to derive a probabilistic model for any block in a
micro-controller (e.g. memory, bus line or adder). For example,
the probability of incorrect outputs of a hardware block in a
processor system was evaluated by [8]. Thereby, they assume
equally distributed input patterns of the hardware and evaluate
all possible outcomes with respect to faults that can occur in
the considered gate. This approach requires a broad knowledge
of the hardware which is not always available in detail. But
the example of the binary symmetric channel for transmission
systems shows that a simpliﬁed error model describes the
behavior of a system without the knowledge of the detailed
mechanisms of the upsets. The upset in a transmission channel
depends on different parameters like distance, position etc.
which are not handled by the BSC model. It is merely
a probabilistic model that describes the chance of a bitﬂip derived by empirical data. A further approach is known
from the discrete memoryless multiple-access channel (DMMAC)1 [17], [18]. Basically, this channel model describes the
concurrent transmission of several transmitters to one common
receiver via a noisy channel. However, this model can be
1 Sometimes

called as binary adder model
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adapted because it corresponds to most logical gates that maps
several inputs to one (or several) output(s).
A. State Transition of an Addition
The ripple carry adder as an often used operation is an
iterative network that consists of several cascaded elements2 .
The full adder as the smallest logical element of the addition
receives the the carry-bit from the previous adder cin and
calculates the result out of cin and two summands x and y
as inputs. The output of a full adder is the sum-bit s and the
carry-bit cout for the next. Figure 3 shows an n-bit adder builtup from single adder elements, which are also called stages
in the further course of this paper.

Fig. 3. A standard network for the addition of two n-bit numbers X and Y
consists of n consecutive adder elements. (1 half adder / n-1 full adders)

The behavior of a single full adder can be characterized by
the states of all inputs and outputs. Every input and output
can take one value out of its alphabet:
• Input alphabet:
X = {0, 1}, Y = {0, 1} , Cin = {0, 1}
•

Output alphabet:
S = {0, 1}, Cout = {0, 1}

The input alphabet X, Y, Cin deﬁnes the ﬁnite number of
input states with
min = |X| · |Y| · |Cin | = 8,

whereas the output alphabet S, Cout deﬁnes the number of
output states with
mout = |S| · |Cout | = 4.

In general, there are min ·mout possible combinations of all
states. But the behavior of the addition only allows a unique
subset of them. So, there is only one correct result which
is mapped to a certain input (= valid assignment). However,
several different inputs can lead to the same result (= surjective
mapping [19], see Figure 4).
In case of a fault with probability p, the result of the
addition probably changes and becomes incorrect (= invalid
2 This is the simplest form of an adder as an example. In real applications,
there are more different networks for an adder available (e.g. carry-lookahead).
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•

•

Fig. 4. Every input state has only one assignment to one correct output state.

assignment). If we assume that all wrong results related to one
input pattern are equally distributed, the min × mout matrix
T (Equation 2) describes the conditional probabilities that the
adder produces any result with a given input pattern


ti,j = pS,Cout |X,Y,Cin sj , cout,j |xi , yi , cin,i

State B2 (bad):
The output state is not correct with respect to the inputs.
The carry-bit is corrupted with probability p3 .
State B3 (bad):
The output state is not correct with respect to the inputs.
Both bits are corrupted with probability p3 .

For each adder stage, there are three possible fault conditions. (1) the-sum bit is not correct, (2) the carry-bit is
not correct or (3) both bits are corrupted. If the carry-bit is
incorrect, then there is the chance that the fault is propagated
to the next adder stage and corrupts the following sum-bit. But
there is also the probability that the next stage is also corrupted
and compensates the wrong input cin . Figure 5 shows the
discrete Markov model of an addition with all described states.

(1)

and xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y, cin,i ∈ Cin , sj ∈ S and cout,j ∈ Cout .
⎛
1−p
⎜ 1p
⎜ 31
⎜ p
⎜ 31
⎜ p
3
T=⎜
⎜ 1p
⎜ 31
⎜ p
⎜ 31
⎝ p
3
1
3p

1
3p

1−p
1−p
1−p
1
3p
1
3p
1
3p
1
3p

1
3p
1
3p
3
3p
1
3p

1−p
1−p
1−p
1
3p

1
3p
1
3p
1
3p
1
3p
1
3p
1
3p
1
3p

1−p

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2)
Fig. 5. Discrete Markov process which models the memory of an adder
caused by the carry propagation.

B. Propagation of a Fault
The iterative nature of an addition leads to the propagation
of a fault by the corrupted carry-bit. This propagation is the
main difference to the previously mentioned BSC model which
has no dependencies to nearby bits. The dependency between
two consecutive bits represents a kind of memory with respect
to the fault. If there is a fault in one stage which generates
a corrupted carry-bit, then the result of the consecutive stage
is also wrong. Referring to [20], Osmann summarizes several
channel models with memory for transmission systems. For
example, the Gilbert model is based on a Markov process
that models burst errors in transmission system [21], where a
single upset has an inﬂuence to one or several following bits.
The main idea is to adapt the Gilbert model to simulate the
memory of arithmetic adders. The possible output states of an
adder (see Figure 4) can be generalized in the following form
which is independent on the input:
• State G (good):
The output state is correct with respect to the inputs.
• State B1 (bad):
The output state is not correct with respect to the inputs.
The sum-bit is corrupted with probability p3 .
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Each transition in the discrete Markov chain represents a
single iterative stage of an addition. Beginning with the faultfree default state G, each stage probably injects a fault which
is maybe propagated to the next bit. The next section describes
the behavior of the states.
C. Probability of a Corrupted Bit
How is the probability that a corrupted carry-bit will change
the result (s and cout bit) in the following stage? With a deeper
insight into the logic of a standard adder (Equations 3, 4
and Figure 4), we can evaluate the chance of propagating a
corrupted carry-bit to consecutive adder stages.

632

s = x ⊕ y ⊕ cin

cout = (y ∧ cin ) ∨ (x ∧ cin ) ∨ (x ∧ y)
•

•

(3)
(4)

A corrupted input carry-bit cin will surely cause a change
in the sum of the following stage because of the XOR
sum of all inputs (Equation 3).
But there is the probability of 12 that the corrupted carrybit is propagated again. There are four different possible
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combinations of two inputs x and y. With two of them
being equal (x = y), the carry-out cout is not changed
with corrupted input carry cin . If x = y = 1, then x∧y =
1 and thus cout = 1 independent on cin . If x = y = 0,
then x∧y = 0, but y∧cin = 0 and x∧cin = 0 independent
on cin . Otherwise the input signals are not equal (x = y)
and x∧y is always 0. One of the terms y ∧cin and x∧cin
are always changed with inverted input carry (Equation
4).

input carry cin does not inﬂuence the adder
2 1
2
· = ,
(5)
3 2
6
or if the fault has no inﬂuence and the input carry cin
corrupts the adder
pB̄1 = pf ault ∩ p̄carry =

1 1
1
· = .
(6)
3 2
6
With rule of independent and mutually exclusive events
[22], the probability that the output carry cout remains
corrupted is the sum of both probabilities
pB̄2 = p̄f ault ∩ pcarry =

Mathematically, the Markov process can be expressed by
an stochastic transitional probability matrix P. The elements
of P describes the probability of the transition from one state
to the other.

pB̄ = pB̄1 ∪ pB̄2 =

State B2:
The state B2 differs from the previous states. The carry-bit
of the preceding stage cin is corrupted. For the current stage,
the sum-bit is always wrong and the carry-bit cout is false
with a probability 12 . Without any further faults, there are the
transition probabilities:

(7)

2) The output carry cout is correct (Event B),
either if the fault and the input carry cin corrupt the
output carry cout

State G:
The default state is G (= no faults). In case of a fault, it
is probable that the output switches to one of the three
erroneous output states. With a equally distributed probability,
the chance for a certain faulty state is 13 (see Matrix T,
Equation 2).
State B1:
The state B1 represents the state when the sum of the current
adder stage is corrupted, but the carry-bit is correct. With
a correct carry-bit, there is no inﬂuence to the subsequent
stage and the same probabilities as for state G can be assumed.

2 1
1
+ = .
6 6
2

pB1 = pf ault ∩ pcarry =
or if the fault and input carry cin
output carry cout

2 1
2
· = ,
(8)
3 2
6
does not change the

1 1
1
· = .
(9)
3 2
6
Both possibilities results in a correct output carry-bit
cout in the current adder stage in spite of a wrong input
carry-bit and a fault in the calculation. This means that
at least one of the two events leads to correct cout .
2 1
1
pB = pB1 ∪ pB2 = + = .
(10)
6 6
2
With the knowledge of the behavior in case of a corrupted
carry-bit, the transition probabilities from the state B2 can be
calculated.
pB2 = p̄f ault ∩ p̄carry =

1
1−p
=
2
2
1
1−p
B2 → B3 : (1 − p) ∩ =
2
2

B2 → B1 : (1 − p) ∩

But, if there is an additional fault in the current stage, the
corrupted input carry is ignored and the faulty sum, caused
by the wrong input, can be compensated. An incorrect input
carry cin always corrupts the sum of the current stage. But
the new fault corrupts the sum-bit s with probability 23 and
corrects it again. The probability of compensating the sum s
is pA = 23 (Event A).
An incorrect input carry cin does not only change the sum
s but the output carry cout , too. But different to s, the output
carry cout is only changed with probability 12 by cin . There
are two conditions to consider:

Fig. 6. Transition probabilities in case the cin is corrupted (state B2 and
B3) with pA = 23 and pB = 12 .

1) The output carry cout is corrupted (Event B̄),
either if it is corrupted by the current fault, whereas the

Figure 6 shows all four combinations of the event A (=
compensation of s) and event B (= compensation of cout ). If
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the sum-bit is compensated, there is a transition either to state
G or state B2. In case the carry-bit is compensated, the state
changes either to G or B1. The ﬁnal probability for any state
is then the product of both compensating events, because both
events must occur.

Faults during the execution of the addition leads to bit ﬂips
in the result. These bit ﬂips are described by the error mask
E and the ﬁnal result is the bitwise exclusive OR disjunction

State B3:
The Markov state B3 represents the condition that the sum-bit
s and the output carry cout is corrupted. For the following
stage, the current sum can be ignored and only the carry-bit
can propagate the fault. The same transitions as for state B2
can be considered.

But certain combinations of bit ﬂips are not detectable in the
result. The randomly generated error mask changes the result
in a way that it is still valid and Equation 15 is satisﬁed, if E
is a multiple of A:

C  = ac + bc = C ⊕ E.

C = C ⊕ E
C mod A = C mod A ⊕ E mod A
0 = 0 ⊕ E mod A


Now, we have all transition probabilities to construct the
stochastic transitional probability matrix P for the discrete
Markov process of an addition.
⎛
1−p
⎜1 − p
⎜
P=⎝ 2
6p
2
6p

1−p
2
1−p
2

1
3p
1
3p

+ 16 p
+ 16 p

1
3p
1
3p
2
6p
2
6p

1−p
2
1−p
2

1
3p
1
3p

⎞

⎟
⎟
+ 16 p⎠
+ 16 p

(11)

A discrete Markov process describes the time dependent
state probabilities of a system. The time is quantized in a
discrete unit of time, which is in our case one stage in the
calculation of a bit in the sum. The multiplication of the matrix
P with itself gives the state probabilities after the second stage.
Or in general, the state probabilities after the r-th stage (= r-th
bit position in the result) is according [23]
P (r) = Pr .

(12)

The states B1 and B3 represent an error in the sum-bit s.
The probability ps (r) of a corrupted bit sr in the result is the
sum of the two states B1 and B3 in each stage:
ps (r) = P (r)1,2 + P (r)1,4

(13)

IV. C ODED A DDITION
With the knowledge of the error model for an addition (see
Section III), the probabilities for single bit ﬂips in the sum
of two numbers can be evaluated. A common method for
detecting such deviations in the result is the use of coded
numbers. Arithmetic codes, for example, are usually used for
coded data processing and for detecting faults in the result of
arithmetic operations [15], [6], [24], [25]. The code word C
of an arithmetic code is the product of any integer X with the
constant generator integer number A
C = A · X.

(14)

The veriﬁcation of a code word is then the check, if it is a
multiple of A, or the residue is zero
C

mod A = 0.
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(16)

This is the dangerous case because the corrupted result is
assumed to be correct and the error can cause further failures in
the system. It is not possible to avoid these undetected faults.
But for the purpose of reliability evaluation, the probability
of undetection is an important metric with respect to safetycritical aspects.
A. Probability of Error Masks
An error mask describes the changed bits in the result
of an operation. A corrupted bit in the result is caused by
a fault in the current bit stage or by the carry-bit from the
previous bit stage as modeled by the Markov process in
Figure 5. If the Markov model is considered as a graph,
a certain error mask corresponds to a deﬁned path in the
graph. The transitions from one state to the next equates
to the probability traversing this state. And the product of
all transitions is the total probability of the complete path
describing the error mask. In Figure 5, the two right states (B1
and B3) stand for wrong bits in the result and the left states
for correct bits. Traversing the error mask beginning with the
least signiﬁcant bit, every stage matches either states G/B1
when zero or the states B2/B3 when one. Calculating the
probability of a certain error mask leads to the basic problem
of ﬁnding all paths in the graph that match a given error mask.
Example:
Let E = 00000101b be the error mask of a result after an 8bit addition. The bits of the error mask deﬁne the transitions
from G/B2 to B1/B3 and vice versa at each stage of the adder.
Beginning in the default state G and the least signiﬁcant bit of
the error mask, there are two possible transitions from state G.
The ﬁrst bit in the result is corrupted and follows a transition
either to state B1 or B3. With each successive stage, there are
always two possible transitions and all possible paths can be
represented by a binary tree as shown in Figure 7.
The number of nodes in the binary tree depends on the path
length n, which equates the bit length of the adder:

(15)
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n

2k

Nnodes =
k=0

(17)
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Let CA be the set of all arithmetic code words C deﬁned
by the generator A
CA := {A · X | A, X ∈ Z}.

(22)

Then, E is the minimum set of all error masks that can change
valid code words to each other:
E := {Ca ⊕ Cb | a = b ∧
Ca , Cb ∈ CA }.

Fig. 7. The binary tree represents all possible paths for a certain error mask.

Each leaf of this tree is the end of a path beginning in state
G. Thus, there are
Npaths = 2n
(18)
leaves or different paths. The product of all transition probabilities is the probability for a certain path. The error mask
deﬁnes all possible paths in the Markov chain. A “1” in
the error mask represents a corrupted bit and there is a path
segment to the states B1 or B3. Otherwise, there is a correct
bit and the path traverses to G or B2.
Let P be the set of all paths of length n starting in state
G. Then, a single path Π ∈ P can be expressed by the set of
transitions
Π = {e1 , e2 , ...en }.
(19)
A transition ek is deﬁned by the 3-tuple (Si , Sj , pi ) which
describes the probability prob(ek ) = Pi,j for the transition
from state Si to the destination node Sj , which is deﬁned by
the stochastic transitional probability matrix of Equation 11.
The set of allowed states are deﬁned by the Markov model
in Figure 5 with S ∈ {G, B1, B2, B3}. Finally, the total
probability for a certain path is the product of all edges from
the root to the leaf of the tree:
n

ppath =

prob(ek )
k=1

with ek ∈ Π

(20)

A given error mask deﬁnes a unique binary tree with several
paths as shown in Figure 7. Each path represents a possible
way with a certain combination of faults to generate the error
mask in the result word. Thus, the total probability of this
error mask is the sum of all possible paths with
pE =

ppath .

(21)

P ∈P

B. Residue Error Probability of a Code
Using code words for arithmetic operations, there is still the
probability for undetected faults. In the previous section, we
deﬁned so-called error masks that change a valid code word
into another one and we showed the way to evaluate their
probabilities. The evaluation of a given code consequently
requires the evaluation of all possible error masks which
contribute a part of the total residue error probability of the
code.
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(23)

But not every combination CA × E leads to a valid code word.
The weight wE reduces the probability for a certain error mask
E ∈ E to change a valid code word.
|CA |

wi
wE := i=0
|CA |
with wi =

(24)
1 if (Ci ⊕ E) ∈ CA
0 else

Example:
Let CA be the set of code words generated by A = 3. The
error mask E = 3 changes the code word C1 = 15 to the
corrupted code word C1 = C1 ⊕ E = 12, which is a multiple
of 3 and therefore valid. But, the code word C2 = 6 is
corrupted by E to C2 = C2 ⊕ E = 5, which is no multiple
of 3.
The total residue error probability Pu of the code CA is the
sum over all weighted error masks E ∈ E.
Pu =
E

pE · w E

(25)

Equation 25 describes the probability that the result of an
addition is a valid code word in spite of the occurrence of
a fault. In the next section, the results of this probability
evaluation is discussed and veriﬁed by a simulation approach
V. S IMULATION AND D ISCUSSION
For veriﬁcation of the presented approach, a fault simulation
is used. The basic concept of this simulator is the permanent
addition of equally distributed code words (Figure 8). With
a huge number of additions, the arbitrary corruption of an
addition leads to the average number of undetected errors
in the results. For this simulation, the adder is emulated by
software according the iterative network shown in Figure 3,
where a bitwise fault injection is realized for each stage. The
GNU scientiﬁc library [26] offers the functionality of random
number generators which can be easily integrated in our program. The generated random numbers follow an exponential
distribution and represent the time of the occurrence of a fault,
when the output state of one adder stage changes from the
correct one to a wrong one.
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Fig. 8. Simulation of the residue error probability by permanent addition
and arbitrary injection of faults.

The simultaneously and independently injection of a fault in
each stage of the adder allows multiple faults in the addition
and the resulting error mask makes it possible to have a valid
code word again in spite of an error. But with the knowledge
of each fault injection, the number of these undetected errors
can be evaluated by the veriﬁcation of the result by means of
the modulo check C mod A. With q additions, there are q · n
bits in the result words. But the fault probability p leads to
q · n · p corrupted bit in average. Sometimes, the error mask
of the current addition is one of that which preserves the code
and the error is not detectable. The evaluation of all corrupted
results, which the modulo check passes for, leads to the residue
error probability
Pu,sim =

e
q

(26)

with
e is the number of undetected erroneous additions and
q is the total number of additions.
The output of some simulation runs can be seen in Table
V and Figure 9. Whereas the ﬁgure shows the residue error
probability as a function of the fault probability p once
from the the error model and some simulation results for
comparison. The table shows the probability of single error
masks with p = 0.001 and the generator A = 3. Both, the
simulation and the model verify the correctness of the model
by supplying comparable outputs within a given tolerance.

Fig. 9. Residue error probability of a given code as a function of probability.
The squares are simulated samples for a certain probability p.

corrupt the next stage by an incorrect carry-bit. In contrast, the
mask 0x0A requires at least two faults because of the gap in
the error mask between bit 3 and bit 1. The propagation by the
carry-bits would corrupt all consecutive bits. The transitions
in the Markov chain (Figure 5) represent either a transition
caused by a fault (term p) or a transition caused by a fault-free
stage (term 1 − p). So, it is possible to determine the number
of faults of each path in Figure 7. But, the probability of no
fault is higher than a fault and therefore, the path with the
minimum number of faults is the most important one which
can be compared with the arithmetic distance [15], [27].
In many publications, the choice of the generator A is an
often discussed topic [6], [9] to be a prime number. Now
with the presented approach, the metric of Pu is calculated
by means of an error model derived from the Markov process.
Different codes can be compared in an easy way. Thus, Figure
10 compares the residue error probability of different ANcodes with A < 64.

Table I
P ROBABILITIES OF E RROR M ASKS
Error Mask
0x02
0x03
0x0A
0x05
0x09
0x29

Simulation
4.973 · 10−4
1.662 · 10−4
3.140 · 10−7
1.999 · 10−7
1.632 · 10−7
n.a.

Model
4.969 · 10−4
1.658 · 10−4
3.317 · 10−7
2.211 · 10−7
1.659 · 10−7
1.107 · 10−10

min. Faults
1
1
2
2
2
3

The probability of a given error mask in Table V doesn´t
show the minimum number of faults which are required to get
the mask. For example, one single fault is enough for the mask
0x03 because the fault in the least signiﬁcant stage can also
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the residue error probability of three different ANcodes with A < 64. The x marks prime numbers.
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It seems that there is no obvious rule for the right choice.
Even though, for example, A = 31 is a prime number and
greater than A = 29, which is also a prime number, the residue
error probability is worse than for A = 33, which is no prime.
Whereas the code with a smaller prime is better than the codes
with greater generators
Pu (A = 29) < Pu (A = 33) < Pu (A = 31).
The results of Figure 10 requires a more detailed analysis
of the generator in future works.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The presented error model shows us the possibility for the
analytical evaluation of the residue error probability of a given
code with respect to the addition. The ripple-carry adder as a
basic arithmetic operation is considered as a noisy channel.
Inspired by the Gilbert channel, the memory effect between
bits inside an addition is modeled by a discrete Markov chain,
where each transition corresponds to a single stage of the
iterative adder network. In contrast to the approach in [8],
the Markov approach is more abstract and does not model the
details of the adder realization. But, it allows the computation
of corrupted bits in the sum and their probability which is the
most important advantage of the presented approach. Instead
of simulation and experimental approaches, the presented error
model offers the possibility to evaluate erroneous outputs in
an analytical way with less computational effort than with
simulation.
This is important especially for coded processing, where
errors in the result don´t probably preserve the code. The
state-of-the-art of coded processing uses the group of socalled AN-codes which are generated by the multiplication of
integer numbers with the constant number A. In future works,
the presented error model is used to research the dependency
between the error detection capability of a given code and the
generator and an optimum can be found.
Furthermore, the presented HW model of a ripple-carry
adder is a simple example and there are a lot of different
realizations in real applications. The basic concept of an
assignment matrix (Equation 2 in Section III) provides an easy
adaption of the distribution in other adder implementations.
So, the presented error model can be considered as the
principle model for other arithmetic operations.
With a set which contains more error models than described
here, the reliability of a computation can be calculated as
long the data ﬂow of the computation is known. The software
reliability with respect to unreliable hardware is an important
metric for safety-critical applications. For this, further error
models will be provided in future.
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nent faults by employing different units of the central
processing unit (CPU) [7], [8]. The concept of diversity
leads to the approach of coded data processing [9], [4],
[10], [11], which uses encoded variables for protecting the
data ﬂow against faults. In [8], they describe the ED4 I as
a similar approach compared to coded data processing
using diverse data. They duplicate the program whereas
the diverse data of the copy is a simple multiplication with
a constant factor. The evaluation of an iterative network
such as a ripple-carry-adder shows that the diversity factor
has an inﬂuence on the fault detection probability.
Further, the fault detection probability is an important
metric for the comparison of different fault-tolerant techniques. As presented in [8], this probability is determined
by the analysis of the circuitry of the underlying hardware. In contrast to that, there are a lot of examples
reported in the literature which derives the fault detection
probability by experimental methods. Whereas in [12] a
practical evaluation leads to the probability of undetected
errors, there is also the possibility of fault injection
techniques [13], [14], [6], [15], [16]. But none of those
experimental methods analytically evaluate the reliability
either of a single instruction or the complete data ﬂow.
In fact, there is an analytical way presented in [8] but
they don´t consider the effect of fault compensation which
occurs with the execution of several consecutive and dependent faulty instructions. Thus, this paper starts closing
this gap and presents the basic concept of reliability
evaluation including fault compensation during the data
processing.
For this, the structure is as follows: Section II summarizes the needed background of reliability analysis which
is extended for a data ﬂow in Section III. Further in
Section IV, we show the inﬂuence of fault compensation
during data ﬂow processing by a simple example. Finally,
the paper ends with a discussion of the model and an
outlook to further works in Sections V and VI.

Abstract—The data ﬂow is a crucial part of software
execution in recent applications. It depends on the concrete
implementation of the realized algorithm and it inﬂuences
the correctness of a result in case of hardware faults during
the calculation. In logical circuits, like arithmetic operations
in a processor system, arbitrary faults become a more
tremendous aspect in future. With modern manufacturing
processes, the probability of such faults will increase and
the result of a software´s data ﬂow will be more vulnerable.
This paper shows a principle evaluation method for the
reliability of a software´s data ﬂow with arbitrary soft errors
also with the concept of fault compensation. This evaluation
is discussed by means of a simple example based on an
addition.

Keywords: data ﬂow, error probability, fault compensation, reliability analysis, software-implemented-hardwarefault-tolerance (SIHFT)
I. I NTRODUCTION
The complexity and functionality of electronic control
units have increased more and more in several sectors of
industry. In addition, the requirements of these systems
have become more demanding in terms of safety, reliability and availability. In contrast to this progress, industry
demands a decrease in costs for electronics, while at the
same time remaining competitive. The use of inexpensive
commodity hardware is the result. However, the development of current micro-controllers follows the trend
of decreasing feature size. That leads to less reliability
and arbitrary hardware faults are more likely [1]. The
impact of so-called Single Event Upsets (SEU) [2], [3]
are bit ﬂips in logical and memory circuits of a processor
based system. The consequence is a deviation in software
processing like operator error, operation error, operand
error and lost updates [4]. These errors ﬁnally produce
data ﬂow or program ﬂow errors [5], [6] and probably
lead to fatal system failures at the end.
In literature, a lot of pure software based techniques
are described that tolerate faults and compensate the lack
of reliability in present commodity hardware [6]. All of
those techniques have in common that they increase the
reliability by additional redundancy. Transient faults can
be detected by pure duplication either of the data or
of the task execution. But in contrast, permanent faults
will generate the same erroneous result. Therefore, only
the use of diverse data allows the detection of perma`/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/DSD.2013.35

II. BACKGROUND
Dependability deﬁnes the term reliability as the conditional probability that a component is not failing for
a period of time, given the component has not failed
at the beginning [17]. Compared to processor systems,
the reliability of the data ﬂow is the probability of the
correct outcome in case the input data of the computation
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independent on the inputs (x, y and cin ). The default
state G is the correct output of any bit stage. But a
fault in the computation of a bit position will change
the result in a way that either the sum bit (state B1),
the carry-bit (state B2) or maybe both bits (state B3) are
corrupted. If only the calculation of the sum is wrong, the
result contains an inverted bit. But in case of an incorrect
carry-bit, the following bit in the result can be corrupted
as well. However, a further fault in the next bit stage
could compensate a wrong carry-bit and the output is
correct again. The complete derivation of the transition
probability matrix (Equation 1) describing the Markov
process for operation errors in an adder can be found in
[23].

was correct. During the execution of software, a lot of
faults with a given rate inﬂuence the data ﬂow and likely
corrupt the outcome of the computation and a system
fails in worst case. The probability of a corrupted result
determines the reliability of the software and ﬁnally the
reliability of the whole system. In dependable applications, the goal is the improvement of reliability by the
detection of faults to avoid system failures.
The reliability of a computed result depends on the
correct execution of a set of instructions on the underlying
unreliable hardware. Indeed, there are only these two
behavioral effects in a software, which are corrupted
by hardware faults: data ﬂow errors and program ﬂow
errors [6]. In a complex program, the dependency between
variables with lot of descendants propagates possible
faults to consecutive results and has a big impact on their
reliability. The more variables and computation steps are
necessary for the computation of a ﬁnal one, the higher
the risk that one of them is corrupted by an SEU [18].
But, there is another interesting effect in a corrupted data
ﬂow. If there are several faults in different but dependent
variables or instructions, it is possible that the faults
compensate each other [19]. The ﬁnal result is again
correct or in case of coded processing, the fault is not
detected.
The literature reports a lot of probabilistic models for
bit faults in transmission systems [20], [21], [22], but not
for arithmetic operations in computer systems because of
its complexity. So-called channel models are an important
mean in the information theory to approximate the behavior of real noisy transmission channels by a probabilistic
approach. Therefore, we presented an approach for an
error model describing the behavior of a faulty addition
in [23]. Because of the carry-bit propagation in a ripplecarry-adder, there is a kind of memory effect between two
consecutive bits which is modeled by the Markov chain
in Figure 1.
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This model assumes that a single fault in an adder
element causes a transition to any error states Bx. Indeed,
this is a simpliﬁcation because the transitions depends on
the realization of the adder which is usually not known. So
it is possible that the model remains in state G in spite of
an active fault. But, the basic concept of the given model
is the same and only the values of the transitions must be
adapted according the hardware implementation. Further
in Section IV, this model is extended for faulty operands
and the associated fault compensation.
III. DATA F LOW
The data ﬂow of a software describes the dependencies
of variables and the order of their processing. On the
other hand, the reliability of the ﬁnal result depends on
the correct execution of each instruction and the storage
of data in the memory. In the course of this section, it
is shown that the probability of an erroneous result is
higher the more data and the more instructions depends
on these data. A simple example of a data ﬂow is the
addition of two integer numbers corresponding to the
pseudo assembler code in Listing 1.
mov
mov
add
Listing 1.
numbers.

#3 , r1
#5 , r2
r1 , r2 , r 3

; r1 = 3
; r2 = 5
; r3 = r1 + r2

Pseudo assembler code for the addition of two integer

It shows a set of assembler instructions, which copy
two integer numbers into the working registers r1 / r2,
add them and store the sum into the register r3. The
reliability of the sum depends on the fault-free execution
of each single instruction. This can be illustrated by the
reliability network of serially connected components. Or
in other words, the result is only correct, if the ﬁrst
mov AND the second mov AND the add instruction
work correctly. Thus, the total reliability of this serial
connection is the product of all single reliabilities with
R = Rmov ·Rmov ·Radd . The complement of the reliability
is the probability of an erroneous output which is the

Figure 1. Discrete Markov process modelling the memory of an adder
[23].

Each state transition in Figure 1 corresponds to a
computation of a single bit a sum by a full-adder element
with the two outputs s and cout . Thus, there are four
different states for the outputs which are deﬁned to be
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case if at least one instruction produces an error. This
probability increases the more instructions are involved
for the ﬁnal result.
The mov instruction is a simple operation, which
copies a constant number or the content of a register
to another register or memory location. In contrast to
the addition, the mov has no functional dependencies
between each bit stage. Each bit, which is copied by
the mov instruction, represents an independent event and
the more bits the register has, the higher the probability
for an error in the output. Generally, the probability of a
single faulty bit follows the exponential distribution and
the reliability is
R(t) = e−λ·t .

instruction inﬂuences the model of a single node. In future
works, a complete set of error models must be developed
to determine the reliability of a complete data ﬂow. For
now, we present the concept of reliability evaluation based
on the simple data ﬂow in Listing 1. The addition as an
example of a conjunctive node depends on the correctness
of the instruction itself and both operands. Further, we
evaluate the effect of fault compensating based on this
example in the next section.
IV. FAULT C OMPENSATION
Fault compensation describes the effect that after a
given data ﬂow the outcome is correct in spite of faults.
However, fault compensation is only possible with at least
two contrary faults and the longer the data ﬂow, the higher
the number of instructions and the higher the chance for
this effect. A fact is that the effective reliability Re of a
compensated data ﬂow is higher than it is expected by
the multiplication of all single reliabilities. The Equation
6 describes this effect by the factor rc > 1 increasing the
basic reliability with

Ri .
(6)
Re = rc ·

(2)

With an execution time tmov and a constant fault rate λ
for a single bit, the reliability can also be expressed by
the fault probability p
Rbit = R(tmov ) = e−λ·tmov = e−p .

(3)

The n bits of a register word represent independent
components. So, the total reliability of the complete mov
instruction is the product of all bit reliabilities with
Rmov = (Rbit )n = e−p·n .

A given software deﬁnes the data ﬂow and the set
of executed instructions which has to be analyzed with
respect to their reliability. In this paper, we want to show
only the basic principle to do this. Because of the fact
that there are no models of a complete instruction set
available except of [23], the effect of fault compensation
is discussed by the simple data ﬂow of Listing 1. This
simple example represents a conjunctive node where
either an operand or the add instruction is faulty. The
total reliability of the data ﬂow depends on the reliability
of each single part. Thus, the outcome of the addition is
correct, if both operands and the addition itself is correct.
There are three elements that can propagate a fault
to an erroneous outcome of the data ﬂow. But, it is
also possible that two faults can compensate each other
and the effective reliability is higher than expected. The
combinatoric of these three faulty elements is manageable
and there are only four cases to distinguish. Let the
faults in any element be independent events with the fault
probability p1 = p2 = p3 = p and p̄ is the probability
of no fault in any element. Because both probabilities
are mutually exclusive, it is p̄ + p = 1 and all possible
combinations of faults can be described by the binomial
formula

(4)

Further, the exponential term in Equation 4 can be reexpressed by the binomial distribution (see Chapter 6.6.3
in [24])
Rmov = (1 − p)n .

(5)

The term in Equation 5 corresponds to the probability
that all n bits of a register are not corrupted and it shows
that the probability of an error also increases with the
bit size of the data and the time the data is stored. But,
the data ﬂow of a complete software task is usually
more complex with a lot of dependencies and variables.
The total data ﬂow can be splitted into several and more
manageable nodes for simpliﬁcations. With respect to a
given instruction set, there are basically two categories
to distinguish:
1) Linear Node: The output of one instruction is
the only input of the following. A possible fault
compensation happens between two instructions
in the linear data ﬂow. The mov instruction is an
example for a linear data ﬂow.

(p̄ + p)3 =

2) Conjunctive Node: A conjunctive instruction has
more than one input. At least three elements (two
operands and the instruction) inﬂuence the data ﬂow.
A possible fault compensation is either between
the two inputs, or one input and the conjunctive
instruction. The add instruction is an example for a
conjunctive data ﬂow.

p̄3 + 3 · p̄2 · p + 3 · p̄ · p2 +

no faults

one fault

two faults

p3

. (7)

three faults

There are following four cases:
(1) No fault in any element with probability:
p̄3 = (1 − p)3 = 1 − 3p + 3p2 − p3

(8)

3 · p̄2 · p = 3p − 6p2 + 3p3

(9)

(2) One fault in any element with probability:

These basic nodes allow us the reliability evaluation
of any data ﬂow by concatenating them. But in general,
there are further specializations in terms of the instruction
itself in detail. This means that the error behavior of each

This case exactly describes one fault, while the other
two elements are fault-free.
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(3) Two faults in any two elements with probability:
3 · p̄ · p2 = 3p2 − 3p3

Table I
E RROR B EHAVIOR OF AN A DDITION WITH C ORRUPTED O PERAND

(10)

fault-free
xyc
sc
000
→
00

This case describes the probability of any two faults,
whereas the other remaining element is fault-free.
(4) All three elements are faulty with a probability p3 .
The Equations 8 - 10 are important to describe the fault
behavior of the data ﬂow assuming only single faults in a
single element. First, let us assume only a single fault in
any element (operand or adder). This means, there is no
fault compensation possible and the fault is propagated
to the output. Because of the adder as the basic element
in the data ﬂow, we use the Markov chain from [23] to
model the memory effect between the bits. Basically, we
have to distinguish the two cases:
1) The carry-bit is correct (states G / B1). There is no
inﬂuence to the next stage.
2) The carry-bit is wrong (states B2 / B3). There is a
possible inﬂuence to the next stage.

001

→

10

010

→

10

011

→

01

100

→

10

101

→

01

110

→

01

111

→

11
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x’y’c
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1
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1
0
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0
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1

error
s
c
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

scenarios are summarized in the ﬁrst column of Table
II. With the original state of G or B1, the total transition
probability to any state is the sum of all combinations. For
example, there is a transition from G to B1 either with
one fault in any operand, or with a fault in the adder.
The sum of all probabilities in the ﬁrst column is the
probability of exact one fault in any element according
Equation 9. For a complete evaluation of all transition
probabilities from states G/B1, the cases with two or
three faults must be considered, too:
• Two faults in both operands have the probability of
p2 − p3 according Equation 10. A similar procedure
of evaluating all possible corrupted input patterns
as in Table I shows that two corrupted operands
compensate each other (state G) or only the carry-bit
is wrong (state B2) each with the same frequency
(see Table III).

G / B1 - carry-bit is correct
Assuming a correct carry-bit from the previous adder
stage, a fault in the current stage means a transition from
the state G/B1 to any other state of the Markov chain
in Figure 1. But, there is a difference in the behavior if
an operand or the addition is faulty. Let us now assume
a correct adder and evaluate the behavior in case of a
corruption in the operands. The following example shall
explain the basic principle of this evaluation procedure.
Example:
Let the input of an adder stage be x = 0, y = 0 and
cin = 0, then the correct output is s = 0 and cout = 0.
Assuming a single fault in either x or y, the sum changes
to s = 1, whereas the carry remains unchanged cout = 0.
Only s is incorrect and there is a change to state B1 in
the Markov model. Evaluating all 8 possible input states
with only one faulty operand, the sum bit of the addition is
always corrupted and the carry-bit has a chance of 50% to
be corrupted (see Table I). This means a transition either
to state B1 (wrong s / correct cout ) or to state B3 (wrong
s and cout ).
Table I summarizes the error behavior of an adder
with a single corrupted operand. The ﬁrst column shows
all fault-free transition from possible input patterns to
correct outputs. The second column shows all possible
corruptions of any operand and the third column shows
what output is changed (X) or remains unchanged (-)
with given fault in the operand. With Table I, we have
the distribution of transitions to states B1/B3 in case of
a single corrupted operand. But, there could be a fault
in the adder as well. Equation 9 deﬁnes the probability
of a single fault in any element of the given data ﬂow
with only two thirds which are related to a fault in the
operands. This means that there is a transition to the states
B1 or B3 caused by a faulty operand with probability
of 2(p − 2p2 + p3 ), while the remaining probability of
p − 2p2 + p3 deﬁnes the fault transition to the state B1,
B2 or B3 according the matrix in Equation 1. Both fault

Table III
E RROR B EHAVIOR OF AN A DDITION WITH TWO C ORRUPTED
O PERANDS
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110
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•
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Derived from Equation 10, two faults in any operand
and the adder stage have the probability of 2(p2 −p3 ).
But here, a special behavior in the data ﬂow must be
considered. The fault in the adder “overwrites” the
fault in the operand and probably compensates it. A
faulty adder usually makes a transition to B1, B2 or
B3 given that the state was G or B1 before. But in
case of a second fault in any operand, there is already
a transition to state B1 or B3 (see before) and the
faulty addition has one of these states as an initial
state. Consequently, the probability of this case is

Table II
T RANSITION PROBABILITIES FROM G/B1
initial state
G/B1

1 fault

number of faults
2 faults

G
B1

O:
A:

B2

B3

A:

O:
A:

sum of column

3p

1
(2p − 4p2 + 2p3 )
2
1
(p − 2p2 + p3 )
3
1
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2
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3
− 6p2 + 3p3

1 2
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3p2 − 3p3

A1:

total transition probability
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these transition probabilities. But now, a corrupted carrybit from the previous stage is assumed.

splitted to both initial states of the faulty adder:
(1) Initial state caused by the operand is B1: There
is a transition to B1, B2 or B3.
(2) Otherwise, the initial state is B3 and the transition is to any other state.
But with different initial states, the transition
probabilities of the corrupted adder also differs (see
Equation 1).
•

3 faults

O: 12 (p2 − p3 )
A2: 26 (p2 − p3 )

•

The evaluation of three faults in all components
requires a similar consideration as in the item before.
Two faulty operands lead to either state G or B2, but
the third fault in the adder “overwrites” these states
again. With G is the initial state, the faulty adder
results in the states B1, B2 or B3. Otherwise with
B2 is the initial state, there is a transition to the
states G, B1, B2 or B3.

In spite of no additional fault, the incorrect carry-bit
propagates the fault to an erroneous sum and also
to a wrong carry-bit to the next stage. This means a
transition to the states B1 or B3. In Table IV, the
occurrence of these transitions are evaluated in case
of no faults.

Table IV
B EHAVIOR OF AN A DDER WITH ONLY A C ORRUPTED C ARRY-B IT
xyc
000
001
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011
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111

Table II summarizes all transition probabilities caused
by faults in any element of the given data ﬂow in Listing
1. All single probabilities are based on the binomial
distribution of Equations 8 - 10 and are differentiated in
detail depending on the cause. O means here a transition which is caused by a faulty operand, whereas Ax
represents a transition caused by a corrupted adder with
the further distinction of the initial state caused by the
corrupted operand. The last rows contains the sum of all
probabilities in each column. This veriﬁes the derived
probabilities and must be equal to Equations 8 - 10.
The total probabilities in the last column describes the
transitions of the complete data ﬂow to any state and
the overall sum of 3p − 3p2 + p3 corresponds to the
complementary probability of no faults in Equation 8. But
the Table II does not show the case of no faults. With a
probability of 1 − 3p + 3p2 − p3 , the data ﬂow remains
in state G.
B2 / B3 - carry-bit is wrong
The important characteristic of the discussed adder is the
propagation of the carry-bit as a kind of a memory effect.
This means that a fault in one bit stage inﬂuences the
next bit even though there is no further fault. Corrupted
carry-bits are described by the states B2 and B3 in the
Markov model of Figure 1. A similar procedure as for
the initial states G / B1 are required for the evaluation of

•
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Is there one fault, this is either in any operand or
in the addition. In case the fault is in one operand,
the outcome of the addition in combination with a
corrupted carry-bit changes to a further corrupted
carry-bit in halve of the cases (see Table V).

Table V
B EHAVIOR OF AN A DDER WITH C ORRUPTED C ARRY AND O PERAND
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Table VI
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operands. Both, the operands and the adder are vulnerable
for faults and inﬂuence the validity of the result. The
effect of fault compensation is very small in the presented
case study as shown in Figure 2.

This means a transition to state G or B2. Otherwise,
the single fault is caused by the adder itself and the
transitions are deﬁned by the original Markov chain
(Equation 1).
•

3 faults
A:

− p3 )

Two faults in both operands deﬁnitely lead to corrupted sum and carry-bit which corresponds to state
B3 (see Table VII).

Table VII
E RROR B EHAVIOR OF AN A DDITION WITH C ORRUPTED C ARRY-B IT
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Figure 2.

However, there is also the combination of one fault
in an operand and the other fault in the adder. The
fault in the adder anyhow “overwrites” the fault
in the operand. One fault in any operand leads to
state G or B2 (see before) and these states are the
initial states for the faulty addition. (see transition
probabilities marked with A1 and A2 in third
column of Table VI).
•

Effect of fault compensation in a given data ﬂow model.

The ﬁgure shows the reliability of the data ﬂow as a
function of the basic fault probability p. It compares the
reliability which is derived from the enhanced Markov
chain presented in the previous section (continuous line)
with the approximated reliability which ignores the terms
p2 and p3 (dotted line) in the transition probabilities
in Table II and VI. The approximation can be also
interpreted as three serially connected elements. But this
doesn´t consider the effect of fault compensation and there
is the observable deviation between both curves. In this
example of a simple data ﬂow, the deviation is obviously
negligible. But in real applications, there are usually more
instructions forming a data ﬂow. The longer the history
of the data ﬂow, the higher the risk for faults and the
higher the chance for another fault that compensates the
former one. Thus, the effect of fault compensation cannot
be ignored in a real data ﬂow with a long history of
processing data. It is expected to be more relevant in
longer data ﬂow models of real software applications.
Furthermore, the Figure 2 shows some sample values
which come from simulations depicted as small squares
and veriﬁes the correctness of the presented model.

Three faults in all elements of the data ﬂow means
that there are two faulty operands which lead to the
initial state B3 for the faulty addition. The result
is now a transition to any state according Equation 1.

All results of previous evaluation are summarized in
Table VI. O marks the probability for an error caused
by an operand and Ax marks the probability for an error
caused by the adder with distinction of the initial state.
V. D ISCUSSION OF THE M ODEL
The presented model in the previous section allows the
estimation of fault compensation in a corrupted conjunctive data ﬂow which consists of a simple addition of two
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The presented paper shows the fundamental technique
of evaluating the reliability of data which is processed
on unreliable hardware. The data ﬂow is broken down
into several instructions which have dependencies on
each other. The total reliability is the composition of
all that single reliabilities which possibly inﬂuence the
correctness of the ﬁnal result. But with increasing number
of instructions, the effect of fault compensation has a
bigger impact on this reliability analysis. This means
that multiple faults in a given data ﬂow correct each
other with a small chance. This effect must be considered
to avoid deviations in the total reliability and the more
dependencies and instructions the data ﬂow has, the more
probably a fault compensating event occurs. Based on
the error model of an adder in [23], the Markov chain
is extended by faulty operands which have a similar
inﬂuence on the sum like the faulty addition itself.
In future works the set of error models must be
extended for more instructions to analyze the reliability
of a real data ﬂow. In addition, permanent faults and the
control ﬂow during the software execution still remains
uncovered. The pure reliability analysis describes the
probability of a correct outcome with any faults. But
a further interesting goal is the evaluation of certain
outcomes. Using the coded processing approach means
that only valid code words are possible outcomes. A fault
in the data ﬂow corrupts the result and it is probable no
valid code word any more. But what about the seldom
case that the result is another valid code word? The
veriﬁcation of the result doesn´t detect the fault. This
residual error probability is one important metric for fault
tolerant systems.
In Reference [25], they introduced a method to evaluate
the reliability of data ﬂow based on extended Markov
models on a more abstract level. But there is no information about single elements of the data ﬂow, only
the execution time of the data ﬂow is known. With the
more detailed knowledge of the data ﬂow concerning
the reliability, the transition probabilities in [25] can
be adapted and the model is more realistic also with
respect to the introduced concept of fault compensation.
In addition, the set of reliability models can be also
used by a compiler environment for data ﬂow analysis in
future. An enhanced compiler knows the data ﬂow and it
is possible to evaluate the reliability of a given data ﬂow
just after the build process of a software development
automatically. So, necessary changes in the data ﬂow to
increase the reliability can be done very early in the
development process.
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Abstract
In logical circuits, like arithmetic operations in a processor system, arbitrary faults become a
more tremendous aspect in future. Modern manufacturing processes lead to less reliability and
higher vulnerability of software execution to soft-errors. The correctness of certain results is
important especially for safety-critical applications whose reliability depends on the fault-free
execution of each single instruction and the dependencies between them. The more complex a
software is the more unreliable the outcome is. But, there is a contrary effect. If the probability
for multiple faults increases, there is also the chance that two faults compensate each other and
the result is correct again. This paper presents the basic ideas for such a reliability evaluation of
a software´s data flow with arbitrary soft-errors and the effect of fault compensation. Further,
this evaluation provides a possibility to compare different implementations of a data flow with
respect to the reliability. This is shown by the comparison of two different error codes as
alternatives for coded data processing.
Keywords: data flow, error probability, fault compensation, reliability analysis, software-implemented
hardware fault tolerance (SIHFT)

1 Introduction
The complexity and functionality of electronic control units have more and more increased in several
sectors of industry the last years. In addition, the requirements of these systems have become more
demanding in terms of safety, reliability and availability. In contrast to this progress, industry demands
a decrease in costs for electronics, while at the same time remaining competitive. The use of
inexpensive commodity hardware is the result. However, the development of present microcontrollers
follows the trend of decreasing feature size in silicon. This leads to less reliability and arbitrary
hardware faults are more likely [1]. But despite unreliable hardware, fault tolerance is a requirement of
safety-critical applications [2]. This can often be realized by Software-Implemented Hardware Fault
Tolerance (= SIHFT) in many ways [3]. One simple possibility of hardening the data against SEU (=
Single Event Upset [5]) is the duplication (= data redundancy) and the multiple computation of data (=
time redundancy) [3], [4], [6]. But, only transient faults can be detected by pure data redundancy.
Permanent faults in the CPU (e.g. stuck-at fault in the adder hardware) will generate the same
erroneous result. The consequence is the use of redundant hardware or of diverse data so that different
units of the CPU are used [6]. An example of diverse data is coded data processing which is
considered as an important aspect for software-based hardware fault detection in recent applications.
The structure of this paper is as follows:
Section 2 summarizes the related works in the domain of software-based hardware fault detection and
coded data processing. Further, Section 3 repeats the necessary background of coded processing and
reliability evaluation for better understanding. In Section 4, we introduce the reliability evaluation of a

given data flow and investigate linear codes as an alternative for coded processing based on the
previously defined evaluation. The paper proceeds with a discussion of the results in Section 5 and
ends with a conclusion for further works in Section 6.

2 Related Works
In literature, they report a lot of pure software-based fault-tolerant approaches which are diverging in
the effectivity of fault detection.
The approach of coded processing refers to special error detecting or error correcting techniques
[29]. But this approach is not limited only to circuits. There are pure software methods available that
protect the results of operations in an arithmetic unit by means of error detection codes, as well. The
input data are encoded before being processed in an arithmetic unit and the output data are decoded
again for verification at the end (Figure 1). With this view, coded processing is related to channel
coding as a part of the coding theory.

Figure 1: Simplified processor model: The arithmetic unit in a processor represents a channel with
respect to arbitrary (transient or permanent) faults which change the value of a result during the
execution of an operation.
To be applicable for arithmetic operations, the used error code must preserve the result of the
operation as a valid code word. In the past, a lot of codes with this property were described that can be
used for arithmetic processors [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. The most important code which is
commonly used for coded processing is the so-called arithmetic code (AN-code) whose code words
are the product of the constant generator A and the information word (Equation 1).
(1)
AN-codes are based on ordinary algebra and preserve the code word with respect to the addition of
two code words. This means that the sum of two code words is still a multiple of A and thus it is an
element out of the set of code words.
(2)
But the product of two code words does not match to the coded product of the originals and further
corrections would be required.
(3)
In 1989, Forin made use of AN-codes for coded processing in a real application the first time [9]. He
defined coded operations (including additional corrective actions) for most arithmetic operations and
he extended signatures to detect operation, operator and operand errors, as well. Furthermore in [13],
Ozello discussed the probability of undetection of coded processing. He distinguished between the
case where each instruction is verified and the second case when the verification is done after m

operations. The latter case is more important for real applications, because the verification of the
coded result is usually done at certain points within a task [14]. A possible fault E1 during the first
operation propagates the deviation in the code word with C1’ = C1 + E1 to the following operation and
the result remains faulty also after the second operation (C2’ = C2 + E2). However, the operation itself
or other faulty variables can introduce new faults and influence the final error word. He described this
series of deviations by a polynomial Eg = {E1, E2, …, Em} with m is the number of operations until the
verification of the result is done. His evaluation is independent of the underlying error model of the
processor. But with the assumption that the elements of Eg are equally distributed and not zero, he
demonstrated that the probability of non-detected faulty code words is 1/A. This simplification is
questionable for real operations and it does not consider the concrete realization of the underlying
hardware. Additionally to the effect of the transition from a valid to an invalid code word, there is the
effect that consecutive instructions with new error words compensate each other. For example, the
sum of two faulty coded variables with deviations E1 and E2 results in a valid code word, if the sum of
both errors is a multiple of A again:
(4)
Ozello further remarked that the longer the software the greater the probability to have a polynomial
identical to zero which means no deviation in the result. But only programs with more than 10000
lines show this effect.
The ED4I (= Error Detection by Diverse Data and Duplicated Instructions) approach presented by Oh
et.al. [6] is basically a standard method of duplication. A program is executed twice (= instruction
duplication) and the data of the copied program are diversely represented. These diverse data are
generated by the multiplication of the original data with the so-called diversity factor. For verification,
the coded result is compared with the original data at the end. Furthermore, they defined a diversity
metric to evaluate several diversity factors with respect to the data integrity and the fault detection
probability of different hardware functions (e.g. adder or bus line signals). The diversity factor k
determines how diverse the copied program is compared to the original program. They also evaluated
several optimal values of k for different hardware functions (e.g. k = -2 for an adder). Basically, this
approach is a simple example for coded data processing where they used coded data instead of the
original. In addition, they defined mathematic models to evaluate and compare different diversity
factors with respect to the data integrity and detection probability.
Moreover, Benso et.al. [15] introduced a reliability-weight for each variable in a program which is a
function of the variable´s life time and the dependencies to other variables. The life period of a
variable is the time between the first write (initialization) of a variable till it is read the last time before
it is written again. The life time is then the sum of all life periods and the longer this time is the higher
the probability of being corrupted. Variables with a high reliability-weight are usually more critical for
the reliability of the application. Another criterion for reliable variables is the dependencies to other
variables. For example in the calculation c = a + b, the variable c depends on the variables a and b. In
a complex program, the dependencies of a certain variable can have a lot of descendants which are
able to propagate possible faults. Thus, it is highly critical for the reliability of the final variable. The
more variables are necessary for the computation of a final result the higher the risk that it is corrupted
by an SEU.
The validation of software-based approaches for hardware fault detection like coded data processing
is an important proof of efficiency. Under normal operation, the occurrence of hardware faults as a
root cause for system failures is a very seldom event. This makes it difficult to test a given approach.
Consequently, the disturbance by the environment must be artificially increased to reduce the time
until a fault happens. So, this is equivalent to a higher fault probability. But, these faults still remain
random and a systematic test of all types of faults is not possible. Therefore, the literature reports a lot
of fault injecting approaches [16],[17],[18] whereas analytical methods are not described. Thus, the
main motivation for this work is the development of certain error models to describe the erroneous
output of a given arithmetic operation as an alternative for state-of-the-art fault injection techniques.
But in contrast to [6], our error models determine the basic reliability of a single hardware module
without any fault detection methods (like duplication) in a first step. Thus, these error models are
comparable to so-called channel models which are known from coding theory (see Chapter 3).

3 Background of theory
A channel model is an important mean in information theory to approximate the behavior of real noisy
transmission channels by a probabilistic approach. For example, a simple channel model is the socalled binary symmetric channel (= BSC) in Figure 2. This BSC model allows us to calculate the
probability of faulty bits and further the residual error probability of error detecting codes based on a
simple transmission line [19], [21]. The residual error probability describes the chance for a received
code word to be corrupted in a way that it is again a valid code word after reception. The error in a
transmitted code word is not detected in this case.

Figure 2: The binary symmetric channel model describes the probability p that a single bit changes its
value or remains unchanged (1 - p).
The data processing in arithmetic units of a microcontroller uses hardware based operations, which
also represent a kind of channel. During the software processing, arbitrary, permanent or transient
hardware faults can occur and they probably change the value of the result. But in contrast to
transmission systems, an arithmetic operation is usually more complex with at least one input and the
output is a function of these inputs (Figure 3).

Figure 3: An arithmetic operation usually processes at least one input and generates an output as a
function of the inputs and the arbitrary error (z = f(x, y, e)).

In a processor system, there is a set of arithmetic operations and other components which all take
part in data processing and are vulnerable to arbitrary faults. There is for example a memory which
stores data and instructions which deal with that data (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Simplified fault model of a processor [26].

Data errors have their cause either in corrupted memory or in bit-flips during accessing the memory
bus or during computation in the ALU (= arithmetic logic unit). In contrast to data transmission and
storage systems, where channel models are state-of-the-art for error estimation, comparable models are
not available for data processing channels [13].
A first attempt of such an error model for an arithmetic operation was done in [20]. The ripple-carryadder as an iterative operation is described by the discrete Markov chain in Figure 5 to model the
faulty behavior caused by the dependencies between the carry-bits and the following digits.

Figure 5: Discrete Markov chain which models the iterative process of a ripple-carry-adder [20].

Figure 5 describes the error states of the iterative addition process. Referred to a 1-bit adder, there are
four error states which are defined by the two outputs sum s and carry cout. Either no fault has occurred
and both outputs are correct (state G) or there is a fault and at least one output is wrong (B1 - only sum
is wrong; B2 – only the carry is wrong; B3 – both are wrong). In [20], it is assumed that in case of a
fault, the adder changes to one of the error states Bx with an equal probability. This is still a
simplification and the distribution must be adapted for the concrete realization of the adder. But by
means of this model, the reliability of each bit in the sum can be calculated and further the probability
of undetection in case of coded data.
For reliability evaluations, Markov models are often used and a very powerful tool. The example of
an arithmetic instruction in [20] is a small system and only covers a single step in a given data flow.
The reliability of the outcome of a complete task depends on all executed instructions. So, an
evaluation of the total reliability requires all error models for each instruction in the data flow.
However, this set of error models is not yet available and the reliability of a data flow must be
determined in a more abstract manner. Therefore, the data flow is modeled by means of a continuoustime Markov model, in which the runtime is an important characteristic [27]. The longer the runtime
which means the more instructions are executed, the higher the risk for an incorrect result at the end.
But the basic concept of Markov models cannot be used to describe more regular events like task
runtime. In contrast, continuous-time Markov models describe events that randomly occur with a
constant rate (= exponential distribution). However, the Erlang distribution [22], [23] can be
considered as a composition of several exponential distributed events. In this way, it approximates
more regular distributions like the normal distribution which matches to a task´s runtime better. The
result of this consideration leads to the multi-staged Markov model in Figure 6. Each vertical state
represents a certain time interval and the last state is entered with the termination of the task. The

columns represent the number of active faults. Depending on the amount and type of redundancy,
there is a maximum number of surely detectable faults. In case of a detected error, a possible recovery
is the repetition of the whole task to remain operational. In Figure 6, this repetition is marked by the
transitions back to the initial state 1.0.

Figure 6: Extended Markov model for a coded data flow [27].

But the presented approach in [27] does not show any details of the task implementation. Each single
vertical stage corresponds to a certain time interval within the data flow. With a constant time of an
instruction, a single stage can be considered as an instruction which is defined by the incoming
transition. So, it is possible to map all instructions into the Markov model with an individual fault
probability (horizontal transitions) and runtime (vertical transitions).

4 Results
Based on the presented approaches for error models from the previous background section, we now
discuss reliability related issues in data processing like residual error probability, fault compensation
and alternative codes for coded data processing.

4.1 Reliability of Data Processing
The data flow of software describes the dependencies of variables and the order of their processing. In
other words, the reliability of the final result depends on the correct execution of each previous
instruction and the storage in the memory. A simple example of a data flow is the addition of two
integer numbers corresponding to the pseudo assembler code in Listing 1.

Listing 1: Pseudo assembler code for the addition of two integer numbers.
Listing 1 shows a set of assembler instructions which adds two integer numbers stored in the working
registers r1 and r2. The reliability of the sum depends on the fault-free execution of each single
instruction. With respect to the total reliability, the given data flow can be illustrated by three serially
connected components and the outcome is only correct, if the first MOV instruction and the second
MOV instruction and the final ADD instruction work correctly. The total reliability is then the product
of all single reliabilities:
(5)
Generally, a single instruction depends on the register width of an arithmetic processor. Each digit
potentially injects a single fault into the instruction. In the theory of probability, this means n
independent events with a common fault probability p. But the correctness of the instruction relies on
the fault-free execution of each digit. With the complementary probability (1 - p) for no fault, the
binomial distribution describes the probability of r faults out of n bits.

(6)
With no faults (r = 0), the Equation 6 is reduced to
(7)
and it represents the reliability of a single n-bit instruction. Assuming the same reliability for each
instruction (Rmov = Radd), the total reliability R0 of Listing 1 is then
.

(8)

Generally for any number of instructions k, it is
.

(9)

The Equation 9 shows that the probability of a correct result decreases with increasing number of
consecutive instructions. Actually, the reliability converges to zero with an infinite number of
instructions. However, the Equation 9 does not consider additional effects like fault compensation. As
we will see in Section 4.2, fault compensation cannot be ignored in huge software systems and high
fault probabilities.
As a further note, the previous investigation has a simple view on the given data flow. In [20], we
showed that the digits of an addition are not independent because of the carry-bit propagation. This is
a very important issue if we want to estimate the probability of a certain erroneous result. Furthermore,
we extended the error model of an addition by faulty operands in [28]. But in the course of this article,
we leave the assumption of independent bits and we investigate the effect of fault compensation in
data processing in a general manner.

4.2 Fault Compensation
Fault compensation is the effect that the final result after a set of consecutively executed instructions is
correct despite of faults. But this effect only works with an even number of contrary faults. The longer
the data flow the higher the number of instructions and the higher the chance for such an effect. In
other words, the fault compensation effectively increases the reliability with increasing number of
instructions. This effective reliability Re is higher than it is expected by the multiplication of all single
reliabilities. With the compensation factor rc > 1, the effective reliability is then

(10)
In [20], we introduced the concept of error masks as the bit-wise covering of a result C with faults
described by the exclusive-OR:
(11)
Assuming an independent sequence of faulty instructions, the error mask after the k-th instruction is
the superposition of all previous error masks by
.

(12)

Thus, the deviation of a single bit in the result depends on all previous faults in the same digit at which
only an odd number of faults causes a deviation. In general, the probability of a correct bit pE0 in the
result is the total probability of an even number of faults in k instructions:

(13)
With the relation between the binomial and the Poisson distribution [30], the Equation 13 can be
transformed to

(14)
The same applies for the probability of corrupted bits, but with an odd number of faults:

(15)
Further, Equation 14 contains the power series of the hyperbolic cosine [31]
(16)
with x = pk. Thus, it follows
(17)

for a single bit and the effective reliability is
(18)
for all n digits of a processor word. The term e-pkn is identical to the binomial expression
small pk and corresponds to the basic reliability R0 of Equation 9 (see also Chapter 6.6.3 in [30]).

for

(19)
The hyperbolic cosine has the property of cosh(x) > 1 for all |x| > 0. This means that with a growing
number of consecutive instructions k or higher fault probability p, the effective reliability Re is higher
by more compensating faults than the basic reliability R0 (Figure 7).

Figure 7: The effective reliability Re is higher than the basic reliability R0 without considering fault
compensation.
Assuming an infinite number of instructions in Equation 17, we can evaluate the steady-state
probability of a single bit. The hyperbolic cosine has the characteristic that it converges to
(20)
with increasing argument x. This means that the limit of the probability of a correct bit in a processor
word after infinite instruction is

(21)
Or in other words, there is a minimum reliability of a single bit or even of the whole n-bit result of

(22)
This minimum reliability manifests itself as a horizontal asymptote of curve Re unequal to zero.

4.3 Linear Codes for Coded Data Processing
The previous sections presented a reliability evaluation of a complete data flow. One advantage of
such an analysis is the comparison of different realizations of a given data flow or even the
comparison of different codes in case of coded processing. Now, we can investigate the effectivity of
an error code based on a certain data flow.
AN-codes are usually used for coded data processing in arithmetic operations. But what is about
other classes of codes. Linear codes are commonly known from transmission systems (e.g. Hamming
codes, cyclic redundancy codes/CRC). Similar to arithmetic codes, the linear code words are generated
by a multiplication (Equation 23).
(23)
In contrast to arithmetic codes, linear codes are based on the algebra of polynomials, whereas
arithmetic codes use an ordinary addition upon integer numbers. The addition of polynomials differs
from that of integer numbers by the missing carry-bit propagation. When using linear codes instead of
arithmetic codes, additional corrective actions must be done (Equation 24).
(24)
Based on the BSC model, linear codes have a better residual error probability than arithmetic codes
[26]. The XOR operation  in Equation 24 matches the characteristic of the BSC model because of the
missing influence between the bits in contrast to the addition (ripple-carry-adder). The reliability
model in Section 4.1 and the model of fault compensation in Section 4.2 can be used. With k = 2,
Equation 19 determines the reliability of the result after two consecutively executed XOR operations.
This reliability is shown as a function of p in Figure 8 (continuous line). Furthermore, the figure also
shows the reliability of a single adder (dotted line) derived by the adder model in [20] for comparison.
Clearly, one single operation is more reliable than two because of the longer data flow.

Figure 8: Comparison of the reliability: (1) two consecutive XOR instructions (2) one single ADD
instruction.

Using linear codes, the result after the two XOR operations in Equation 24 is a valid code word in case
no faults have occurred. However, there is the probability that certain faults lead to another code word

and the error is not detected. A given linear code is characterized by the distribution of the Hamming
weight Wi over all valid code words [24], [25]. The Hamming weight of a code word is the number of
non-zero bits [21]. By means of the binomial distribution, the probability of a certain Hamming weight
can be determined. Thus, the total probability of getting any valid code word (= residual error
probability) is

(25)
with dmin is the minimum Hamming distance, p is the probability of non-zero bits (pE1, Equation 15)
and (1-p) is the probability of correct bits (pE0, Equation 14) in the error mask. With k = 2, it is
(26)
and
(27)
It follows for the residual error probability of the final result:

(28)
The result of Equation 28 is depicted in Figure 9. The curve a) represents the residual error probability
as a function of p for the linear code with generator polynomial g(z) = z3+z+1 and two consecutive
XOR instructions. For comparison, the residual error probability of the AN-code with the ordinary
addition from [20] is also depicted in the figure (A = 3, curve b)). With the same code rate, the
residual error probability of the arithmetic code in combination with the single addition is always
higher than the comparable linear code processed by two XOR operations. This would mean that linear
codes are better for coded data processing than arithmetic codes because the probability of nondetection is lower in spite of more instructions (= computational effort).

Figure 9: Residual error probability of linear codes and arithmetic codes.

But, can both results be compared? The presented approach assumes Equation 24 as a replacement of
an ordinary addition. There is no consideration of the carry-bits, which are part of the ordinary
addition. In real microcontrollers, there is no instruction available to calculate only the carries of an
addition. There is the way to extract the carries like this
.

(29)

Or additional synthesized hardware in an FPGA can generate the carries. But all solutions have an
additional unreliability to be considered. And this means that the curve a) in Figure 8 will be shifted
up and the advantage of the linear codes decreases or maybe disappears. As a conclusion of this
investigation, linear codes are probable not applicable for coded data processing by arithmetic
operations. However following [26], linear codes are optimal for data storage and transmission. And
with two different error codes which are applicable in data processing systems, there is the need for
code transformations as it is described in [32].

5 Discussion
The data flow of software consists of a set of instructions executed in a defined order. Assuming
unreliable hardware which arbitrarily injects faults into any instructions, there is the effect of fault
compensation which is already reported in [13], as well. In the previous section, we derived a
mathematical model which describes this effect within a strict linear data flow. However, fault
compensation is not restricted to this kind of data flow. In [28], the fault compensation between the
operands and a single addition was shown as an example of a conjunctive data flow. Further, it was
shown that the effect of fault compensation cannot be ignored for reliability evaluations with an
increasing complexity of software and with an increasing number of instructions.
Indeed, the evaluation of a complete data flow is very complex and it is not possible without all
required error models of each instruction. Thus, there is the simple data flow of Equation 24 in Section
4.3 for this discussion. The given data flow of two consecutively executed XOR instructions represent
a linear flow without any branches and merges and furthermore it is an example of coded data
processing using linear codes as another aspect of the evaluation. There are several cases to
distinguish: First, both instructions are executed without any faults according Equation 6 with
.

(30)

Second, both instructions represent independent events with respect to their fault vulnerability and
fault compensation is possible. According Equation 19, the effective reliability is increased by the
factor
.

(31)

With a basic fault probability p = 10e-6 and a data width n = 8, the factor of Equation 31 is rc =
1+16e-12. But this covers the data flow including two instructions only. With increasing number of
instructions (e.g. k = 100000), the factor increases to rc = 1.04 which is obviously higher than before
and it cannot be ignored any more. A similar behavior can be observed with increasing fault
probability p.
The remaining faults should be detected by using coded data words, but there is still a small residual
risk for undetection (Equation 28). Figure 10 qualitatively summarizes all outcomes of the data flow.

Figure 10: The entire probability space is partitioned into several groups: (1) fault-free execution, (2)
fault compensation, (3) fault detection by error codes and (4) undetection of faults determines the
residual error probability.

A further aspect of fault compensation is related to Publication [27]. Here, we introduced an
extended Markov model which describes the error behavior of a given data flow in a more abstract
layer (see Figure 6 in Section 3). It defines several system states which correspond to the number of
active faults (columns of the Markov model) and the probability of the detection. But this model
doesn´t cover any fault compensation as discussed before. The compensation of a fault resets the
system back to a fault-free state or rather it reduces the number of active faults. Thus, there are
additional transitions to the left column with an increasing rate depending on the progress of the data
flow (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Detail of the extended Markov model with the effect of fault compensation by additional
transitions.

6 Conclusion
The presented paper investigated the effect of fault compensation during the data processing on
unreliable hardware. Because of changing manufacturing processes, the risk for arbitrary faults in
logical circuits becomes a bigger impact on recent and especially in future systems. Thus, it becomes
more probable for multiple faults in more complex software systems and therefore the chance for
compensation rises. This fault compensation effectively increases the reliability and it must be
considered in such reliability analysis to avoid a deviation in the calculations. It was shown that the
influence of fault compensation becomes bigger with increasing number of instructions (Section 4.2).

This paper also shows a possible evaluation for a strict linear data flow wherein there are no
dependencies between nearby bits. This is still a simplification because in a data flow there are also
more complex instructions related to the error behavior and the dependencies to each other and
between nearby bits. In future works, the set of error models will be extended to further instructions to
derive a complete reliability model for a given data flow and also for a control flow. Such a reliability
model can also be used by a compiler environment for data flow analysis. An enhanced compiler
knows the data flow and it is possible to evaluate the reliability of a given data flow just after the build
process of a software development automatically. So, necessary changes in the data flow to optimize
the reliability by software can be done very early in the development process.
This paper also investigates the alternative usage of linear codes instead of arithmetic codes (ANcodes). The ordinary addition of two integer numbers can be replaced by two polynomial additions of
the operands and the resulting carry-bits of both. However, there is no possibility to create the carry
polynomial without further (unreliable) instructions and the presented evaluation is not complete. But
it already shows the better error performance of linear codes in combination with BSC-based
instructions (e.g. XOR, MOV). The conclusion of this study is the existence of an optimal code for a
given instruction (= channel). With different channels in an arithmetic processor, the usage of different
codes would increase the error detection probability by matching the characteristic of the underlying
hardware. But, the code words must be transformed to each other depending on the currently executed
instruction. Such a transformation requires additional execution of unreliable hardware. In [32], we
already presented a possible transformation rule of linear code words to arithmetic code words and
vice versa for this purpose.
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